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core strength 
Exploration company likes 
what they’ve seen after a 
third year near Terrace 
\NEWS A5 
Mill pm\u oroduces its first,, lumber ‘ I  
l 
crown me and aid 
The River Kings invite hockey 
hopefuls to try out for the 
team’s second season 
\SPORTS 610 \COMMUNITY B3 
Junior musicians benefit 
from a free 10-day band 
camp taught by locals 
THE TERRACE Lumber Company re- 
opened Aug. 29, ending a four-year shut- 
down that helped put Terrace and area 
into the economic doldrums. 
“Today heralds a new beginning for 
the 70 direct employees and will result in 
tremendous indirect benefits to the com- 
munity,” said company chair and princi- 
pal shareholder John Ryan. 
For now, the mill is running one shift a 
day, producing 700 cubic metres of lum- 
ber a shift. 
But there are more people working in 
the forests to cut the wood, to truck it to 
the mill and in the related service indus- 
tries. 
The kilns are to dry’wood beginning 
Sept. 6 with planing to start Sept. 12 and 
thel first shipment is expected to go out 
Sept. 22. Adding a second shift would improve 
Workers were on site Aug. 24 for a revenues and profits making it,easier for 
five-hour safety session and a limited the company to secure financing for any 
production run took place Aug. 25 and ‘capital pro-iects, said Ryan. 
Aug. 26, said co-owner Mo Takhar. “We’ve impressed upon them the ur- 
The owners want to add a second shift gency of the need for them to get logging 
when practical but say the mill can be if they can,” he said. 
profitable running at one shift. Ryan said the benefits of the mill’s re- 
“We feel confident with the one shift opening spread to current First Nations 
and the fibre supply we have,” said wood suppliers, to prospective ones and 
Ryan. to the region past Terrace. 
Adding a second shift depends upon Ryan also announced the company 
the company securing a fibre purchase has hired IFP-Canada Corporation, the 
deal with Coast Tsimshian Resources, the Canadi’an subsidiary of major Ameri- 
company owned by the Lax Kw’aalams can marketing giant International Forest 
of the northcoast. Products (IFP) Corporation to sell its fin- 
cence No. 1, the traditional source of fi- IFP is based in Boston, is privately- 
bre for the mill. owned and, according to its Web site, 
It has just purchased Tree Farm Li- ,~ ishedproduct. 5 
provides “expertise as well as profes- 
sional advice on the technica1,and legal 
considerations of a transaction.” 
Ryan said it made sense to choose an 
experienced marketer instead of having 
the TLC create its own sales department. 
“They have the skills and they’ll look 
after what is required. You hire experts to 
act in your best interest,” he said. 
Chips will be shipped to a Pope ahd 
Talbot mill on Vancouver Island while 
hog and sawdust fuel is being sent to the 
Eurocan mill in Kitimat. 
The mill was once owned by regional 
forest products giant Skeena Cellulose 
but trouble began in 1997 when that 
company was abandoned by its parent, 
Repap Industries, resulting in the tempo- 
rary closure of the sawmill‘ here and of ,~ equity for the deal. 
the company’s large pulp mill in Prince 
Rupert. 
A recovery plan was then put together 
by the NDP government of the,day re; 
quiring more than $400 million dollars. 
That ended when the provincial Liber- 
als were elected in May 2001. The mills 
closed again later that year and have not 
opened since. 
A company called New Skeena bought 
Skeena Cellulose but it itself went into 
bankruptcy in late 2004. 
The mill here was within days of be- 
ing auctioned off in February when Ryan, 
Mo Takhar and other local businessmen 
formed the Terrace Lumber Company 
and bought the mill. 
A City of Terrace loan also provided 
1 
I 
Copper, gold mine approved 
after environmental review 
PROVINCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL approval 
of a potential copper and gold mine north of here 
will provide jobs and an economic base for the 
area, says the Liberal MLA who represents the 
area. 
“I’m pleased. One of the hurdles has been 
cleared,” said Bulkley Valley-Stikine MLA Den- 
nis MacKay of the Aug. 25 approval given the 
Red Chris project owned by bcMetals Corpora- 
tion. 
The property is located off of Hwy37 North 
just south of Iskut, approximately 500 kilometres 
from Terrace, and in the traditional area of the 
Tahltan. 
An existing gold mine in the region, Eskay 
Creek, is scheduled to close next year meaning 
there’ll be workers available who can transfer 
their skills to Red Chris, said MacKay. 
“Approximately 30 per cent of the people at 
Eskay are Tahltan so Red Chris presents the op- 
portunity for continued employment. I’m very 
pleased,” he said. 
“We hear a lot about the high unemployment 
rate among the native people and this will help 
provide jobs in that area.” 
MacKay added that spin-off benefits will boost 
the economy of the entire region. 
The open pit mine proposal has a forecast life 
of 25 years and will need $228 million to con- 
struct, providing 250 full-time jobs. 
A 23-kilometre private road will be built to the 
mine site, which will contain housing for a two 
week in-two weck out shift system. 
A memorandum of understanding was signed 
between bcMetals and the area’s Tahltan Central 
Council and it will now be followed up by a spe- 
cific proposal for Tahltan employment and busi- 
ness opportunities, said company president Ian 
Smith last week. 
A bcMetals subsidiary, Red Chris Develop- 
ment Company, has been formed to operate 
the mine and the Tahltan have been offered the 
chance to buy an equity stake of up to 30 per cent 
of the mine, he said. 
The company must now put in place a wildlife 
management plan, a fisheries habitat comnmsa- 
. . . . . . -- 
tion plan and establish a reclamation plan. I 
The project hinges on the. provincial govem- 
ment running a hydro line north of the Meziadian 
Junction along Hwy37 North so a branch line can 
be run to the Red Chris site. No construction work 
will be permitted until that main line is approved. 
MacKay said he will now focus his attention 
on lobbying the provincial cabinet to approve that 
main line. 
“I’m getting positive feedback but nothing 
concrete so far,” he said. 
MacKay said the Red Chris purchase of power 
combined with the needs of other potential mines 
in the area should provide the economic justifica- 
tion for the h e ’ s  constniction. 
A hydro line would also provide power to the 
settlements of Iskut and Dease Lake, which now 
rely on diesel generators. 
The environmental approval was signed off by 
environment minister Barry Penner and energy 
and mines minister Richard Neufeld in advance 
of the Sept. 9 deadline date established after bc- 
Metals completed its 180-day review. 
I Citytosinkteeth I 
into fluoride debate 
TERRACE VOTERS ‘will be asked in a’ referendum 
whether or not they want the city to continue fluoridating 
the municipal water supply. 
That question will be asked of electors in conjunction 
with the November 19 municipal election. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says the decision to couple the ref- 
erendum qhestion with the general election was made a 
year and a half ago. 
“It’s not a top priority,” Talstra says. “(The referen- 
dum) has been on the books for a year and a half.” 
A year and a half ago the city also reduced to a small 
percentage the amount of fluoride it adds to thee water, 
says Talstra. 
That reduction - from one part per million to 0.7 parts 
per million - cut the cost to the city by $5,000. At its 
present proportion, the fluoridation costs the city $20,000 
a year. 
The mayor says the question arose with council in 
2003 because of scientific data that questioned the ben- 
efits of fluoridating the water. 
“They’re divided,” Tdstra says of scientific opinion. 
“Some say it makes no difference, that it’s not helpful 
and some -especially dentists - say it’s necessary. 
“I don’t have great feelings one way or an other,” he 
continues. “There was an era way back when, when ev- 
eryone thought (fluoridating) was the way to go.” 
<-’- . ,.. -7 
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Skeena sockeye run is up 
but number is still low 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
S E E N A  SOCKEYE numbers have incmsed slightly Over 
the last three weeks, but overall returns will be far below 
Pre-season estimates, says a regional fisheries spokesper- 
“We’re tracking for about 672,000 - up from the 610,000 
estimated (three weeks ago),” said Steven Groves, area chief 
resource manager with the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. 
“We got a boost at the end, but we’re still way below the 
1.2 million estimated for the year,” added Groves. 
Groves said last week that 95 per cent of the sockeye 
should have passed through the river by now. 
The lower than expected returns cancelled the commer- 
Cia1 fishing season, saw limits lowered in early August for 
recreational anglers and posed huge challellges for First Na- 
tions fishers to reach their allocation of food, social aid cer- 
emonial fish. 
‘“We’ve been told the First Nations esscntiilly haven’t 
been able to achieve their allocation,” Groves said. 
The lack of a commercial fishing season has resulted in 
calls by fish boat owners and others for government assis- 
tancc. 
A petition has been started by the United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers’ Union, the Native Brotherhood, the Nisga’a 
Lisims Government and the area gillnetters’ group addressed 
to Prime Minister Paul Martin. 
“For gillnetters and seiners, sockeye is the money fish,” 
said fishermen union official Joy Thorkelson. 
While the sockeye run nears its disappointing end, Groves 
said coho are already returning in strong numbers. 
The fisheries official said the number of coho currently 
escaping into the Skeena are double the average seen through 
the 1990s. 
“It’s probably going to be a record year for coho,:’ he 
added. 
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans uses a tie test 
fishery, which-it uses as an index of what’s being caught. 
Groves said the fisheries officials multiply the number of 
fish caught by the average over the last three ye&s and con- 
vert that figure into an index. 
“Lt gives us an idea of the numbers until the post-season,” 
added Groves. 
A measure 01’79.6 last week compares to a 1990s average 
of 32.5, Groves said. 
“11 looks like we’ll get twice as much as we got in the 






THE LAST day on the job: 
for fire crews in the north- 
west was August 26, making 
the regioi the only fire cen- 
tre in the province to end the 
season early. 
Low numbers of fires in 
the area, coupled with low 
temperatures and anticipat- 
~ f>  ed precipitation kept the fire 
danger rating low to moder- 
ate throughout most of the 
summer. 
The number of fires re- 
ported to the Northwest Fire 
Centre decreased 70 per cent 
from last year’s; there yere 
59 fires this ApFii‘tsr August 
compared to the 194 last year 
in @e same time period. 
Of the 59, only three 
were caused by lightning. 
Information officer Charlene 
Wiles said the remaining 56 
fires had human or unknown 
causes and most could have 
been prevented. Q 
Some of these prevent- 
able fires were in the Skeena 
zone; the 11 fires that burned 
a total of two hectares be- 
tween April and August 
were all started by humans. 
’ 
< 
This year, the Skeena 
zone had the least amount of 
hectares burned in the North- 
west. The majority of hect- 
ares burned this year were 
in the Bulkley and Kispiox 
Valley area, which saw 24 
fires bum 270 hectares. 
Although there were fen 
fires in the area, Wiles s i c  
it won’t affect the number oj 
crews or placements for nex 
year’s fire season. 
“Each fire season is dif. 
ferent,” she said. “You nevei 
know what a fire season wil 
be like.” 
Last year, the Skeen; 
zone was up to 50 fires fo 
the season, while 2001 hac 
only six. 
Overall, the whole prov 
ince had a relatively IOH 
number of fires this yea 
with 863 fires burnin] 
34,399 hectares compared t( 
last year’s 2,318 fires burn 
ing 2 14,060 hectares. 
“The main thing tha 
makes this year differen 
from other years is that thc 
entire province has seen lov 
fire starts ... it’s been quic 
across the whole province,’ 
Wiles said, adding that thi 
low numbers were helpec 
by precipitation and lot 
temperatures. 
“We’ve been very fortu 
nate this year,’: she said. 
j$jiwh&! 




will begin September 5 I b  
The P.A.L. program teaches: 
This 12 hr. course prepares 
the student for a 
for sports 
‘Thursday,’September 1 st 
1 0  A.M. till 1 0  P.M.! 
Friday, September 2nd 
1 0  A.M. till 1 8  P.M.! 
Saturday, September 3 rd 
11 A.M. till 5 P.M. only! 
We Will Remain, 
CLOSED 
All Day WEDNESDAY, A U C W T  31 st 
While We Re-Price Every Single I tem We Have! 
‘ Sell Off Price - e / /  Off As Much 
ist ing Stock Now 
0 CHECK IT OUT - EWEN HOCKEY! 
Rea. Sell-Off 
HOKCUARD Mouthguards $14.99 $5.99 
CM 859 Shoulder Pads $109.99 $82.49 
AlJER Vapor Street Goalie pads $ 1  59.99 $1 19.99 
:E TEC Womens Soft Skates $99.99 $49.99 
ASTON Synergy Pro Composite Sticks $239.99 $ 1  79.99 
TOTAL CLOTHING BLOW-OUT! 
Reg. Sell-Off 
1ARLBORO Mens Casual Barn jackets $99.99 $59.99 
IORTH FACE Nuptse Down Jackets ’ $299.99 $239.99 
4JINJI Socks $17.99 $8.99 
MART WOOL Hiking Socks $22.99 $1 7.99 
VERY WOMENS BATHING SUIT WE HAVE! 1 /2 PRICE ‘ 
r 
There Will Be A Total 




K-2 Softboot lnline Skates $249.99 $1495 
BAUER 3050 Hockey lnlines $229.99 $1 372 




GRAVIS Skate Shoes $ 1  14.99 $39.! 
AIRWALK Mens & Wornens Shoes $89.99 $29.! 
SAUCONY Grid Omni 4 Trail Shoes $ 1  29.99 $892 
DUNHAM Women’s Sandals $109.99 $79.! 
COLUMBIA Cape Cod Clogs $109.99 $49.! 
4555 WKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, BX.  V8G 1P7 
--....--.---. 
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Low Nass run not surprising News In Brief 
I 
NASS RIVER sockeye runs are lower than 
anticipated but fisheries biologists aren’t that 
surprised. 
This year’s returning fish were born in 2000 
and that was a low return year as well, meaning 
there were fewer fish available to spawn, says bi- 
ologist Richard Alexander who has been tracking 
the Nass fishery for 14 years. 
As of last week, Nisga‘a fisheries officials es- 
timated the return was 550,000 sockeye, off from 
an expected run of 700.000. 
”In 2000, the return was 540,000,’’ said Alex- 
ander. 
He and other biologists suspect that increased 
warm water in the ocean waters off of British Co- 
lumbia may be affecting the returns. 
Warm water translaid into fewer nutrients for 
plankton. and that in turn reduces the amount of 
food available for salmon. 
l’hc rcsult can translate into smaller. underfed 
prdiltors. Wi\rln w:iicr occiiti conditions c;Iii UISO 
force sill tiion to rilligc further. 
Alcxiltitlcr said 11ic \\’ilrtiI water suspicions 
were lirnicd up when i\ lish more common to thc 
warmer ~ a ~ c r s  off of California \viis caught in 
Portland Inlel Icirding IO the mou~h of the Nass 
River in mid J d y .  
“lt’s called a kinglish and it really looks like it 
small mackerel,” said Alexander. 
Although numbers are off of projections in the 
Nass, the situation is more serious in the Skeena 
with federal fisheries officials reporting a return 
of 672,000 sockeye compared to a projection of 
1;2 million. 
Early run return numbers on the Fraser are also 
down from forecasts. Coniniercial fishing has 
been banned on the Fraser and on the Skeena but 
the native food fishery has been allowed. 
In response to the low Nass sockeye returns, 
the Nisga’a are reducing their pre-season coni- 
mercial entitlement of 123,510 fish. 
Alexander expects the final Iigure to be in 
the 112,000 range. What this does is bolster the 
spawning numbers to build up future generations 
of fish. 
The food fishery is set at a standard catch of 
30,000 sockeye a year and that’s already been 
SiIlI1W11 t h i ~ t  ~ ; l t i  be too weilk to out-swim dcildly 
Strike vote planned 
by’B.C. teachers 
TEACHERS HERE and across 
the province are taking a strike 
vote beginning Sept. 20 to back 
demands for a pay increase and ’/ 
for changes to the way they 
bargain with the provincial 
government. 
Those changes include re- 
moving education, as an essen- 
tial service and allowing teach- 
ers to bargain on the number of 
students in classes and on the 
composition of those classes Jinny Sims 
All of those measures wcrc brought in by the provin- 
cial Liberal government following the 200 1 election. 
BCTF President Jinny Sims said teachers do not take 
job action lightly. c 
“We would rather not have to do so, but wc havc 
been working undcr increasingly difficult cliissrooln 
conditions for many months itlid our students dcserve 
better,” Sims said last wcek. 
Demands for wage increase contrildict, thc gcneral 
provincial govcmment policy that ill1 public sector 
workers go through a three-year income freeze. 
Teachers and the province have been bargaining 
since 2004 but have made no progress. 
Since education is now an essential service, teachers 
won’t be permitted to undertake a wholesale strike. 
But they could stop teaching some programs, such as 
sports and music, if they are not considered essential. -  
Cable guys count 
Hwy37 traffic 
SEVERAL CABLESS laid across various stretches of 
Highway 37 South between Terrace and Kitimat earlier 
this month recorded not just the number of vehicles but 
also the type. 
“lt’s able to tell us the configuration of the vehicles 
... whether they’re tractor trailers,” explained Randy 
Penner, Skeena district operations manager with the 
transportation ministry. 
The cables remained on the road for eight days, The 
ministry had placed the counters along Hikhway 16 and 
by the four-way stop at the intersection ofHwy37 South 
and Hwyl6 as well, said Penner. 
The information gathered from the counters was 
downloaded into a computer database in Prince 
George. 
The data will be used to determine if any changes are 
necessary to better accommodate traffic needs. 
Penner noted the information will also factor into 
highway response time classifications. Higher classi- 
fications receive quicker attention to damage such as 
cracks and potholes. 
The road between Kitiniat and Terrace currently has 
a 3A rating which is one of the highest provincial clas- 
sifications. 
The road was also completely paved in 2003 and in 
2004 with safety features such as rumble strips being 
installed, , . 
FISH TbGGING, shown here at one of the fishwheels used by the Nisga’a on the Nass River, 
helps biologists track numbers and runs. Lower Nass water levels this year mean it is taking 
longer foifish to reach their spawning grounds. 
reached on the Nass. ‘ 
That 550,000 anticipated return figure this year 
is taken from what biologists call an in-season 
tally and is subject to revision when a variety of 
other data is available by early October. 
Based on accumulated data, Alexander and 
other biologists are predicting ‘a weaker sockeye 
run next year in the 400,000 range to be followed 
by several years of much higher returns. 
Managing the Nass fishery is different than on 
other rivers because of the Nisga’a involvement 
through their 2000 land claims treaty. 
A fisheries department of the Nisga’a Lisims 
Government works conducts both assessment and 
enhancement programs and works with the fed- 
eral Department of Fisheries and Oceans through 
provisions in the treaty. 
Alexander described the co-operation and in- 
formationsharing;which extends to Alaskan fish; 
RICHARD ALEXANDER PHOTO 
eries officials, as excellent because it results in 
much better data upon which to make decisions. 
. . _  
“What’s important is the recognition this is a 
sustainable resource and to have a good manage- 
nient system in place increases that sustainabil- 
ity,” he said. 
A good management plan combined with ef- 
forts to boost fish numbers results in larger com- 
mercial catches. 
The biologist also noted the Nass chinook run 
was also lower than expected this year and that 
the Nisga’a then lowered their catch in response. 
There are three parts to the Nisga’a commercial 
fishery - the one that takes place in the marine 
waters off of Gingolx at the mouth of the Nass 
River, an individual sale gillnet fishery in the river 
itself and a fishwheel fishery at two locations, near 
Gitwinksihlkw and above Old Aiyansh. As of late 
-July;407 people had fishing permits. 
. I  I * .  
NISGA’A FISH technician Charles Morven, 
left, with biologist Richard Alexander and 
technician Leo nard G U n 0 . i : ; ” . ’ k . ‘ * c o ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~  PHOTO 
.. 
Calculatbr; LdterinyGuide, Compass 
Eraser Pencil, Sharpener Ruler 
Receive half of your rebate Instantly from your La-Z-Boy 
retailer and the other half as a mall-in cash rebate. 
-75 in ~ - z - B o ~  
ON SELECT LA-Z-BOY. RECLINERS 81 CHAIRS ON AU LA-Z-BOY. LEATHER RECLINERS, LEATHER CHAIRS, PLUS 
SOFAS 81 LOVESEATS, RECLINING WFAS & SLEEP SOFAS 
k.o.’569 
-Q7.50 INSTANT REBATE RECLINA-ROCKER’ 
CHAISE RECLINER -J37.50 MAIL-H REBATE 
ELEANOR 
ON ALL LAZ-BOY. LEATHER RECLINERS, LEATHER CHAIRS. PLUS 
SOFAS & LOVESEAB. RECLINING SOFAS & SLEEP SOFAS 
ON ALL LA-2-BOY’ LEATHER SOFAS, LEATHER LOVESEATS. 
LEATHER RECLINING SOFAS & SLEEP SOFAS 
rb REBATES 
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 0 638-1 158 1-800-813-1 158 
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Blockade 
“We are all here to stay. We agree to a new gov- 
ernment-to-goveritinent relationship based on re- 
spect, recognition and accommodation of aborig- 
inal title and rights. Our shared vision includes 
respect tor our respective laws and responsibili- 
ties. Through this new relationship, we commit to 
reconciliation of Aboriginal and Crown titles and 
jurisdictions. ” 
These words are from the opening paragraph of 
c The New Relationship, a document signed by the 
provincial government and, native organizations 
this past spring and intended to be the starting 
point for a final resolution of native land claims 
and aspirations in B.C. 
Expect to hear a lot more about this document 
and the plans to move forward once Premier Gor- 
don Campbell’s government officially gets back 
to work this fall. It will form the centrepiece €or 
Mi.. Campbell’s second term in office and, as 
such, there’s a lot riding on the outcome. 
That’s because Mr. Campbell’s own vision for 
B.C. starts with a strong economy. From a strong 
economy comes jobs and profits. From jobs and 
profits comes the foundation for social programs. 
Without a strong buy-in from the native com- 
munity in such a fashion that fits the native way, 
there can be no foundation upon which to build 
Which brings us to northern B.C. and the block- 
ade by a group of Tahltan of a road leading to 
the Klappan area. It contains anthracite coal and 
quantities of coalbed methane natural gas. Ontar- 
io-based Fortune Minerals wants to open a coal 
mine and Shell wants to see if there’s enough 
coalbed methane to warrant development. Both 
have been prevented from gaining access to the 
area because of the blockade. 
By all accounts this is an internal dispute among 
the Tahltan with the blockading group at odds 
with the elected Tahltan leadership over the pace 
and scope of industrial development on their ter- 
ritory. The provincial government doesn’t want 
to step into an internal dispute and the companies 
are being advised to sit tight and let the situation 
work itself out. ,-  
, But the dispute and the blockade, which Bulk- 
’ 
ley Valley-Stikine Liberal MLA Dennis MacKay 
characterizes as illegal, pose a major problem for 
the province. 
The longer the blockade goes on, the more 
word will spread within the mining community 
and other industrial sectors about the uncertainty 
of investing in the province. 
That could put the brakes on Mr. Campbell’s 
“open for business” theme and it could stall his 
attempt at forging a new relationship with native 
people. The former can’t take place without the 
latter. Wish Mr. Campbell luck. 
* 
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Got lemons? Make lemonade 
WHEN YOU look over ’the 
last decade at the legacy of 
closed pulp mills in Canada, it 
should raise alarm bells in ev- 
ery small community that has 
come to depend on them for 
their town’s primary employ- 
ment. 
It is an industry that faces 
ever-increasing competition 
from China, Russia and Latin 
America, where capital, labour 
and fiber costs are significant- 
ly lower and larger manufac- 
turing sites create greater ef- 
ficiencies. 
Combined this with the 
rapid rise in energy costs and a 
high Canadian dollar, it is little 
wonder the industry in Canada 
has only been profitable in two 
of the last ten years. 
As we look at the impacts of 
closed plants in B.C. - Skeena 
Cellulose, Port Alice and Gold 
River - it is little wonder some 
communities are getting ner- 
vous today. 
The recent article by the 
Conference Board of Canaiia 
only drives home the point that 
this is an industry in trouble. 
Pulp maker Cascadia stated 
recently that “they will cut 
costs at money losing mills in 
Thunder Bay and put other as- 
sets on watch.” 
In response to all of this, 
our provincial government has 
struck a task force, chaired 
by Dan Miller, to look ai the 
competitive factor of business 
in B.C. It has specifically been 
asked to look at the pulp and 
paper industry first and for 
good reason. 
In Kitimat we have already 
seen the impacts of a global 
economy on Methanex and 
build two oriented strand board 
(OSB) plants in the interior is 
good news for the interior 
And that announcement is 
equally important to the north- 
west. 
Where the mountain pine 
beetle may be a huge natural 
disaster €or the province, it 
may also be’an opportunity. 
Under the mountain pine 
beetle plan, the new fiber is 
specifically targeted away 
from traditional lumber mam- 
facturers. 
Instead it is put into the 
hands of businesses that would 
interior for companies like Ai- 
nsworth and others. 
It was the recent demise of 
a local pulp mill in New York 
State that prompted Ainsworth 
to propose a plan to build a 
new OSB plant in that region: 
This opportunity was made 
possible due to the freeing up 
of previously committed fiber 
for that pulp mill. 
‘ This is relevant for the 
northwest, as with the on go- 
ing saga of New Skeena, there 
is a significant amount of un- 
der utilized and available fiber 
here. 
use the fiber to make other The thought of losing a pulp ROGER HARRIS 
may soon feel what the loss products. mill sends most town councils 
of that industry means to the With the increased oppor- into a frenzy, and with good 
community. tunity to access fiber, we are reason. But ignoring the reali- 
Certainly the Alcan de- witnessing an increased mo- ty of a global market place has 
bate is about mentum in the mearch and even greater consequences for 
global eco- development the public they represent. 
nomics, but around the The demand in the market 
next victim the Potential to advance manufactur- products is growing steadily. 
could be the the engineered woods ing Of eWi- We have in the northwest 
Eurocanpulp product sector by a neered wood a large volume of uncommit- 
ted fiber and new forest tenure and kraft pa- decade.” products. 
per mill. In just holders looking for long-term 
the last year customers or partners. Doesii this 
‘One new Most people are holding mean that we 
should circle the wagons and p y e their breath hoping for the re- 
ignore what is happening in have been developed that al- surgence of old Skeena, while 
the global market place? It is low for the use of a significant in a t ima t  they pray E~~~~~~ 
a strategy that has been tried percentages of pine in OSB, has another 30 years in it: 
But when we look to the in the past and really doesn’t something unheard of two yearsago. future and see what is happen- work very well for anyone. 
ing in the global market place, The solution to not becom- The pine beetle has the ing a victim of the global mar- potential to advance the engi- maybe we should,be working 
a little less on re-creating the ket place is to stay ahead of it. neered woods product sector As long as we choose to in B.C. by a decade, making 
compete in commodity prod- US world leaders in the tech- past and ’pending more time 
on looking ahead. ucts the challenge from third nology and creating a v4-mle 
world countries will only be- new woods indusQ‘. It might be a little more 
come greater. This availability of fiber, as Work today, but the Pay Off to 
This is why the recent an- a result of the pine beetle, has c3mmunities the north- 
nouncement by Ainsworth to created the opportunity in the west could be much greater. 
possibly the ‘‘The Pine beetle has design and place for engineered wood 
These teens won‘t learn lesson 
LOOKING AFTER someone’s 
home and pets while they’re 
off on a holiday is easy. 
Make sure dogs and cats 
have water and food, the litter 
box is cleaned and the yard is 
tidied daily. Spend time with 
the animals so they don’t feel 
abandoned. Water houseplants 
before the “birds” chirp. Bring 
in the mail. 
What ties my stomach in 
knots is the worry I will ar- 
rive one day to find the yard 
gate swinging and the dogs 
escaped, a window broken, or 
the front door open and other 
signs of break and entry. 
I Just such a scenario greet- 
ed a caretaker one evening 
recently. He arrived to see a 
window had been smashed to 
gain entry to the home. 
Before leaving on holidays 
the couple had painted their 
kitchen and living room and 
bought a new sofa set. 
Eggs had been thrown at 
the kitchen walls and drizzled 
over appliances. Fruit juice 
had been poured over the ve- 
lour sofa and carpet. Draw- 
ers had been ransacked in the 
master bedroom and personal 
XAUDETTE SANDECKl 
a teicher’s good side! fork over thc moncy. They no 
If ‘the teenagers had broken doubt havc a history of clean- 
in a week or two earlier the ing up behind thcir angcl. The 
family’s entire holiday would teens would come out of this 
have been blighted. As it was, experience ii lot wiser if they 
the family was on their way were madc to work to pay res- 
back to Terrace when they titution. 
learned their home had been But 1 don’t look for that 
desecrated. For several days to happen, or these teenagers 
they anguished not knowing wouldn’t have been roaming 
the streets at 5:30 a.m.’ and how bad things might be. 
Added to the futility of spare me the crap, “There’s 
painting the rooms and buying nothing-for teens to do.” 
new furniture before they left, Outside of stupidity and 
the family had to deal with the drugs, what motivates anyone 
putrefying remnants of crusted to break and enter, burglarize 
egg in odd comers missed by or vandalize? Even though 
valuables stolen. 
Fortunately an alert neigh- 
bour had called the RCMP at 
5:30 that morning when he 
heard smashing glass. Police 
caught up to the culprits be- 
fore they had a chance to stash 
their loot. 
The thieves turned out to 
be 15-year-old students of 
the teacher whose home they 
robbed and vandalized. 
No doubt they knew exact- 
ly who owned the home they 
burgled. Talk about getting on 
the caretaker’s prompt scrub- 
bing upon finding the mess. 
And sticky juice glued in crev- 
ices and carpet. A joyless end- 
ing to a vacation. 
Regardless of how the 
court rules, the teenagers will ~ 
be paying the $500 insurance 
deductible. They should also 
replace the new furniture and 
pay to have the rooms profes- 
sionally cleaned, including 
carpet. I’d spare no expense in 
setting things right and pres-‘ 
ent the teenagers with a bill 
and a deadline for paying it. 
Probably Mom and Dad will 
the law protects these crooks 
from having their names and 
pictures published. all their 
neighbours, as well as friends 
and coworkers of their vic- 
tims, know who they are and 
their crime, and will be wary 
of them as well as their fami- 
lies in the future. 
And next summer if these 
teenagers ask €or work mow- 
ing lawns or doing handyman 
chores around someone’s yard, 
they may find work scarce. 
Who would knowingly invite 
a criminal into their home or 
on to their property? 
I 
, 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
LOCAL geotech Karla Partel has had a busy summer working in her field of study. Contracted by Eagle Plains Resources, Partel has helped 
to measure and convert over 3,000 metres worth of core samples drilled northwest of Terrace. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Company a B.C. believer, 
MINING IS back i n  B.C., something 
upon which the braintrust of Eagle 
Plains Resources was bilnking. 
The Cranbrook-based company 
started as a two to three-person pri- 
vate operation in 1992, and the-then 
public entity merged with Minor 
River Resources in 1999. 
It now boasts nine full-time em- 
ployees and 30-40 summer contract 
workers. 
Chris Gallagher, one of the full- 
time workers and the project man- 
ager of Eagle Plains’ work north of 
Terrace, says the province is again 
considered a great place for mineral 
exploration. 
“There’s been a boom in explora- 
tion,” says Gallagher, who credits a 
changing political climate and high- 
’ er metal prices for the turnaround. 1 
Gallagher cites the two-term NDP 
government and the Bre-X scandal 
as reasons for a loss of confidence in 
mining here. 
As exploration companies looked 
elsewhere, Gallagher says Eagle 
) Plains president and CEO Tim Ter- 
Locals land 
emp,loyment 
MINERAL EXPLORATION is a complex job requiring 
expertis$ at every stage and Eagle Plains Resources dips into 
the local talent pool for some of its staffing needs. 
Having &en satisfied enough to resume and expand its 
drilling programs on its two properties, the company needed 
drillers. 
Will Bolan is in his second year as a helper on a two-man 
team that drills for 12 hours at a time. , 
THE bird’s eyeview from Mike 
Haworth’s helicopter finds Will Bo- 
Ian, right, and Paul McAurther jest 
starting a drilling shift. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
core and core 
boxes, camp supplies ilnd food nccd to be airlifted. 
Haworth, pilot and co-owner with the local company, 
says the contract has been a big boost. 
“We shared (the contract) last year, but this year it has 
been solely with us,” he says. “Certainly, anything local has 
a high value.” 
Haworth, 50, says as forestry work declined in the area 
and before mining saw a re-birth, local work was becom- 
ing scarce. Just three years ago, the company took a job on 
Baffin Island. The work - about 60 days in total - goes 
beyond the pilots with office, fuel runners and support staff 
also needed. 
On the ground in Terrace, geotech Karla Partel awaits ev- 
ery new shipment of core samples. Her first job is to convert 
the samples from feet to metres and to find the core’s recov- 
ery rate. Factors such as air pockets or harder rock will give 
a recoverty rate either lower or higher than the normal 100- 
foot shafts. She then has to mark out each single metre. 
These preparations are done before the samples go under 
the watchful eye of a contract geologist. 
Partel, who has finished two years of a Bachelor of Geol- 
ogy degree, says the summer job has been ideal. 
“It’s like a big summer school,” says the 2 1 -year-old Ter- 
racite. “I feel right at home and I feel inspired to finish my 
degree in the fall.” 
Partel says the position happened upon her because she 
was in the right place at the right time and because she had a 
geology background. 
“You need to know geology,” says Partel, who adds she 
also helps geologist Peter Daignault with mineral identifica- 
tion, vein logging and sampling. 
Partel will work until all the core is done and shipped. 
’. An eight-year logger from Kitsunikalum, the 32-year- 
old says he’s happy to work close to home, though the long 
hours don’t seem to make it any easier. 
“The hours are tough,” he says. “The girlfriend doesn’t 
even get to see me.” 
Bolan’s job consists of emptying and numbering boxes, 
fuelling up the machine and adding a rod with each ten feet 
in depth the drill reaches. 
“Each time (his partner) pulls up, I’ve got to put a tube 
down and that’s where the rock comes out of.” 
Though Bolan, who took a week-long driller’s course in 
Smithers to be certified, says he misses the interaction with 
the guys from his , 
logging days, the 
money is much 
better. ‘ 
“We make 
good coin - better 
than logging,” he 
says, adding it’s 
a 10 to I I-month 
work year. 
The core Bo- 
Ian and the other 
drillers extract 
has to be brought 
back to Terrace. 
That’s where 
Mike Haworth of 
Quantum Hcli- 
copters conics in. 
Core snmplcs 
arc just .one of 
ninny things 
that nccd being 
transportcd. Gc- 
ologists. drillcrs, 
drill parts, rods, 
* 
niuende stuck around and picked up 
as many properties as possible. 
“Mining is cyclical,” says Gal- 
lagher, 32, adding the B.C. Liberal 
government has opened up roads, 
and extended power supplies, fi- 
nanced the B.C. Geological Survey 
and extended exploration incen- 
tives. 
Eagle Plains now has 36 different 
properties - some joint ventures - in  
B.C., the Yukon and the Northwest 
Territories. Its two local properties 
west o l  Kaluni Lake - LCR and 
K:ilum -are its flagship projects. 
So far, $800,000 has been spent 
on the exploration of the LCR prop- 
crty, financed by Northern Conti- 
nental Resources, a joint venture 
partner. Thc Kaluni project, is 100 
per cent owned and financed by Ea- 
glc Plains to a tune of $250,000. 
The financing comes from flow 
through shares, a government-based 
incentive program designed to pro- 
mote investment in Canadian explo- 
ration by offering excellent tax ben- 
efits to investors. 
I J .  
Min‘ing feasibility. gets 
a make or break test 
A DAUNTING 95 per cent 
of the time a drill prograni 
will come up dry, ending 
any hope a property will 
turn into a mine, says an 
Eagle Plains chief geologist. 
But that tcmpting five per 
cent is what keeps explora- 
tion companies looking for 
that next big find. 
“Drilling in exploration 
is the big thing,” says Chris 
Gallagher, the project nian- 
ager for the third year of 
exploration west of Kalum 
Lake. “You can find awe- 
some, awesome rocks, great 
gold ...y ou can make your 
property look rcally good 
but nobody listens u n t i l  thc 
drill conies and does i t s  
thing.“ 
Eagles Plili1is’ loci11 proj- 
ccts on two sircs cnconipw- 
ing a 140-squiirc kilomctrc 
property rcsumccl this year 
bascd on results from ground 
ilnd dr,illing exploration lilst 
YCilr. 
per mctre drilled, including 
labour, food and trillispor- 
tation for the drillers and 
diesel for power, Gallaghcr 
says you want to have a 
pretty good idea that results 
will be worthwhile. 
With il  COS^ of LIP 10 $100 
face, whcrc the geologists 
and the geotcchs have been, 
things look really nice, so 
now the first thing is we 
bring the drill in  and take 
two or three exploration 
holes and you get a better 
idea of what’s underneath,” 
says Gallagher. 
Using a lightweight drill 
that can be transported by 
helicopter, the company 
“You can make your 
property look really 
good but nobody listens 
until the drill comes and 
does its thing.” 
eIiipIoys four colitriictcd 
workers that work i n  tc:inis 
01’ two for 12-hour shifts 
Thc driller opcriitcs the 
pressure illid 11i;ikcs sure the 
drill is stuight, whilc the 
helper feeds the driller the 
rods hc nccds to kccp push- 
ing the tlrill bit down. 
“There’s also a core 
tube that slides down into 
the drill rod that fills with 
rock.” explains Gallagher. 
“They pull that out, (the 
cilcli tliiy. 
the helper unloads it into the 
core boxes.” 
Gallagher says they have 
drilled 23 holes on the two 
properties totalling 3,400 
metres OT core samples up to 
three inches in diameter. 
But even those numbers 
don’t guarantee the good re- 
sults they seek. 
Once a target depth is 
reached and the rock still 
looks promising, says Galla- 
gher, the dilemma becomes 
whether to forge on or not 
and economics plays a big 
factor. 
“Sometimes there are re- 
?lly subtle hints that you’re 
getting closer and closer to 
a gold or copper system,” 
Silys thc Kimberlcy-based 
Gilllaghcr. “SO if YOU don’t 
SCC i1Iiy copper, you want lo 
see i f  you’rc at Icast getting 
CIOSC IO thilt kind of thing.” 
Core samples arc and 
will be tcstcd in a laboratory 
in Vilncouvcr. where they’ll 
get il bcttcr idca of the drill- 
ing rcsults. 
Bascd on the preliminary 
results, Gallagher and his 
teani will be back next sum- 
mer to resume the drill pro- 
gram. 
So far, things are looking 
“Right now on the sur- core sample) conies out and up. 
CHIEF geologist and project manager Chris Gallagher checks the state of the drill 
before analyzing the most recent core samples that are taken at 45,60 and near 90 
degree angles. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
The Mail Bag 
Don’t stir the pot 
Dear Sir: 
I can’t believe it, Roger Harris, but you have done it 
again. Your Aug. 17, 2005 column in The Terrace Stan- 
dard under the heading “Kitimat’s vision found lacking” 
is precisely why you are no longer this riding’s MLA. 
You know better than anyone else that reporters can 
misquote politicians and that is precisely what Mr. Cay0 
‘of the Vancouver Sun did with Ms. Diane Hewlett’s com- 
ments. Ms. Hewlett,<)he Mayor of Kitiiiiat and Kitimat’s 
elected leadership is being maligned and misquoted and 
now you are taking a shot at them also. Shame on you. 
You know that Kitiniat’s municipal leaders have at- 
tempted to make inroads to achieve win-win solutions 
with our ncighbours the Haisla, the provincial govcrn- 
nicnt, the City of Terrace and AlciIn executivc. , I’ 
Kitiniat council has niet with the Hilislil :lnd meetings 
werc friendly and constructivc ond more iirC planncd in 
the future. An cconomic commission hils been formed by 
the Haisla ilnd the Kitimii: councils, workiiig togctlicr 011 
bringing prospcrity to thc Kitimat V;illcy. 
Council has mct with you, nunicrous cabinet ministers, 
as well as Preniicr Gordon Campbell. We were encow- 
aged by the Hon. John Les whcn hc said “thilt if  his town 
faced a similar situation as Kitinlilt did, hc would do ill1 
that hc could to defcnd it.” Wc took his advice seriously. 
Yes, we have filed an action in the courts. 11’s not a 
lawsuit, i t  is simply asking for clarification of thc 1950 
and 1997 Alcan agreements. You also know that parties 
that have cases against each other in court continue talk- 
ing. Alcan and the B.C. government in 1995 talked whilc 
they battled in court. 
We have met several tinies with Mr. Travis Engen from 
Alcan several time, with Ms. Cynthia Carrol, Mr. Marco 
Palmieri and the Alcan Board of Directors. Slowly doors 
are opened and slowly trust and respect is established. 
We have a letter from the chairman of Alcan’s Board 
of Directors stating that he will meet with full Kitiniat 
council, in the near future. Solutions are being sought and 
in the meantime we are seeking clarifications from the 
courts which will help us build on solid positions. 
As you very well know, Kitimat has only been denied 
standing and the inteyretation of the Alcan contracts has, 
of yet, not been addressed. We hope that the courts will 
hear the case and come up with a decision shortly. 
Our relationship with the City of Terrace was and is 
sound. Terrace is a benefactor of Kitimat’s shoppers and 
work opportunities, not to mention the benefactorsoof AI- 
can’s recent generosities. 1 hope it will continue after the 
power sales issue is resolved. I do wish the City of Terrace 
well, because Alcan’s generosity may not last indefinitely. 
You need to ask yourself if it could be that by Kitimat 
Council holding Alcan accountable to the agreements, 
that these unusual gifts have been so lavishly bestowed? 
Terrace enjoy! 
Roger, you know that Kitimat has a welcome mat out 
for industry that wants to settle in the Kitiniat Valley. Ask 
the executives of Enbridge, Kitimat LNG, Cascadia and 
the copper smelter how we quietly, professionally, yet dis- 
creetly encourage them to come to this valley. 
Your government has failed this riding, so have you. 
The Liberals’ failure to enforce the contracts resulted in 
this power sales issue. All that Kitimat wants, is clarifica-, 
tion of the 1950 and 1997 Alcan contracts. This will mean 
jobs for our neighbours the Haisla, the people of Terrace, 
communities along Highway 16 and most of all, the pio- 
neers and hard working people of Kitimat. You had your 
chance, you blew it. 
Stop stirring the pot and character assassinating Kiti- 
mat’s democratically elected leaders. 
Dr. Gerd Gottschling, 
Councillor for the District of Kitimat, 
, Kitimat, B.C. 
--_  
They’re standing up 
Dear Sir: 
After reading Bulkley Valley - Stikink Liberal MLA 
Dennis MacKay’s position that the blockade of the Ealue 
Lake Road, preventing access by resource companies into 
the KIappan, is illegal I feel as director for Area D of the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district, 1 should present some 
facts from my perspective for the general public. , 
The Ealue LakeiKlappanRoad is not a public road. In 
the late 70s and early 80s when BC Rail abandoned work 
on the Dease Lake extension and sample coal shipnicnts 
were completed by Gulf Resources, road niaintenancc 
was discontinued. 
The provincial government was not intercsted in niain- 
taining it for general public access or for thc Iskut band 
and Tahltan nation. This road allowcd easicr access for 
lskut band and Tahltan nation membcrs, particdiirly tlic 
elders, to traditional territory that hiIS bccn utilized cvcry 
year, for countless generations, 
This utilization has been for sustcnancc purposes illld 
cultural and spiritual purposes. 
The Iskut band hiis maintained the roild since then. 
When Shell Canada arrived in lskut carlicr this year for 
an open house thcy were greeted by both young iind old 
niembcrs of niany families and thc Iskut band chief and 
council and asked to leave. 
For Dennis MacKay to say the people blocking the 
road are not supportcd by their leadership therefore con- 
fuses me. These peoplc are asking for meaningful consul- 
tation and accountability. 
Our MLA should be asking the attorney general and 
solicitor general to investigate whether this has happened, 
not whether criminal charges should be laid. 
Also, the term “a couple of renegades” does not de- 
scribe the large number of people I see standing up to 
voice their concerns. 
Dave Brocklebank, 
Telegraph Creek, B.C. 
More pruning needed 
Dear Sir: 
As a gardener I view the trimming of the lower branches 
of the trees in the Little Park as pruning. Acknowledging 
that the pruning was done without city approval, I think 
the city was remiss in not doing it themselves in order to 
provide safety for the public. There are more trees on the 




About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Oirr 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
You can fa 11s at 250-638-8432 or e-mail its at 
newsroom @ terracestandard. coni. No attachmetlts, please. 
Name, address andphone nrrrnber req i~ i red~~rver~ca t ion .  
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  i , . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . .  _... . I: > 
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Kitimat power sales issue 
, should also involve Terrace 
, Dear Sir: / 
I In the 1950s a commu- 
nity was built out of a signed 
agreement between the 
Province of B.C. and a large 
corporation. 
The deal was that the 
company got access to a 
water resource in an entire 
watershed to produce elec- 
tricity and for that they were 
required to use the electric- 
ity to smelt aluminum. , 
There was a provision 
that the electricity could also 
be used for economic devel- 
opment >'' in the vicinity of 
the works". 
Any reduction in the 
power used for smelting, 
is a threat to the future of 
Kitimat. It surprises me 
then that a former Alcan ex- 
ecutive, Hans Wagner, now 
living down south, would 
suggest in The Terrace Ston- 
: 'J  dard of Aug. 10 that Kitimat 
Council's insisting that the 
agreement (deal) be up- 
held is going to threaten the 
town's future. 
If Kitimat's Mayor ex- 
1 
' 
1 any increase in power sales 
ri 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
plains to other investors 
what the current conflict is 
about, it may just be because 
investors are sufficiently 
confused about the legal ac- 
tions to think that Kitimat is 
unfriendly to investors. 
That is false, so is Mr. 
Wagner suggesting that it 
is necessary for investors 
to be able to renege on any 
deal they make once they 
havc gained acccss to BC rc- 
sources. And if they can't do 
that they will go elsewhere. 
The follow up question 
then is, are these really the 
industries we want? 
1 think rather than be crit- 
ical of community leaders 
who are trying to ensure that 
what they have is not risked 
for something promised, we 
should give them credit for 
using good sense. 
It might make even more 
sense to be critical of a prov- 
ince that will not ensure that ter profit margin? 
Kitimat's future'is secure in I think we all know how 
the people's sustainable re- that decision will turn out if 
source it was built on. left to the company. Alcan is 
need hardly reject every There is a certain irony in 
good deal made in the past. the discussion of the power 
.Also contrary to Roger sales issue in a Terrace pa- 
Harris' comment in The Ter- per. l 
lncc S l a t i d d  of August 17, First we have a comment 
"Kitimat's vision found lack- by a former Alcan executive 
ing," it should be renieni- now living down south and 
bercd that Kitimitt Council then by Roger Harris. 
has pronioted port dcvclop- Roger is still showing the 
ment and diversification for scars of a battle he lost be- 
at leiist the last two decades. cause he was content to take 
The notion that you must Alcan's side in the debate. 
attract industry by being a It might make more sense 
patsy is absurd. to hear from Terrace Council 
' Atcan may have beell a who should know that Alcan 
good corporate citizen in the workers have pretty much 
the black since the mill shut now, but are we going to now let them decide how much 
down here four years ago. of our resource they will use 
for local jobs and how much Helmut Giesbrecht, 
they will use to create a bet- Terrace, B.C. 
The future of Kitimat not run by fools. 
last 50 years and may be kept Terrace bpinesses in 
Aussies say thanks for the help I ! 
I Dear Sir: 
I am an Australian tourist travelling with my wife b d  an- 
other Australian couple, visiting Canadian friends in Terrace 
and touring British Columbia with them. 
While near Kitwanga, the three men in the group who 
were travelling in one vehicle were separated from the three 
women in a second vehicle. The men were concerned that 
the women must have either had an accident or a vehicle 




centre. ' The RCMP responded with great courtesy and efficiency, 
located the women driving happily near Smithers and ad- 
vised both groups of the others whereabouts. 
While culpability for the separation of the groups is still 
a matter of intense debate, there is absolute agreement that 
the Mounties response was superb. Thanks to them for their 
outstanding effort. 
Dr Bruce Golley, Canberra, Australia 
. . . . . .  . . . .  . . .  
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The Alpha Course 
An opportunity to explore the meaning of life 
Looking for answers? The Alpha course is an opportunity for anyone to explore the Christian 
faith in a relaxed, non-threatening manner, over ten, thought-provoking weekly sessions. 
It's low key, friendly and fun. And it's supported by all the main Christian denominations. 
You're not on your own either. More than 2 million people worldwide have already 
found it to be a worthwhile experience. So join us on a journey of discovery. 
Alignments Fuel Injector Service Brake Repair Air Conditioning Cooling System Service Suspension Tire Rotation Tune-ups Transmissions 4 x 4 Service Spark Plugs Drive Belts 
. , , ( 0  
'' The most powerful reason'-yet o visit 
for summer service. 
Give your vehicle a complete checkup 
from top to bottom with our 
. .  
Maintenance Service Package 
42-point Peace-of-Mind Inspection including: 
GZf Check Brakes GdCheck Exhaust System Gif Check Electrical System 
CdTop-up of Washer Fluid and Check other Fluid Conditions 
d Written Report on Findings 
and Much More 
PLUS 
d Tire Rotation 
PLUS 
d Lube, Oil and Filter Change 
d Check Cooling System d Check Suspension 
Environmental handling 
charge will apply. 
95' 
Convenient. Affordable. 
We're better. We'll prove it. 
O N L Y  AT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEEP@, DODGE DEALER 
Service, pricing and incentive offers applicable only a t  participating Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge Dealers. Maintenance Senrice Package includes up to 
5 litres of 5-W30 Mopar Oil. Prices do not include taxes. Dealer is free to set individual prices. Offers effective until September 30,2005. 'Additional 
charges may apply for diesel, VlOs, HEMlm V ~ S ,  fluid disposal, semisynthetic and synthetic fluids. Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler 
Corporation used under licence by DairnlerChrysler Canada Inc. See your participating Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge Dealer for complete details. 
b I 
4916 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
ternaceautomall. corn DLR. 5958 
Deep pockets fail to 
secure Harris win 
MIA collected more than $120,000 
ROGER HARRIS amassed 
a $122,214 war chest in 
his unsuccessful attempt 
for a second term as the 
Liberal MLA for Skeena, 
show Elections B.C. records 
released last week. 
He spent $88,416 of that 
amount before and during 
the May election period and 
transferred the $33,798 re- 
mainder t c  the provincial 
Liberal party. 
More than half of the to- 
tal raised - $76,809 - came 
from the party i n  the first 
pliicc while $46,880 came 
from contributions iind 
I 
. .  . .  . .  . . . , . . I 
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l ,  
$7,425 c;1111C from \fi1riotls 
fundraiscrs. 
The greatest cxpcnditure 
came i n  buying aclvcrtising 
- $20,423 lending up  to the 
election and during the c m -  
paign pcriod itself. 
Coming in sccond on thc 
expenditure lis1 was polling 
at a cost of $16,853. 
Harris spent $5,750 on 
salaries, $3,5 12 on bro- 
chures, $2,997 on data pro- 
cessing and $7,922 on signs 
and billboards. 
His campaign spent 
$3,869 on teleconimunica- 
tions during the month-long 
campaign itself and $1,031 
during the lead up period. 
Expenditures during the 
month-long campaign itself 
were capped at $65,483.27, 
but Harris didn't come close, 
spending just $5 1,525 over 
that period. 
The $46,880 raised from 
contributions (excluding 
money from the provin- 
cial Liberal party) includes 
goods and service donations 
amounting to $6,950, mean- 
ing that $39,930 was raised 
in cash. 
Information filed indi- 
cates that 84 contributions of 
lesFthan $250 were made. 
Contributions of $250 or 
less amounted to $1 1,480 
while contributions of 
$250 or  more mounted to 
$35.400. 
Corporulions topped the 
contribution list at $34,170 
with individuals making 
contributions of $1 1,620 and 
uI1incorpori\tctl busincsses 
or commcrcinl organizutions 
rang it at $ I .OOO. 
Clarcncc Nycc was the 
Iilrgcst individual contribu- 
tor at $ 1  .SO0 while Timbcr 
Baron Coni. Ltd., a logging 
coiripany with licences in 
the area, was the largest cor- 
porate contributor at $5,525. 
Close bchind was Kecnley- 
side Insurance at $4,775. 
Other woods-bascd con- 
tributors include Alni Wood 
Contracting at $950, Bear 
Creek Contracting at $600, 
Main Logging Ltd. at $600, 
the Terrace Lumber Conipa- 
ny at $600 and West Fraser 
Mills at $1,400. 
Mineral companies also 
made contributions with 
Eagle Plains Resources Ltd. 
coming in at $1,000 and Red 
Chris Dcvclopnicnt Co. Ltd. 
at $600. 
Ncchako Northcoast, the 
area's road maintenance 
company, contributed $600 
and an associated company, 
Billabong Road Milink- 
nance contributed $600. 
NDPer Robin Austin, 
who defeated Harris, was 
given a filing extension until 
mid-September. One of his 
key financial people had a , 
family medical emergency. 
B.C. Unity Party can- 
didate Daniel Stelmacher 
from Kitimat raised $1,276 
and spent $1,211.73. Green 
candidate Patrick Hayes of 
Terrace raised $900, spend- 
ing $794. He returned $106 
to the Green Party head of- 
fice, resulting in a modest 
gain for the party because it 
had sent him $100 in the first 
place. 
- 
I Your local eaddlesporst specialists: 
HIGH ACHIEVEMENT 
I  Royal LePage Terrace 
I Cindy Empson 
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I I: Now located in Kitimat 
Necky, Dagger, tiellman, Wavesport, Liquid Logic, 
Wilderness Systems, Mad River, Pyranha, Werner, 
Aquabound, Lotus, Stohlquist, and more... 
1 Hours: 
supplement at regular price u 
Sangster's MSM is an excel- 
lent and highly absorbable 
source of sulfur. 
The pain-killing action of 
Sangster's MSM rests in its of the identical supplement .. 
ability to transport nutrients 
to soft tissues and collagen, 
which expels toxins, reduces 
inflammation, and promotes 
tissue arowth. w on all supplements trom 
Over 500 Products On Sale until September I I ,  2005 
46 1 4 - 1 0 1 Greig Avenue Terrace 
635-5070 
health centres www.sangsters.com 1 
Looking for the freedom to educate your children at home? 
Register them in the original BC public school distance education 
program for print and online learning. 
Meet the requirements of the BC curriculum by working with 
our experienced teachers and the vast array of resources available 
across the province from our 9 Distance Education Schools. 
We give you the support you need to  school your children 
at home successfully. 
Find out more at www.freetolearn.ca or contact: 
North Coast Distance Education School 
Serving students in School Districts 50,52,54,82,92 
http://www.ncdes.ca 
1-800-663-3865 
We have a resident technician in Terrace 
serving Terrace-Prince Rupert, Kitimat 
and the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
4 
We are equipped with a portable track press to take care of your undercarriage repairs 
on the job site. 
Give us a call for pricing on all your undercarriage parts. 
We are equipped to perform diagnostics on Hitachi Equipment with our field 
We service hydraulics on cranes, hiabs, forklifts. Call us first for service on your forklift. 




IIIBrandy 1-877-455-4355 TRAGJ;OR LTD. 
Call Kelvin Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
Email us at ksummerfeld@brandttractor.corn Fax: 250-847-5066 MORE P0WER' ' toyou 
THE ENVIRONMENT THANKS YOU. 
And we thank you for being Power Smart. 1 
By participating in Power Smart programs, you saved enough energy in the last year to power all the 
hcmes and businesses in Kamloops, Richmond and Victoria. You've reduced your electricity costs. And 
you've helped reduce our impact on the environment. That's something we can all be proud of. 
Together we've made Power Smart a recognized leader in energy efficiency even beyond B.C.' In fact, while 
we've recently been honoured with the follow'ing national awards, it's you who deserve all the credit: 
Natural Resources Canada, Office of Energy Efficiency, "ENERGY STAR@ Market Transformation" award 
s Canadian Energy Efficiency Alliance (CEEA), "Outstanding Leadership in Energy Efficiency" award.ed to  
1 Natural Resources Canada, honourable mention for Energy Efficlency in Outreach programs 
Congratulations. 
There's still much more to do, but with your continued support, the future looks 
bright for British Columbia. 
I 
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Cleaning u.p the 
vacuum industry 
By KAT LEE 
IT LOOKS like a normal vacuum hose. 
Until Scott Walter takes his newest in- 
vention apart and starts explaining what’s 
inside. 9 
Walter’s Quick-Click modular hose sys- 
tem boasts four new features aimed to inake 
a clean sweep in the vacuuming industry. 
“This will make vacuuming much easier, 
for quite a few different reasons,” said the 
Terrace local. 
First, thcre’s a removable handgrip that 
makes it easy to access clogs that build up 
right at the front of the hose. 
Then there’s a modular hose; with one 
hose 20 feet and the other hose 15 feet, they 
can click together or separate to become 
different lengths depending on the need. 
Standard built-in vacuum hose lengths are a 
static 35 feet. 
Long ierigths of ho3e usually kink up, but 
the triple swivel in the Quick-Click elimi- 
nates that problem. 
Finally, there’s a joining system that 
twists apart easily. Walter said it’s easy for 
SCOTT WALTER is the type of guy who 
really knows his product. 
KAT LEE PHOTO 
people with arthhtis to manage,’opposed to 
having to push a button and pull. 
Walter knows this and much more be- 
cause he’s been in the vacuum business for 
more than 20 years. 
A’s the owner of Northern Vacuum and 
Sewing Center for the past seven years, Wal- 
ter deals with his customers and has heard 
problems about clogging, twisted hoses, dif- 
ficulties fitting compartments together, and 
requests for different hose lengths. 
So he decided to do something about it. 
“I can make drawings and prototypes, 
but how do you get something so that it’s 
made?’ he asked himself. 
He started researching how plastic and 
mould injections work, searching the inter- 
net and travelling around the world. He then 
found an independent engineering team who 
would design the hose he had in mind. 
After going to big industry trade shows, 
he learned the marketing process and pitched 
his prototype to the right people. Big names 
like Hoover, Matsushita, Kenmore and Pan- 
asonic were interested in Walter’s idea. 
He then researched manufacturing com- 
panies in China for a year and a half to find 
which would give him the best quality for 
the lowest price. He found a quality control 
manager through industry leaders to be his 
liaison in China. 
manager, who also looks over 
Home Depot and Sears, said he’d never seen 
such a complex product before. Because his 
product requires so many parts and involves 
four different industries, Walter needs six 
different factories to make the hose. 
The long hours haven’t deterred him. 
Three years after he started turning an idea 
into reality, Walter is now holding an al- 
most-finished version of his invention in his 
hand. 
Although the moulds for his modular 
hose cost half a million dollars and he’s sunk 
money into approvals and patents, Walter is 
confident he’ll make a return. 
“Right now, I’ve got 100 per cent of the 
market,” he said, since the majority of his 
inventions haven’t been introduced to indus- 
try. “Most people would be happy with three 
per cent.” 
Walter said ‘that even though his patent 
may be strong enough to keep competitors 
out, copies of his product will only help the 
industry grow. 
“This is not a fad,” he said. “This is rela- 
tive to every home and business to the indus- 
trialized world.” 
While still in a lengthy patenting process, 
Walter will do some more small refinements 
before sending it off to the Canadian Stan- 
dards Association. The Quick-Click should 
be with vacuum distributors next year. 
And the inventor is already scheming UP 
K‘san House Society 
will be holding their 
Annual General Meeting 
Tuesday, September 13,2005 




Harley Davidson of Smithers 
4320 Highway 16 west? Smithers 
847-3784 1-800-410-5473 
. ,  ^ ‘  I - -  
ig companies like Wal-Mart, his next project. 
R 
Runway open house 
AIRPORT OFFICIALS will showcase their 
extended runway this Saturday with an open 
house beginning at noon. 
With that will come events marking the 
fifth anniversary of local carrier Hawkair 
and possibly an appearance in Terrace of 
one of Air Canada Jazz’s newerjets. 
The extension, completed in July, added 
1,500 feet to the Northwest Regional Air- 
port’s main 6,000 foot runway as part of an 
effort by the airport to attract more carriers 
and larger aircraft. 
There’ll be a few short speeches begin- 
ning at 12:30 p.m. at the airport’s mainte- 
nance building followed by a chance to walk 
around on the new runway, says airport 
“Not many people get an opportunity to 
walk out on to a runway and this will be their 
chance,” he said. 
The runway walk will be shortened if Air 
Canada does bring in a jet as the scheduled 
landing time is 1:20 p.m. 
Air Canada is P.OW using 50-seat Cana- 
dair-made Regional Jets (RJs) back east and 
they’ve been slowly introducing them out 
west. 
If the jet isn’t available, the runway will 
be cleared a bit later to make way for sched- 
uled arrivals of Air Canada and Hawkair. 
The Jazz jet appearance plan hinges on 
’ manager Laurie Brown. 
whether or not the company can switch from 
a Dash 8 to the RJ for its Saturday afternoon 
flight. If that does happen, the RJ will arrive 
earlier than the Dash 8 because it is a faster 
aircraft. 
“Yes, we have a request and we are look- 
ing at it,” said Jazz official Manon Stuart 
about the possibility. 
Hawkair’s Jocelyn Lindenbach said peo- 
ple will also be able to tour a parked Dash 8 
and ask questions of employees. 
Members of the public will also be able 
to get a close look at the airport’s various 
snowclearing and maintenance equipment, 
said Brown. On display as well will be draw- 
ings for the planned main terminal building 
renovation and expansion which is sched- 
uled to start this fall. 
Part of the project involves making room 
for a now-required baggage screening sys- 
tem and a larger hold room, with washrooms, 1 
for checked-in passengers. 
“We expect final bids in toward the end 
of September and we’ll be full on after that,” 
said Brown of the construction schedule. 
He’s anticipating most of the construction 
will be done by the end of the year, leading 
toward an end of December deadline to have ’ 
the baggage screening system in place. 
The maintenance building is past the air 
cadet hall on the left hand side of the road. 
at the y ) NORTHWEST REGIONAL AIRPORT 
0 Tour the maintenance garage 
See the future plans of the Airport 
Short walking tour of new Runway Extension 
Take in Jazz & Hawkair landings from 
Enjoy cake and coffee 
Te r m i n a I b u i Id i n g 
1 :20 - 2:OO p.m. 
On Sunday, kids 10 and under can bite into any Kid‘s Meal for only $2.99 
with the purchase of an adult meal. Make this a Super Sunday at Boston Pizza. 
It’s Out of this world! Not valid with any otherpromotional offer. Dine in only. Availablefor a limited time only. 
4924 Highway 16 West, Terrace e 635-3443 
OPEN DAILF Monday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. to 1 :00 a.m. 
Friday & Saturday 11 :00 a.m. to 2:OO a.m. Sunday 11 :00 a.m. to 12:OO midnight 
www.b’pstonpizza.com I “Boston Pizza International Inc. 2005 Reqistered Trademarks of Boston Pizza Royalties Limited Partnership, used under license. 
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Buckle up rate here better 
than it is in other places 
ICBC goal 
for all to 
wear one 
WHEN IT comes to wearing 
seatbelts, Terrace is above 
average. 
With 93 per cent of driv- 
ers and 90 per cent of pas- 
sengers noted wearing seat- 
belts‘at the four-way-stop of 
Hwys 16 and 37 the day of 
an ICBC seatbelt audit earli- 
er this summer, Terrace tied 
with Bums Lake and Wilr 
liams Lake for fourth place. 
The overall average for 
borh drivers and passengers 
was 92 per cent. 
Quesnel came in first 
place with 98 per cent 
seatbelt use for all car 
occupants and Fort St. 
- 
aae but there’s room for improvemen - 
James came second with 
96 per cent. 
This year’s average of 
the 20 communities au- 
dited in the north central 
region for seatbelt com- 
pliance was 87 per cent. 
The audit has a plus or 
minus five per cent mar- 
gin of error. 
“This is a remarkable 
increase in what we’ve 
seen,” said Dave Dick- 
son, regional manager for 
ICBC’s Loss Prevention 
program. 
Terrace’s average last 
year was 87 per cent. 
“Kudos to the com- 
munity,” Dickson said. 
“A majority of the corn- ’ 
munity is wearing their 
seatbelt.” 
But even at 92 per cent, 
Dickson said there’s still 
room for improvement. 
ICBC’s goal is ’to get 
the seatbelt-wearing rate to 
95 per cent by 2010, which 
has been set as the national 
expectation by the federal 
Transport Canada depart- 
ment. 
Ultimately, Dickson said, 
the goal is 100 per cent. 
“We know that seatbelts 
reduce injuries in car crash- 
es,” said Dickson. 
All four fatalities in 
!he area this year were 
because the four people , 
didn’t buckle up, he said. 
And there’s a monetary 
benefit to wearing seat- 
belts as well. 
More people using 
seatbelts means the num- 
ber of injuries in the north 
will come down, Dickson 
said, and that will ulti- 
mately lower insurance 
rates. 
Commercial vehicles 
are a challenge, Dickson 
said, with only 86 per 
cent of drivers wearing 
seatbelts. 
“We’ve had times in 
the North where if they’d 
had their seatbelt on, 
they’d be alive and with 
us today,” he said. 
“I’m going to continue 
to work until there’s no 
crashes and nobody gets 
injured.” 
, This is the fourth year 
seatbelt audits have been 
done in the region, and 
the results are given to the 
RCMP so they can gauge the 
level of enforcement. 
“We look at it from an 
education. engineering and 
enforcement view,” Dickson 
said. 
The two priorities for 
Terrace’s RCMP traffic of- 
ficers this year are seatbelts 
and drinking and driving, 
said Constable Gary Swan- 
son. 
“We’ve had several dif- 
ferent campaigns,” Cst. 
Swanson said, adding that 
although it is lax around 
lunch time, most people in 
town are good about wear- 
ing their seatbelts. 
The police officers will 
give out a $138 ticket to 
people not wearing seatbelts 
since it is a zero tolerance 
offence. 
“I could think of a lot of 
things you’d rather spend 
$138 on,” said Cst. Swan- 
son. 
The next provincial traf- 
fic campaign is for seatbelts, 
and the RCMP will be out 
on the streets throughout 
Canada October 7-9 to en- 
force seatbelt compliance. 
“If you wear it all the time 
YOU don’t have anything to 
worry about,” Swanson 
said. 
The Kitimat ChiId Development Centre Parent Group 
Presents: 
Kitimat and Terrace parents are invited to attend a 
FREE WORKSHOP ON GRIEVING AND PERSONAL HEALTH 
‘ for parents of children with special needs. 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
at the Kitimat Child Development Centre 
15’1 5 Kingfisher Ave., Kitimat, BC V8C 1 S5 
Facilitated by CAROLYN MAIN - a parent 
Lunch provided for all workshop participants - Babysitting free. 
TO REGISTER CALL 
J. Hildebrandt at 632-7839 or 
B. Good at 632-2075‘ 
“Registration must be confirmed by September 76 
Saturday, September 24 
All Canadians get our Employee 
Pricing for the first time-ever. 
It’s the best time to’own a Chrysler, Jeep. or Dodge ever. 
0 $5,500 IN DEALER DISCOUNTS’ 
on most 2005 vehicles. 
C -/ H RYS LER @DODGE 
c 
2005 DODGE SX 2.0 
I1 
132 hp 2.0L SOHC 16V engine 5-speed manual transmission 
AM/FM/CD stereo with CD changer controls and six speakers 
Fog lamps Tilt steering‘. Sentry-KeyTM Engine Immobilizer 
Next-Generation, driver and front passenger air bags 
Great fueleconomy: City: 8,OL/100 km (35 mpg)t 
Hwy: 5.9L/lOO km (48 mpg)t 
Base MSRP Employee Price 
after dealer discount 
2005 CHRYSLER PT CRUISER 
2.4L 150hp DOHC 4-cylinder engine 5-speed manual transmission 
AM/FM stereo with CD player, CD changer controls and six premium speakers 
e Tilt steering 0 Power windows Fold-and-TumbleTM / removable rear seats 
* 15-inch steel wheels with covers and bright lug nut caps Sentry-KeyTM Engine 
Immobilizer Next-Generation driver and front passenger air bags 
Base MSRP Employee Price PCUS 
o A purchase 
financing for 
36 months 
$22,320 $16 9 194* o h  
after dealer discount 
V I S I T  Y Q U R  P A R T I C I P A T I N G  C H R Y S L E R ,  J E E P @ ,  D O D G E  D E A L E R  O R  0 A I M L E R C H R Y S L E R . C A  
wise customers read the fine print: *, $, A, t Limited time ofiers not !o be combined vrith other offers and apply to relail deliveries only. Dealer trade may be necessary. Employee Pricing PLUS ofler valid on all 2005 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge 
vehicles excluding SRT 8 and Sorinter. Financing is subject to approval by UaimlerChrysler Financial. See dealer for specific pricing details and conditions. Dealers are free toset individual prices. Dealer discounts available on models shown as 
follows: PT Cruiser (excluding PT Cruiser Coneertib;e): $4,200; SX 2.0 (excluding SRT-4 models): $3,500; Maxlmum dealer discount of )5,500 Is available on 2005 Caravan and Grand Caravan 28C and 286 models. $ Employee Price; 
includes freight ($1,000 for SX 2.0, $1,050 for PT Cruiser) and excludes air conditioning tax (where applicable), licence, insurance, agistration, S50 PPSA, any dealer admiiiistration fees and 
applicable taxes. A 0% purchase financing up to 36 months on PT Cruiser models. Example: $16,200 financed at 0% for 36 months, monthly paymen! is S450. cost of borrowing is SO and 
the total obligation is $1 6.200. Excluding air conditioning tax (where applicable), license, insurance, registration, S50 PPSA. any dealer administration fees and applicable taxes. t Based on 
2005 Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural Resources Canada. ThlSeiitry-Key is a trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. ‘k~Fold-aiid-Ttirnble is a trademark of Inlier. 
Autoniotive Inc. 8 Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Colporation used under licence by Daim1erChly;ler Canada Inc.. a wholly owned subsidiary of DairnlerChrysier Corporation. 
P ~ ~ ~ l  DED BY 
i 
4916 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
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By ROD LINK 
SHELL CANADA has 
cancelled its plans for any 
more natural gas coalbed 
methane exploration in the 
Klappan area north of here 
this year, citing a continued 
Tahltan internal dispute. 
That dispute has now 
centred on a blockade on an 
access road to the Klappan, 
preventing Shell from mov- 
ing drilling and other equip- 
ment into the area. 
The blockade is being 
manned by members of the 
Tahltan family who claim 
the Klappan as their tradi- 
tional area and by others who 
oppose the pace and scope 
of development agreed to by 
elected Tahltan officials and 
resource companies. 
“Out of respect to the 
community and because of 
the political situation there, 
we’re stepping back in 
hopes they can resolve their 
internal situation,” Shell of- 
ficial Laurieanne Lynne said 
last week from Calgary. 
“There are people there 
who support the idea of sus- 
tainable development and 
there are people who do 
not,” she said. “We do feel 
we can do sustainable devel- 
opment.” 
Lynne said Shell hopes 
that cancelling, its work will 
remove some of the tensions 
within the Tahltan commu- 
nity and thus allow them to 
work things out. 
“It’s one less aspect for 
them to deal with and we 
hope it will give them more 
time to resolve their political 
situation.:’ 
Shell continues to do 
work based on its 2004 drill 
program and in prepara- 
tion for- what it hopes will 
be a 2006 drilling season. It 
spent more than $4 million 
last year in the area but far 
less this year because of the 
blockade. 
‘ That information was part 
of an Aug. I9 letter Shell 
sent to the Tahltan commu- 
nitv as one of the benefits it 
methane program. 
“We see it as a positive,” 
said Lynne but added it was 
up to the Tahltan and others 
to decide if losing that ben- 
efit should spur an end to the 
blockade and a resolution to 
the internal dispute. 
A second company, On- 
tario-based Fortune Miner- 
als, which also can’t move 
in equipment to firm up the 
potential for an anthracite 
coal mine in the Klappan, 
has yet to decide what to do. 
“It’s very frustrating,” 
Fortune president Robin 
Goad said last week of the 
internal dispute and the 
blockade. He said his com- 
pCmy has support from all of 
the Tahltan government or- 
ganizations in the area. 
Goad won’t comment on 
when or if Fortune will can- 
cel work plans, whether it 
will ask the provincial gov- 
ernment for help or whether 
it will seek a court injunction 
to lift the blockade. 
‘:We have plans in pIace I 
can’t talk about,” he said. 
On a separate front, Jer- 
ry Asp, Tahltan Telegraph 
Creek band chief, is no lon- 
ger the president of the Tahl- 
tan Nation Development 
Corporation. 
His dual role as chief 
and president of the corpo- 
ration, which has business 
agreements with resource 
companies such as Shell and 
Fortune, had been viewed 
as a conflict of interest by a 
group of Tahltan who occu- 
down when Fortune Miner- 
als says it is cancelling its 
planned work this year. 
V.ar. response doesn’t 
satisfy the Tahltan Central 
Council, the overall govern- 
ing body of the Tahltan. 
“The fact that the block- 
ade is still up now that Mr. 
Asp is no longer thc presi- 
dent means it is not about 
him per se but about their 
designs to grab power for 
their own purposes,” said 
council public relations of- 
ficial Gordon Loverin. 
“1 can only suggest that 
all along this has been about 
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Let 11s sltow yo14 how! 
We are a Distance Education 
flexible, family centered 
p 14 blic sclr 001. 
Kindergarten through Grade 12 
Dogwood Graduation 
Call 14s and we can discriss the 
possibilities. I POBox910 Phone: 1-866-453-9050 
Email: gtolp@gw.sd74.bc.ca 
Website: www.olp.sd74.bc.ca 
71 1 Hill Street 
Ashcroft. BC VOK 1AO 
iiedhis band office in Janu- 
ary. That occupation contin- 
ues and is aligned with the 
Klappan blockade. 
Oscar Dennis, who speaks 
for the blockaders, says 
Asp’s departure as president 
doesn’t change a thing. 
“The blockade is not a 
protest against Jerry,” said 
Dennis. “It is ongoing as a 
means to protect our home 
from the destruction by 
multi national corporations 
in the name of quick profit.” 
Last week, Dennis said 





KITIMATIANS experienced a lack of communication 
during an unexpected failure in telephone service last week. 
At about 7:30 a.m. Aug. 23, a power surge knocked out 
telephone service to the city, leaving 5,000 people with no 
land lines. 
Telus sent out a managerial technician to restore power. 
“Our immediate priority was to restore service as quickly 
as possible,” said Shawn Hall, Telus spokesperson. 
Power was restored at 10:30 a.m. with phone service fully 
restored by 1 I a.m. 
Hall said that the company is still investigating the reason 
for the surge and the root problem to avoid any future phone 
line outages in the area. 
~ 
2005 Dr. R E M .  Lee Foundation I 
Aug 25 Damian Keating ’ $50 
Aug 26 Eleanora Chambers $50 
Aug 27 Sharon Fell $50 
Aug 28 Bill Graham $50 
Aug 29 Linda Juba $50 
Aug 30 Sharon Lynch $50 
Aug 31 Tammy Simonds $1 00 
I- I 
A service for Fami/ks and 
ChiBd Care Providers. 
LAST CALL FOR 
1 LAWNSEED 
This is for all you last minute people that have 
been planning to seed a new lawn this summer, 
or was it spring? Your time is running out. YOU 
have days left, so if you haven’t started raking 
you better start, If you haven’t ordered topsoil 
you better order. 
The reason to be in such a hurry is that 
you can’t seed a lawn after the 15 to 20th of 
September. This is so that the grass has enough 
time to germinate before the soil cools off. It 
will also allow your lawn a little time to establish 
before it gets covered in snow. If you are unable 
to seed before September 20th and can’t wait 
for spring, you can still try in October, but your 
results will be poor‘and you will need a lot of 
fertilizer in the spring to fill in the gaps. Your 
best bet in October is to use turf. Most turf is 
already 1-2 years old it will last the winter easily 
even when laid in November. 
When selecting a lawn seed be sure to ask 
for red thread resistant varieties. Red thread or 
Corticium disease looks like the name describes, 
red thread like steamsoof grass throughout the 
lawn that give it a pink or red shade. It will not 
kill your lawn, but it doesn’t look yery nice at all. 
I’ve read that it can be controlled a little bit using 
fungicides, but not cured. 
, If you have any questions please call or come 
by and see us on Hwy. 16. 
.Pees & Shrubs .Tuif www.uplandsnursery.com 
*Annuals 
.Perennials .Specialty R iododendrons 
838 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
*Garden Sup lies P 
63sm2603 Cnnlrucllnp 
Snider class sizes, csccllcrit instructors and a cainpus right in your own coiiiniuiiity. 
Add low tuition and courses and prograttls that lead to recognizcil degrees, diploinas and 
ci*rtificates and you have the NWCC advantage. 
In Terrace.. . 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BScN) 
NWCC, in partnership with UNIK,  CNC, and Nortlicr~i Healtli. I\ oflhiig the UScN 
I’rograiii in Terrace. 
Business Administration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Transfer credits to univcr\itic\. 3 proofcts~onal accounti~~g at\ocintioii\ .itid profcs\ioi~al 
iiianag~‘iiiciit association,. Earn Athabasca University’s Bachelor of General Studies 
degree mt NWCC with a Business Adiiiinistr;~tion Diploiiia plus additional 
NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Frograins (C/~i.~sroo//r G O///i//t) 
Career & College Prep (Ckissroost G Orrlirrc) 
Tuition-&.e liidi scliool level courses for adult lcariicrs to complctc gnduation r c ‘ i ~ ~ ~ ~ r c ~ ~ ~ c ~ i t . ~  
or post-ccconthry progr;un pwrcquisites. 
Computer Technology (Clnssroiwi G Odinc) 
Develop a wide range of  coiiiputer s M s  for a great career or preparb for esternal 
certification csanis. ~ o n i c  ourses no\\‘ avhabtc onllnc. 
Job-ready \kill\ for adniiiiistrativc pos~t~nns  in otficc all11 bu\mc\c \ c t t~np .  
’ 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) @/ccoirj?rcricc & I LVurkhop irr Tcrrtfe) 
English as a Second Language 
Basic and Post-basic Certificate Programs prepare you for a re\~arding career. 
First Nations Public Administration 
Home Support/Resident Care Attendant Program 
Integrated Human Service Social Service Worker 
Practical Nursing Certificate Program 
Trades 
Opportunity for administrators to improve their professional business skills. 
I’rcparc for a rewarding career as a valuable nicniber of the Iicaltli care team. 
Learn tlic skih needed for a career in social services. 
Tlic 12-month program combines classrooni, hanck-on lab work, and on-the-job training. 
Entry-level Trades (ELIT) and Apprenticehip Tniiiiiig in: 
Carpciitry 
N ~ i i d  Coiiiriiuiiity-b~cd Carpentry and/orTiiiibcr Fniiiing de1ivcn.d in your co~~~mcinity 
Ciilinary Arts Certificate K’ I)ipIo~iin I’rograins 
I-Icavy Ihy/Con~n~crcinI Transport Repair Mccliariic 
Millwriglit (Industrial MiUwright) 
Wcldiiig 
University Credit 
Autoniotivc Itepair 0 
Earn an  Associate Degree in Arts, Scicncc, or Crin~inology. 
Choose from a full range of first arid second year transferable courses and get a jump 
on your degree. Distance education courses include: 
l3ioIogy 201 - Invertebrate Zoology (Oirliiic) 
Ertclisk 205 - Literature and Classical Mythology (Tclccor~fircrtrc) 
Er!c/is/i 209 - Creative Writing 1 (On1itic) 
M o d i  190 - Principles of Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers (Orilirtc) - 
Tuition-free courses to develop listening. speaking, reading and writing skills. 
0 
\ 
SCHOOL OPENING SEPTEMBER 2005 
For the communities of the 
Hazelton. Kitimat. Kitwanga. Stewart. 
Terrace/Thornhill 
Preparing For The Future 
To All Parents: 
I wou ld  like to welcome students and parents to  the 2005-06 school year  . W e  a rk  
:ontinuing wi th  a four day instructional week . Friday i s  usually the day that school i s  
i o t  i n  session unless there is a statutory holiday dur ing the week . Each student will be 
3iven a school calendar wh ich  indicates the days school is  i n  session . 
' The sucqess of each student i s  enhanced by the cooperative support of parents a n d  
he school staff and I encourage you to visit your  child's/children's school a n d  meet 
heir teachers. pr inc ipa l  a n d  staff . 
The following information i s  to advise parents of school opening procedures and to 
sncourage preregistrat ion of students new to the District . If you have any questions 
. egard ing your child's placementplease call the school . 
If you are  n e w  to the jarea and wish information o n  which school your chi ldren 
;hould attend please cal l  the Board Office: 
635-493 1 Local 207 
1-800-665-6 134. Local 207 
or visit our website: cmsd.bc.ca 
tandy Smalbrugge 
Superintendent of Schools 
PRE-REGISTRATION FOR ALL SCHOOLS WILL BE 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY. 
SEPTEMBER 1 & 2. 2005 
9t00 a.m. to 3t00 p.m. 
Kindergarten pupils are requested to begin attending on the date arranged by the school . 
Pupils not preregistered should register on the above mentioned registration dates . 
DISTRICT SCHOOLS WILL OPEN ON TUESDAY. 
FOR ALL STUDPMTS (EXCEPT KIMDERGARTEN) AT THE TIMES LISTED BELOW 
(Mount  Elizabeth Secondary School ALL GRADES report a t  
1O:OO a.m. to  large g y m  for assembly.) 
Buses will make their morning runs at the usual time and their return runs 
after students have been in attendance for approximately two hours . 
0 
SEPTEMBER 6, 2005 
. 
E 
Regular school hours and bus runs will commence 
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 7. 2005 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
PHONE START LUNCH i -  FINISH iCHOOL -PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER TlME PERIOD rn 
Hazelton/Kitwanaa Elementary Schools 
lohn Field Elementary Mrs . Velma Sutherland 842-531 3 8 4 0  a.m. 1200-1 245  3 1  2 p.m. 
Utwanga Elementary Mr . Bruce Johnson 849-5484 8 3 0  a.m. 1230-1:15 3 0 2  p.m. 
Sew Hazelton Elementary Mr . David Schwab 842-5777 8 4 0  a.m. 1212-1:00 3 1 5  p.m. 
iouth Hazelton Elementary Mr . Glen Bowden 842-6688 8 4 0  a.m. '1200-1245 3 1 2  p.m. 
Kitimat Elementary Schools 
(ildala Elementary Mrs . Agnes Casgrain 632-6194 8 3 5  a.m. 1220-1:15 3 2 2  p.m. 
Sechako Elementary Mr . Wendell Hhz 632-291 2 8 3 0  a.m. 12:30-1:25 3 1  2 p.m. 
Roy Wilcox Elementary Mr . Henry Kurbel 632-71 80 8 3 0  a.m. 1200-1:00 3 1  7 p.m. 
8 4 0  a.m. 
8 4 0  a.m. 
8 4 0  a.m 
8 4 0  a.m. 
0 4 5  a.m. 
S 4 0  a.m. 
8 3 0  a.m. 
636-2238 8 3 0  a.m. 1200-1245 3 0 2  p.m- 
635-5646 
638-0306 





Stewart Elementary School 
rerrace/Thornhill Elementary Schools 
Bear Valley (Elementary) Robert Fyles 
tassie Hall Elementary 
Clarence Michiel Elementary 
ET Kenney ,P rimory 
Kiti K'Shan Primary 
lhornhill Elementary 
lhornhill Primary 
Uplands Elementary .. 
Mr . Todd Hollett 
Mrs . Cheryl Sebastian 
Mrs . Sue Springer 
Mr . Grant Holkestad 
Mr . Phillip Barron 
Mr . Barry Eylolfson 
Mr . Joe Vidal 
1200-1 2 4 0  3 1 2  p.m . 
1230-1:15 3 1 2  p.m. 
11:40-1225 3 1 2  p.m. 
11:30-12:15 3 1 2  p.m. 
1230-1:15 3 1 7  p.m. 
11:35-12:20 3 1 2  p.m. 
12:15-1:05 3 0 7  p.m. 
(Pro-registration is not nrcrssary for studmts entering Thornhill Eknnntay from Thornhill Primary. Cassia Hall from Kit1 
K'Shon or Claronco Mkhkl frm E . T . Konmy.) ' 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
STUDENTS WHO FAIL TO REGISTER IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS PRIOR TO SCHOOL OPENING 
MAY EXPERIENCE A DELAY IN BEING ASSIGNED TO CLASS 
SCHOOL 
.................. 
PRINCIPAL PHONE START LUNCH FINISH 
NUMBER TlME PERIOD TlME 
Hazelton Secondary School 
Hazelton Secondary Mr . Chris Van der Mark 842-5214 8 2 5  a.m. 1218-1:03 3 3 1  p.m. 
Kitimat Secondary Schools 
Kitimat Qtv Hiah Mr . Janisa, Johnson 632-281 1 900  a.m. 1215-190 ' 3:20 p.m. 
Mount Eliz;be;h Secondary Ms . Sheila Burton 692-61 74 8 3 0  a.m. 11:45-1230 3 3 5  p.m. 
Stewart Secondary School 
Bear Valley (Secondary) Robert Fyles 636-2238 8 3 0  a.m. 11:43-1228 3 3 0  p.m. 
Terrace/Thornhill Secondary Schools 
Caledonia Senior Secondaw Mr . Cameron MatKay 635-6531 8 2 9  a.m. 1228-1:08 3 2 8  p.m. 
Barkside Secondary Ms . Louise Ormerod . 635-5718 9 0 0  a.m. 4 0 7  p.m. 
-Teen learning Centre 8 4 5  a.m. 1200-1:00 2 4 5  p.m. 
-1akelse 9 0 0  a.m. 1200-1:00 3 1  5 p.m. 
-Tenace Outreach Learning Centre 9:OO a.m. 12:OO-1:Ob 3 1 5  p.m. 
Skeena Junior Secondary Mr . Dave Bartley 635-91 36 8 2 7  a.m. 1228-1:04 3 3 0  p.m. 
Thornhill Junior Secondary Mr . Dighton Haynes 635-9141 8 3 8  a.m. 1238-1:18 3 3 9  p.m, 
WARMING BELLS ARE USUALLY 5 MINUTES BEFORE THE START TIME . 
SPECIAL NOTE TO PARENTS/GUARDIAMS OF KINDERGARTEN PUPIL§ 
To allow for famil iar izat ion of kindergarten pupils t o  the school a n d  the classroorr 
they are requested to  beg in  attending o n  the date a r ranged by the school . Pupils no 
Preregistered should register o n  the above  preregistrat ion dates . 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 encourages parents to  ensure that children have measles i m  
munization pr ior  to entering school a n d  requests that proof of measles immunizatior 
or a doctor's certif icate that a chi ld has had measles b e  presented to the school at thc 
time of registration . 
BUSING 
I . Terrace: School buses will only b e  prov ided to students l iving outside the cit, 
boundaries . Those students l iving within city boundar ies should consult Terracc 
Regional Transit System for scheduling information and rates . 635.2666 . 
Questions o r  concerns regard ing routing and scheduling should b e  
addressed to  M r  . Chuck Morris. Director of Facilities a t  638.4405. 638-441 8. 
out of town: 1-800-665-6 1 34 local  205 or 2 1 8 . 
2 . All areas: 
WEL 
. . .  . r . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
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SCHOOL BUS ROUTE SCHEDULE 
BUS ROUTE #1 . 
Torraco East PRI/ELEM ONLY . 
Bus # C225 
ETOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
. v Shop ................................. 7:25 
3ornite Rd #2 (Harris 1952) 
:Bornite Mtn) ......................... 7:48 
3ornite Rd #3 (Cote's house).. 
[Bornite Mtn) ......................... 750 
(leanza Drive #3 Mailboxes 
5568 KleanzT-Dr (Johnson's) 
Jsk Ferry & Grandview Shelter 
IUsk) ..................................... 758 
2 148 Grandview Pole 2 
3rown Barn ........................... 758 
5544 Gitsaex St (Gitaus 
Subdivision) ....................... 8:04 
5527Gitselasu St . (Gitaus 
Subdivision) .......................... 8:06 
3ulkley & Skeena (North side) 
[Gossen) ............................... 8: 1 1 
52 10 Skeena Drive Lot 47 (middle 
>f Skeena) (Gossen) .............. 8:12 
3ulkley & Skeena (South side) 
:Gossen) ............................... 8: 14 
. avergne Road / Hwy 16 ....... 8: 17 
Zopper River Road / Beaver East 
fnd ...................................... 8: 1 9 
.. Mail Boxes ....... 8:21 
:Kleanza) .. : ........................... 753 
IKleanza) .............................. 754 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:3 1 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:33 
4r Shop ................................ 8:42 
CTOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
-v Shop ................................. 3:OO 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:22 
P/U Thornhill Elementary 3:27 
Beaver Cres .. Mail  Boxes ........ 335 
Copper River Road / Beaver East 
End ................................ 3:37 P M 
lavergne Road / Hwy 16 ....... 3:39 
Bulkley & Skeena (South end) 
[Gossen) ............................... 3:42 
52 10 Skeena Drive Lot 47 (middle 
D f  Skeena) (Gossen) .............. 3:43 
Bulkley & Skeena (North end) 
[Gossen) ............................... 3?44 
3ornite Rd #2 (Harris 1952) 
Bornite Rd #3 (Cote's house) 
5544 Gitsaex St (Gitaus 
Subdivision) ....................... 357 
5527 Gitselasu St . (Gitaus 
Subdivision) .......................... 359 
Kleanza Drive #3 Mailboxes I 
5568 Kleanza Dr (Johnson's) 
Usk Ferry & Grandview Shelter 
[Bornite Mtn) ......................... 3:5 1 
[Bornite Mtn) ......................... 353 
(Kleanza) .............................. 4:Ol 
(Kleanza) .............................. 4:02 
(Usk) ..................................... 4:06 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:32 
BUS ROUTE #2 . 
Terraco East JR/SR/FR ONLY . 
Bus # C223 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 659 
Bornite Rd #1 (Taxidermist) 
(Bornite Mtn) ......................... 7:22 
Bornite Rd #2 (turn around last 
house) .................................. 7:23 
Bornite Rd #3 (Cote's house) 
(Bornite Mtn) ........... : ............. 7:25 
Kleanza Drive #3 Mailboxes 
(Kleanza) .............................. 7:28 
5561 Kleanza Dr Lot 17 (Kleanza) 
............................................ 7:3c 
21 85 Grandview Dr white house 
(Usk) ..................................... 7:32 
5537 Gitaus Subdivision 
(Gitaus) ................................. 7:37 
5527 Gitaus Subdivision 
Bulkley & Skeena (North side) 
(Gossen) ............................... 7:44 
Bulkley & Skeena (South side) 
(Gossen) ............................... 7:4C 
Lavergne Road / Hwy 16 ....... 7:4$ 
Beaver Cres .. Mail Boxes ....... 7:5 1 
Copper River Road / Beaver East 
End ...................................... 7:5C 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ONLY8:OC 
Lv Thornhill Jr (transfer stu- 
(Gitaus) ................................. 7:39 
dents to Caledonia) ........... 8:O; 
Drop off Caledonia ........... 8:2C 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:25 
\ I  
STOP LOCAPlONS TIMI 
P.M 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:2! 
P/U Caledonia (direct to 
Thornhill Jr) ....................... 3:3! 
P/U Thornhill Jr (wait for 
transfer students) .............. 3:47 
Beaver Cres .. Mail Boxes ....... 3:5! 
Copper River Road / Beaver East 
End ...................................... 3:5t 
Lavergne Road / Hwy 16 ....... 3 5 1  
Bulkley & Skeena (South end) 
(Gossen) ............................... 4:O: 
Bulkley & Skeena (North end) 
Bornite Rd #1 (Taxidermist) 
Bornite Rd #2 (turn around last 
Bornite Rd #3 (Cote's house) 
5537 Gitaus Subdivision 
(Gossen) ............................... 4:0! 
(Bornite Mtn) ......................... 4: 1 . 
house) .................................. 4: 1 2 
(Bornite Mtn) ......................... 4: 14 
(Gitaus) ................................. 4: 18 
5527 Gitaus Subdivision 
(Gitaus) ................................. 4:21 
Kleanza Drive #3 Mailboxes 
(Kleanza) .............................. 4:24 
5561 Kleanza Dr Lot 17 
2 1 85 Grandview Dr white house 
(Kleanza) .............................. 4:25 
(Usk) ..................................... 4:29 
Ar Shop ................................ 450 
BUS ROUTE #3 . 
Quoonsway/01d Romo 
PRI/ELEM ONLY . BUS # C2lO 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A* . 
Lv Shop ................................. 7: 18 
bridge .................................. 7:4 1 
pole 4. turn around Q end" ..... 7:43 
Pole 120/12 1 1 st RH drive after 
"Robin Rd (Over Bridge) Pick up Q 
Robin Rd (Tree) Q Robin 
Road Y ................................. 7:45 
Kozier Rd & Old Rem0 Rd ....... 7:49 
Pole 84 ................................. 750 
Muller's Pole 74 Bottom of hill RH 
drive ..................................... 7:5 1 
Skaarland Rd & Old Rem0 Rd . 7.56 
Munson Road ........................ 758 
Matson Rd Q Kriese's lot  634 turn 
around ................................. 8:Ol 
Matson Rd / Craft .................. 8:03 
Matson Q Fagen's .................. 8:04 
Farkvam Rd & Old Rem0 Rd .... 8:06 
Lowrie Q Maple ...................... 8:09 
Lowrie Q Kulspai ................... 8: 10 
Queensway & Kenworth ......... 8:l 1 
4404 Queensway .................. 8:13 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court .... 8: 14 
Mark St ................................. 8: 1 6 
Substation & Queensway ....... 8:18 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
Arr Shop ............................... 8:40 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:05 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:20 
P/U Thornhill Elementary 3:25 
Substation & Queensway ........ 3:32 
2 147 Queensway Transit stop . 3:33 
Mark St ................................. '3:34 
4404 Queensway .................. 3:35 
Lowrie Q Maple ..................... 3:36 
Lowrie @ Kulspai ................... 3:37 
Queensway & Kenworth ......... 3:38 
2 147 Queensway Transit stop . 3:39 
Farkvam Rd &!Old Rem0 Rd .... 3:42 
Matson'@ Fagen's .................. 3:44 
Matson Rd / Craft .................. 3:45 
Matson Rd Q Kriese's Lot 634 
turn around ........................... 3:47 
Munson Road ........................ 3:49 
Skaarland Rd & Old Rem0 Rd . 3.52 
Muller's Pole 74 Bottom of hill RH 
drive ..................................... 355 
Pole 84 ................................. 356 
Kozier Rd & Old Remo Rd ....... 357 
Pole 120/12 1 1 st RH drive after 
Robin Rd (Tree) Q Robin 
Road Y ................................. 4:03 
"Robin Rd (Over Bridge) Pick up Q 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:30 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court ..... 3:34 
bridge .................................. 4:Ol 
pole 4. turn around Q end" ..... 4:05 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:28 
BUS ROUTE #4 = 
7 Quoonsway/01d Romo Sr/Jr/Fr 
ONLY Quoonsway Ovorlwd . BUS # C285 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.Yc 
Lv Shop ................................. 6:54 
Pole 120/121 1 st RH drive 
after bridge ........................... 7: 1 7 
"Robin Rd (Over Bridge) Pick up Q 
pole 4. turn around 0 end" ..... 7:19 
Robin Rd (Tree) Q Robin 
Road Y ................................. 7:20 
White Bottom / Lakelse Rd ...... 7:21 
Kozier Rd & Old Rem0 Rd ....... 7:25 
Muller Hill ............................. 7:29 
Skaarland Rd a. Old Rem0 Rd . 7.30 
Munson Rd ............................ 7:3 1 
Matson Rd @ Kriese's Lot 634 
turn around ........................... 7:35 
Matson Rd / Craft .................. 7:37 
Matson @ Fagen's .................. 7:38 
Farkvam Rd & Old Rem0 Rd .... 7:40 
Lowria 63 Maple ..................... 7:43 
Lowrie Q Kulspai ................... 7:44 
Queensway & Kenworth ......... 7:45 
Band Office .......................... 7:46 
4404 Queensway .................. 7:47 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court .... 7:48 
Substation & Queensway ....... 753 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ......... 8:OO 
Substation & Queensway ........ 8:07 
Mark St ................................. 750 
2 1 47 Queensway Transit stop . 7 5 2  
2 1 47 Queensway Transit stop . 8:08 
Mark St ................................. 8:09 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court ..... 8:09 
4404 Queensway .................. 8:lO 
4516 Queensway .................. 8:lO 
Band Office .......................... 8:l 1 
Alicia Gray ........................... 8: 12 
Lowrie Q Maple ..................... 8: 1 3 
Lowrie Q Kulspai ................... 8: 14 
aueensway & Kenworth ......... 8:15 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
Drop off Thornhill Elern ..... 8:30 
Drop off Thornhill Jr 
:Alicia Gray) ...................... 8:32 
4r Shop ................................ 8:38 
. v Shop ................................. 3:05 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:20 
P/U Thornhill Elementary . 3:2 1 
Substation & Queensway ........ 328 
2 1 47 Queensway Transit stop . 3:29 
Mark St ................................. 3:30 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court ..... 3:30 
4404 Queensway .................. 3:31 
4516 Queensway .................. 3:31 
3and Office .......................... 3:32 
. owrie Q Maple ..................... 3:34 
. owrie Q Kulspai ................... 3:35 
Slueensway & Kenworth ......... 3:36 
P/UThornhill Jr ( Wait for 
rranrfer Students) ............. 3:47 
substation & Queensway ........ 354 
2147 Queensway Transit stop . 355 
Mark St ................................. 356 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court ..... 356 
4404 Queensway .................. 357 
3and Office .......................... 358 
CTOP LOCATIOHS TIME 
P.M. 
4licia Gray ........................... 359 
nwr ie  @ Maple ..................... 4:00 
nwrie Q Kulspai ................... 4:01 
Slueensway & Kenworth ......... 4:02 
:arkvam Rd & Old Rem0 Rd .... 4:05 
Matson Q Fagen's .................. 4:07 
Matson Rd / Craft .................. 4:08 
Matson Rd Q Kriese's Lot 634 
urn around ........................... 4:10 
Munson Rd ............................ 4:11 
Skaarland Rd & Old Rem0 Rd . 4.15 
74 Bottom of hill RH drive ....... 4:18 
Kozier Rd & Old Rem0 Rd ....... 4:20 
White Bottom / Lakelse Rd ...... 4:21 
Robin Rd (Tree) Q Robin 
Road Y ................................. 4:24 
"Robin Rd (Over Bridge) Pick up Q 
Pole 120/121 1 st RH drive after 
pole 4, turn around Q end" ..... 4:26 
bridge .................................. 4:28 
4r Shop ................................ 451 
BUS ROUTE #6 . 
Jackpln. dr/Sr . Bus  # C203 
TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:02 
Strumecki St .......................... 7:27 
Jack Pine Road / 
Old Lakelse Rd ...................... 7:31 
Roseland Ave / Old Lakelse Rd 732 
Marion Ave / Old Lakelse Rd .. 7:33 
Marion & Lodge Pole (turn right)7:34 
STOP LOCATIONS 
Sockeye/Edgewood place ...... 7:36 
Sockeye/Atree at Stop Sign .... 7:37 
Attree/Layton stop sign ........... 7:38 
2nd house on left/red fence/ 
Walkers ................................ 7:41 
William's Creek / Edgewood .. 7:42 
William's Creek / Sockeye .... 7:44 
Woeste Rd / Sockeye ............. 7:45 
Woeste Rd / Lodgepole .......... 7:46 
Sockeye Creek ...................... 7:47 
2935 Old Lakelse Road .......... 750 
Ziegler Road ......................... 753 
Purple House ........................ 754 
Miller Road ........................... 755 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ......... 8:00 
Lv Thornhill Jr (All French 
Immersion Students to ride) . 8:05 
Caledonia/Skeena ............ 8:20 
Parkside Secondary 
(1 1 students) ..................... 8:26 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:51 
$TO? LOCAllONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:25 
Parkside Secondary 
(1 1 students) ..................... 3:30 
Skeena (All French Immersion 
Students to ride) ................ 3:35 
P/U Thornhili Jr (Transfer 
students to other buses) ... 3:47 
Miller Road ........................... 355 
Purple House ........................ 356 
Ziegler Road ......................... 357 
2925 Old Lakelse Road .......... 358 
2935 Old Lakelse Road .......... 4:00 
Sockeye Creek ...................... 4:03 
Woeste Rd / Lodgephole ........ 4:04 
Woeste Rd / Sockeye ............. 4:05 
William's Creek / Sockeye .... 4:06 
William's Creek / Edgewood .. 4:08 
2nd house on left/red fence/ 
Walkers ................................ 4:09 
Attree/Layton stop sign ........... 4:12 
Attreebockeye at intersection . 4. 13 
Sockeye/Edgewood place ...... 4. 14 
Marion & Lodge Pole (turn right)4: 16 
Marion Ave / Old Lakelse Rd .. 4: 17 
Roseland Ave/Old Lakelse Rd . 4. 1 8 
lack Pine Road/Old Lakelse Rd 4: 19 
Strumecki St .......................... 4:23 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:43 
. . . . . .  ........................................................ . .  
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Regular sthool hours and bus runs will tommeate 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2005 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOLDISTRICT 82 
THIS SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO REVISIONS 
BUS TIMES AS SHOWN MAY VARY SLIGHTLY DUE TO WEATHER AND ROAD CONDITIONS 
2005-2006 
SCHO.01 BUS ROUTE SCHEDULE 
BUS ROUTE #7 . 
Jackpino Pri/Elom . Bus # C202 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M,
Lv Shop ................................. 7:28 
Strumecki Street ..................... 753 
Jackpine Road/Old Lakelse Rd 757 
Roseland Ave / Old Lakelse Rd 758 
Marion Ave / Old Lakelse Rd .. 759 
Marion & Lodge Pole (turn right)8:00 
Sockeye/Edgewood Place ...... 8:02 
Attree/Layton stop sign ........... 8:04 
3 177 Solamon Way .............. 8:05 
5 19 Williams Creek .............. 8:07 
2nd house on left/red fence/ 
Walkers ................................ 8:08 
Williams Creek / Sockeye ..... 8:09 
Woeste Rd / Sockeye ............. 8: 10 
Woeste Rd / Lodgepole .......... 8: 1 1 
Sockeye Creek ...................... 8: 12 
29 15 Old Lakelse Road .......... 8: 1 3 
2935 Old Lakelse Road .......... 8: 15 
Ziegler Road ......................... 8: 18 
Purple House ........................ 8: 19 
Miller Road ........................... 8:20 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:30 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:35 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:05 
P/U Thornhill Pri ............... 3:'20 
P/U Thornhill Elementary . 3:25 
Miller Road ........................... 3:33 
Purple House ........................ 3:34 
Ziegler Road ......................... 3:35 
291. 5 Old Lakelse Road .......... 3:36 
2925 Old Lakelse Road .......... 3:37 
2935 Old Lakelse Road .......... 3:38 
Sockeye Creek ...................... 3:40 
Woeste Rd / Lodgepole .......... 3:44 
Woeste Rd / Sockeye ............. 3:45 
Williams Creek / Sockeye ..... 3:46 
2nd house on left/red fence/ 
Walkers ................................ 3:47 j 
51 9 Williams Creek .............. 3:49 
3 177 Solamon Way ............. 350 
Attree/Layton stop sign ........... 352 
Sockeye/Edgewood Place ..... 354 
Marion & Lodgepole (turn right) 356 
Marion Ave / Old Lakelse Rd .. 357 
Roseland Ave / Old Lakelse Rd 358 
Jackpine Road / Old Lakelse 
Rd ........................................ 359 
Strumecki St .......................... 4:03 
Dakin Road ........................... 4:07 
1641 Lupine -Turn around ...... 4:09 
Bus Shelter (Lakelse Lodge Rd) . 4:i4 
Oli's Place ............................ 4: 15 
1 ST Avenue & Adele .............. 4: 16 
2251 1stAve ........................ 4:17 
McBride & Bruce .................... 4: 1 8 
McBride & 1 st ....................... 4:20 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:45 
BUS ROUTE #8 . 
Now Romo - Bus # C204 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:36 
"Evergreen Inn 541 6 House on 
Hwy. 16 West" ...................... 7:40 
Zimmacord turn around .......... 7:48 
Calgary Turnaround ............... 752 
Kilby / Gagnon ..................... 753 
Nelson / Gagnon .................. 754 
Spokechute Loop .................... 759 
Kitsumkalum/ Firehall ............. 8:Ol 
Kitsumkalum/ Gyiik Culdesac .. 8:04 
Caledonia School .............. 8:21 
Skeena Junior Seconda rj. 8:23 
ET Kenney / Clarence 
Michiel ................................ 8:25 
Parkside Secondary 
(3 students) ........................ 8:29 
Ar Shop .......................... 8:34 AM 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:20 
........ ,-! 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
ET Kenney / Clarence 
Michiel ................................ 3:25 
Parkside Secondary 
(3 students) ........................ 3:27 
Caledonia School .............. 3:32 
Skeena Junior Secondary 3:35 
"Evergreen Inn 541 6 House on 
Hwy. 16 west" ....................... 337 
Kitsumkalum/Gyiik Culdesac ... 339 
Spokechute Loop .................... 3:44 
Nelson / Gagnon .................. 352 
Kilby / Gagnon ..................... 333 
Calgary Turnaround ............... 354 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:l 1 
Kitsumkalum/Firehall .............. 3:47 
Zimmacord turn around .......... 359 
BUS ROUTE #9 . ' 
Dovor Woodland ?ark . 
School District Bus 
STOP LOCATIOMS TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:29 
4637 Merkley Drive 
(by mail boxes) ...................... 7:38 . 
Merkley #2 (travelling North) .. 7:39 
Merkley #3 (travelling North) .. 7:40 
Dover # 1 .............................. 7:45 
Dover Road & Pratt ................ 7:46 
Douglas & Hampton ............... 7 5 2  
Douglas & Martel ................... 753 
5380 Centennial ................... 754 
5345 Centennial ................... 755 
5340 Centennial ................... 756 
53 15 Centennial .................... 757 
5235 Centennial ................... 759 . 4658 Woodland Park & 
46 1 6 Woodland Park & 
Woodland Park & Elderberry 
Lane ..................................... 8:03 
Woodland Park &Johnston 
(Mail boxes) .......................... 8:04 
Willow Creek &Johnston ........ 8:05 
Orde Road ............................ 8:07 
Uplands Elementary ......... 8: 12 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary .......................... 8:20 
Skeena Junior Secondary 8:22 
Kiti K'Shan Primary .......... 8:35 
Cassie Hall Elementary ..... 8:37 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:OO 
Kiti K'Shan Primary .......... 3: 10 
Cassie Hall Elementary ..... 3:25 
Skeena Junior (drop off . transfers only) ................... 3:34 
Caledonia Senior ............... 3:40 
Skeena Junior .................. 3:42 
Uplands Elementary ......... 3:47 
Orde Roud ............................ 3:5 1 .. Willow Creek &.Johnston ........ 333 
Woodland Park &Johnston ..... 354 
Woodland Park & Elderberry 
Lane ..................................... 355 
46 1 6 Woodland Prk & 
Blueberry Lane ....................... 356 
4658 Woodland Park & 
Blueberry Lane ....................... 337 
5235 Centennial Drive ........... 359 
53 15 Centennial Drive ........... 4:OO 
5340 Centennial Drive ........... 4:Ol 
5345 Centennial Drive ........... 4:02 
5380 Centennial Drive ........... 4:03 
Blueberry Lane ....................... 8:Ol 
Blueberry Lane ....................... 8:02 
Douglas & Martel Road .......... 4:04 
Douglas & Hampton Road ....... 4:05 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:30 
Dover Road & Pratt ................ 4:12 
4637 Merkley (by mail boxes) . 4: 1 8 
BUS ROUVE #10 . 
R0Ssw-d . BUS # C226 
STOP ' LOCATIONS TIME" 
Lv Shop ................................. 6: 1 3 
Taylor ................ .:'.. ............... 7:05 
Hill (across from Red Tractor) ... 7:06 
Pierce ................................... 7:09 
Spencer's shop ...................... 7: 14 
White's ................................. 7: 1 8 
Brosseau Rd (Fifth wheel) ........ 7:21 
Brosseau Rd/Egan ................ 7:24 
Egan Rd #1 ........................... 7:29 
Mud Lake .............................. 7:47 
Lean To Creek end of Pat 
Roy Rd .................................. 756 
Findlay Lake . Bus Shed .......... 8:03 
Uplands School ................. 8: 17 
Skeena Junior Secondary 8:26 
Parkside Secondary 
(2 stude. nts) ........................ 8:29 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:32 
STOP LOCATIOWS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:22 
Parkside Secondary 
(2 students) .............. ......... 3:27 
Caledonia School .............. 3:33 
Skeena School ................... 3:37 
Uplands School ................. 3:47 
Findlay Lake . Bus Shed .......... 4:OO 
Harley when needed .............. 4:02 
Lean To Creek End of Pat 
Roy Rd ..................... 1; ............ 4:04 
Egan Rd #1 ........................... 4:34 
Geier Rd Turn around ............. 4:41 
Evans #2 .............................. 4:44 
Brosseau Rd/Egan ................ 4:45 
Brosseau Rd (Fifth wheel) ........ 4:46 
A.M. 
Egan Rd #2 ........................... 7:20 
Geier Rd Turn around- ....... : ..... 7:26 
. Csledonia School .............. 8:25 
... 
White's ......................... ; ....... 455 
Spencer's shop ...................... 457 
I 
Pierce ................................... 459 
Taylor ................................... 5:03 
Hill (across from Red Tractor) ... 5:05 
Ar Shop ................................ 5:39 
BUS ROUTE #11 . 
Kalum Lako Road South - 
Bus # C234 
STO? LOCATIONS . TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:40 
Langer & Kalum Lk Dr ............. 7:46 
5645 Oscar Rd .................... 755 
Oscar / Kalum Lk Dr .............. 757 
4964 Kalum Lk Dr .................. 758 
4865 Kalum Lk Dr ................. 759 
4825 Kalum Lk Dr .................. 8:Ol 
4725 Kalum Lk Dr .................. 8:02 
Farko Road / Hampton Rd ...... 8:04 
Uplands School ................. 8: 10 
Caledonia School .............. 8:23 
Skeema Junior Secondary 8:25 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:30 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lvc Shop ................................. 3:28 
Caledonia School .............. 3:33 
Skeena Junior Secondary 3:38 
Uplands School ................. 3:47 
Farko Road / Hampton Rd ...... 354 
Langer & Kalum Lk Dr ............. 355 
4725 Kalum Lk Dr .................. 356 
4825 Kalum Lk Dr .................. 357 
4865 Kalum Lk Dr ................. 358 
4964 Kalum Lk Dr .................. 359 
Oscar / Kalum Lk Dr ............... 4:Ol 
5645 Oscar Rd .................... 4:03 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:15 
BUS ROUTE #12 . 
Upper Thornhill Diroct to Caiodonia 
Sr 8 Uppor Thornhill to Thornhill 
Schools - BUS # C206 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
I 
Lv Shop ................................. 7.29 . 
(Thornhill Daily Needs Store) ... 7:41 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 7:42 
Aspen /Cottonwood ............... 7:43 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 7:44 
Drop off Cadedonia ............... 8:OO 
Daily Needs Store) ................. 8: 16 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 8: 17 
Aspen /Cottonwood ............... 8:18 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 8: 19 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 8:20 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ......... 8:25 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:30 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:35 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:45 
STOP LOCATIONS . TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:25 
P/U Caledonia ( Upper 
Thornhill Students Only) ... 3:35 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 3:48 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 3:5 1 
Thornhill Daily Needs Store ..... 354 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 7:45 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse ( Thornhill 
P/U Thornhill JR (Overload 
only if needed Call Run #14 
C223 and Check) ............... 359 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse 
(Thornhill Daily Needs Store) ... 4:02 
Thornhill Pub 8us Stop ............ 4:03 
Aspen /Cottonwood ............... 4:04 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 4:05 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 4:06 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:16 
BUS ROUTE #14 . 
Uppor Thornhill . Bur # C212 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:35 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse 
(Thornhill Daily Needs Store) ... 7:47 
Thronhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 7:48 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 750 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ................ 8:OO 
Aspen /Cottonwood ............... 7:49 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 7:5 1 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse 
(Thornhill Daily Needs Store) ... 8:12 
Thronhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 8:13 
I 
Aspen /Cottonwood ............... 8:14 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 8:15 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 8: 16 
Churchill / Pierson ................. 8: 17 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:30 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:40 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop .................... ............ 3:05 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:20 
P/U Thornhill Elementary . 3:25 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse 
(Thornhill Daily Needs Stoie) ... 3:28 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 3:29 
Aspen / Cottonwood .............. 3:30 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 3:3 1 
Creek / Krumm .................... ;: 3:32 
Churchill / Pierson ................. 3:33 
P/U Thornhill Jr (wait for 
transfer students) .............. 3:47 
Call if overload bus is needed 
(C214 Run #12) 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse (Thornhill 
Daily Needs Sto're) ................. 350 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 351 
Aspen / Cottonwood .............. 352 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 353 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 354 
Churchill / Pierson ................. 355 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:05 
BUS ROUTE #I5 . 
Coppor Moutain . 5us # C233 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
i A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:36 
Thornhill Frontage Rd / Seaton Bus 
Stop via K'San ...................... 7:48 
Haaland / Crescent (across from 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 751 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 753 !'\ 
Copper Mtn School ................ 755 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ................ 8:OO 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 8: 1 6 
Copper Mtn School ............ 8:20 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:30 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:40 
Lv Shop ................ ...'.......... r ...'.. 3.05 
P/UThornhill Pri: ................ 3:20 
Rifle Range Road ................... 8: 12 
. Haaland 1 Crescent (across from 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 8:18 
STOP LOCATIOMS TIME 
P.M. 
P/U Thornhill Elementary . 3:25 
'Haaland / Crescent (across from 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 3:29 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 3:3 1 
Copper Mtn Sch-l ............ 3:33 
Rifle Range Road ................... 3:35 
Thornhill Frontage Rd / Seaton Bus 
Stop via K'San ...................... 3:38 
P/U Thornhill Jr (WAIT FOR 
CALEDONlA STUDENTS) .... 3:47 
Haaland / Crescent (across from 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 353 
Copper Mtn. School ............ 355 
Thornhill Frontage R d  / Seaton Bus 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 3:5 1 
Stop via K'San ...................... 358 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:lO 
BUS ROUTE #16 - 
Coppor Moutain - Bus # C235 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:36 
Stop via K'San ...................... 7:48 
Thornhill Frontage Rd / Seaton Bus 
Haaland / Crescent (across from 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 7:5 1 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 733 
Copper Mtn School ............ 7:55 
Thornhill Frontage Rd / Seaton BUS 
Haaland / Crescent (across from 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ......... 8:OO 
Stop via K'San ...................... 8: 14 
drivewuy up from Jct) ............. 8: 16 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 8: 1 8 
Copper Mtn School ............ 8:20 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
D ~ o p  off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:30 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:40 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
P.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:05 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:20 
P/Y Thornhill Jr (Elementary 
Students) ............................ 3:25 
Haaland / Crescent (across from 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 3:29 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 3:3 1 
Copper Mtn School ............ 3:33 
Thornhill Frontage Rd / Seaton Bus 
P/U Thornhill Jr (wait fer 
transfer students) .............. 3:47 
Overload Bus (Only if Needed) 
Haaland / Crescent (across from 
Clore / Skinner ...................... 353 
Copper Mtn Schoo 1 ............ 355 
Thornhill Frontage Rd / Seaton BUS 
Stop via K'San ..... 2 ................ 338 
Stop via K'San ...................... 3:30 
driveway up from Jct) ............. 3:5 1 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:lO 
BUS ROUTE #17. 
Lakdso Lako Pri/Elom/Jr/Sr 
AM ONLY . BUS # C214 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.MS 
Lv Shop ................................. 7:05 
1641 Lupine . Turn around ...... 7:25 
Dakin Road ........................... 7:27 
McBride & 1 st ....................... 735 
McBride & Bruce .................... 7:36 
2251 1st  Ave ........................ 7:37 
1 ST Avenue & Adele .............. 7:38 
Oli's Place ............................ 7:39 
Bus Shelter (Lakelse Lodge Rd) . 7:40 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ......... 8:00 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:05 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:10 
Pick up Thornhill Jr ........... 8:1) 
Shop .................................... 8:25 
Drop off Caledonia Only .. 8:21 
Lakdso Lako Jr/Sr I M  ONLV . 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
C.M. 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:25 
P/U Caledonia (Transfer stu- 
dents only. over load bus) 3:35 
P/U Thornhill Jr (Wait for 
transfer students) .............. 3:47 
Dakin Road ........................... 4:07 
1641 Lupine -Turn around ...... 4:09 
Bus Shelter (Lakelse Lodge Rd) . 4: 14 
Oli's Place ............................ 4:15 
1 ST Avenue & Adele .............. 4:16 
McBride & Bruce .................... 4:17 
McBride & 1 st ....................... 4:19 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:A4 
BUS ROUTE #18. 
Uppor Thornhill Quoonsway 
Ovorload Jr/Sr/Fr - Bus # C207 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.M. 
I v  Shop ................................. 7:31 
Band Office .......................... 7:43 
ie Q Maple ..................... 7:44 
ie'Q . . . . .  Kulspai ................... a = 7:d5 
Queensway & Kenworth .......... 7:46 
4404 Queensway .................. 7:47 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court .... 7:48 
Substation & Queensway ....... 7:53 
Drop off Thornhill Jr ......... 8:00 
Daily Needs Store) ................. 8:12 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 8:13 
Aspen /Cottonwood .......:'....... 8:14 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 8:15 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 8:16 
Drop off Thornhill Pri ........ 8:25 
Drop off Thornhill Elem ..... 8:30 
Ar Shop ................................ 8:40 
TIME STOP LOCATIONS ?a . 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:05 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:20 
P/U Thornhill Elementary 3:25 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse (Thornhill 
Daily Needs Store) ................. 3:28 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 3:29 
Aspen / Cottonwood .............. 3:30 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 3:31 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 3:32 
P/UThornhill Jr ( Wait for 
Transfer Students) ............. 3:47 
Substation & Queensway ........ 354 
2 147 Queensway Transit stop . 3 5 5  
Mark Rd ............................... 356 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court ..... 356 
4404 Queensway .................. 357 
4516 Queensway .................. 3:57 
Band Office .......................... 358 
Lowrie Q Maple ..................... 359 
Lowrie Q Kulspai ................... 4:00 
Queensway & Kenworth ......... 4:01 
I BUS ROUTE #19. 
1 )  
Mark Road ............................ 750 
2 147 Queensway Transit stop . 7 5 2  
Hemlock / Old Lakelse ( Thornhill 
Ar Shop ................................ 4:13 
Mppor Thornhill PM Only - 
Bus # F122 
STOP LOCATIONS TIME 
A.Mr 
Lv Shop ................................. 3:05 
P/UThornhill Pri ................. 3:20 
P/U Thornhill Jr (Elementary 
Students) ............................ 3:25 
Hemlock / Old Lakelse (Thornhill 
Daily Needs Store) ................. 3:28 
Aspen / Cottonwood .............. 3:30 
Hemlock / Aspen ................... 3:31 
Creek / Krumm ...................... 3:32 
Churchill Drive / Pierson ......... 3:33 
Ar Shop ................................ 3:43 
Thornhill Pub Bus Stop ............ 3:29 
!. b 
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News In Brief 
’New conservation officer 
A SPACE left vacant by a conservation officer last year 
has been filled. 
Darryl Struthers, who will be the supervisor for the 
Terrace area, will be taking over the vacancy created 
when Dale Ryan left in 2004. 
Struthers joins Blair Thin and Chris Price in our 
local office sometime this week, according to Martin 
Melderis, senior conservation officer for the northwest. 
Locals in Kitimat crash 
TWO TERRACE MOTORISTS were involved in an 
accident that tied up traffic for over an hour during rush 
hour in Kitimat recently. 
Kitimat, RCMP Cpl. Ron Masch said that just after 
7 a.m. Aug. 19, a 24-year-old Kitimat driver in a red 
GMC pickup lost control while travelling eastbound 
across the Haisla Bridge. 
His vehicle struck a westbound Toyota Four Run- 
ner, driven by a 33-year-old Terrace resident, and the 
pickup, now sideways in the westbound lane, was then 
slammed by a Toyota Corolla, under the control of a 
45-year-old Terrace man. 
The drivers of the pickup and Corolla were taken to 
Kitimat General Hospital with minor injuries and re- 
leased after treatment. 
The collision caused a major traffic snarl for about 
an hour as clean up crews removed the damaged ve- 
hicles. 
The polite investigation continues. 
NDP phones on hold 
SKEENA NDP MLA Robin Austin is holding off on 
having his office phones and data lines installed until 
)he Telus lockout i3over. = 
“We’d rather not have replacement workers do the 
work,” said Austin last week. 
For now Austin is re- 
lying on cell phone cov- 
erage to conduct work 
in his constituency of- 
fice here. 
Austin’s decision 
mirrors that of the other 
32 NDP MLAs elected 
to the legislature in the 
May election. 
,, Telus workers be- 
longing to the Telecom- 
munication Workers 
Union have been off the 
job since July after they 
and the company failed 
to reach a contract fol- 
lowing nearly four 
years of bargaining. 
NQ REFERRAL NECESSARY 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 




- In the -meantime, 
Austin is happy with the results of a several day re- 
treat held by the NDP caucus just north of Victoria last 
week. 
“It was very intense. There was a lot of information 
and issues to deal with. Itswas a good opportunity for 
the 33 MLAs to get t o h o w  one another and to create 
the relationships will need to do our jobs,” he said. 
Cops apprehend 
Happy Gang thief 
THIEVES broke into and 
ransacked the Happy Gang 
Centre for the second time 
this year on Aug. 17. 
Someone entered through 
the Kalum St. side , pd ,  once 
inside, smashed a window to 
get into the office, suffering 
a cut that left blood behind. 
Police responded to a 
motion alarm sounding at 
the centre and arrested a sus- 
pect on an unrelated matter 
nearby at 12:30 a.m., said 
Terrace RCMP inspector 
Marlin Degrand. No charges 
have been laid yet. 
Happy Gang club presi- 
dent Cliff Best was disap- 
pointed with the crime. 
“We never expected any- 
,- 
thing like this would happen 
here,” he said. 
He believes the culprit 
was looking for money. 
“They didn’t get any this 
time. We had a safe installed 
but he was really trying to 
find some,” Best said, add- 
ing the person made a “ter- 
rible mess” during the bur- 
glary attempt. 0 
Two or three months ago, 
someone broke in and at- 
tempted to steal money but 
was apprehended. 
Best said the club hasn’t 
received a price quote for 
replacing the windows, but 
said glass isn’t cheap. 
The police investigation 
continues. 
For the month of July. 
Royal LePage Terrace 
635-2404 
Royal LePage Shelter Foundation. 
Supporting our Community. 
7 To all the businesses and individuals who sup- ’ 
ported our 1 st annual golf scramble by provid- 
ing prizes, or just coming out for some golfing 
fun. 
THERE ARE TOO MANY OF YOU TO LIST 
Special thanks go out to our hole sponsors: 
Cedar River Physio 
Dr. Rebecca Counts 
Bandstra Transportation 
and Terrace Toyota for the Hole In One prize 
We are still in need of support to build our new 
Transition House. 
/f you wish to donate please cull 635-2373 
KSAN HOUSE SOClETY 
4724 lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2T7 
§e 1 ec ted Varieties , 
Warehouse Pack, 24x355 mL F69473-3 
Plus deposit, enviro levies where applicable. 




Single (24 Rolls) or 
Double (12 Rolls) 
F12815-7 
6x100’s or 6x144’s 
F9546-3 
Prices effective until closing Saturday, September 3,2005. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Photos are for illustrative purposes only. 
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Summer break 
’ve been trying to ignore that fall is coming, 
but I can’t. The waves that crash in Lakelse 
Lake are autumn scented. The sun, though I brilliant, doesn’t pack the same heat at 3:OO 
that it did just days ago. The air, by 8:OO in the 
evening, is crisp. And the other night it got dark at 
9:30. Dark. 
Summer’s end is bittersweet for me because 
as much as I love the season’s changing, I always 
have a nagging feeling that I haven’t done enough. 
So as usual, I was feeling discouraged about my 
lack of progress on the things I had planned to ac- 
complish. Then I came across something I wrote 
during Spring Break. 
This Spring Break, I gave up my kids. Not per- 
manently or anything, just for four days. I let them 
go off with Chris and his cadets for a survival camp. 
Sleeping outside in hootchies in freezing weather 
was their idea of a dream come true. 
Me, on the other hand? By the time March break 
rolls around I’m usually desperate for family time. 
No alarm clock. No frantic lunch making. NO need 
for clean socks. Just leisurely, roll outta bed when 
the urge hits, eat when the stomach growls, dress if 
a situation demands it kind of days. 
‘ 
However, this spring break was different. I was 
craving quality time all right, but it was me that I 
wanted to reconnect with. 
“Are you sure you don’t wanna come?’ Chris 
enticed. “It’ll be fun. You won’t have to cook. The 
kids’ll have a blast ...” 
“Thanks, Hon. I kinda wish I could, but I need 
some time to write,” I said, not lying a bit. I did 
kind of wish I could go. I like to say yes, to make 
people happy. However, a bigger part of me kind of 
wished to be as alone as possible. 
After dropping off the kids, it was almost 9:00, 
too late to work, so I decided to read. I turned to 
my bookshelf. For the first time in my life, nothing 
grabbed me. The TV in the other room called out 
in an amazingly piercing voice, “You could control 
the remote. No one would know. Your retreat, great 
idea, by the way, could start tomorrow ...” 
It could indeed. I watched TV until 3:OO a.m. 
The upside of that is that only three hours of the 
five were mindless repeats. 
The next morning dawned bright and early. I, 
however, did not see the dawn of this day, or noon 
either, for that matter. When I crawled out of bed 
at 1:30, I mollified myself with the thought, I’ve 
got all afternoon and evening to write. I won’t be 
tired. 
Unfortunately, returning e-mails and chatting 
on instant messenger for six hours was exhausting, 
so I did the math. I could slough off my second 
night - it had arrived so quickly - and still have 2 
“The 7V in the other room called 
out in an amazingly piercing voice, 
c‘cYou could control the remote. 
No one would know. Your retreat, 
great idea, by the way, could start 
tomorrow. .. ”I 
1/2 productive days. 
I awoke the next morning (afternoon) deter- 
mined to write. Just as soon as I finished watch- 
ing Dr. Phil nag people about their weight while I 
polished off a plate of fried rice noodles that is. It 
was very informative, but mentally taxing. I had a 
small nap before getting down to work for about 
two hours. 
My treasured retreat was half over and I’d ac- 
complished almost nothing. It was hard to muster 
up enough energy to feel really bad about it though 
- I still just felt tired. 
On my last full day, I did some editing, but 
mostly managed some serious loafing about, but 
I could feel something stimng at the back of my 
mind ... something like, inspiration? I went to bed 
feeling happy that I’d gotten something done, but 
more than a little sad. The next day was the last day 
of my retreat and it was only a half-day at that, and 
if I slept in, it’d be no day at all... 
Rut to my huge surprise, I bounded out of bed 
at 7:30, and was at the computer, madly typing, cut- 
ting and pasting at 7:45. It’s amazing what a person 
can do in six hours. Best of all, somewhere in the 
middle of getting lots done, as I sat hunched over 
my keyboard, it came to me; I was perfectly happy 
and in my groove. 
The retreat, not the high output time I’d planned 
for, ended up being just what I needed - a rest. 
I need to remember that times of doing nothing 
enable me to keep doing all the things I wantheed 
to do. I will love autumn once it’s here, but for now, 
summer’s not over yet. I’m going to sit by the lake 
and pretend cooler weather’s not coming. Maybe 
I’q see you there. 
Fall Fair . . .  fun! 
Date changes but yearly family fun continues at Thornhill Community Grounds , 
THE SKEENA Valley Fall 
Fair 2005 had its usual array 
of competitors young and 
old competing for bragging 
rights in a number of varicd 
demonstrations. Below are 
the winners in the individual 
categories. Congratulations 
to all competitors and thanks 
to the judges. 
ADULTS 
red: Martin Holtz Baucr: 
Pears: Martin Holtz Baucr: 
Plums: Martin Holtz Baucr; 
Collection of fruit: Norma 
Kerby 
Most Points $15 Certificate 
Garden Shed: Martin Holtz 
Bauer 
Beans: Jaime Spyksnia; 
Beets: Mary Beth Esau; 
Vegetables 
Sweet cucumber pickles: 
Dawn Glosset; Pickled 
beets: Penny Llewellyn; 
Pickles collection: Dawn 
Glossct: Chutney: Jaime 
Spyksma 
Red sweet berry herb or  
root: Michele Rodgers; 
White sweet berry herb or  
root: Randy Rodgers; Rose 
Wine 
Onions: Martin Holtz sweet berry herb or root: cut Flowers Bauer: Peas: Yvette Favron: Michele Rodgers; Liqueurs: 
Dahlias: Norma Kerby: Potatoes (other): Mary Beth Martin Holti BauerCOther 
Gladio1us:PennyLlewelly~~; Esau; Potatoes (red): Martin wine: Randy Rodgers 
Roses: Norma Kerby; Sweet Tomatoes (green): Martin Alyss A. Bjoraard 
peas: Ann Peltier: Perennial Holtz Bauer; Tomatoes 
collection: Kathy Tycho; (ripe green house): Martin 
Case of cut flowers: Kathy Holtz Bauer Buns: Jaime Spyksma; 
Tycho special Most points $15 Fruit cake: Ann Peltier; 
Edna Fisher; Applesauce certificate The Garden Martin Holtz Bauer 
cake: Penny Llewellyn; 
Preserves Pound cake: Edna Fisher; Shed: Nornia Kerby Indian Summer - Table 
arrangement$lOcertificate Apple sauce: Netty Olsen Brownies: Jaime Spyksma; 
at Uplands Nursery: Kathy Gourle; Cherries: Jamie Drop Cookies: Carolyn 
Tycho Spyksma: Pears: Dawn Stella; Molded cookies: 
Glosset: Tomatoes: Down Carolyn Stella; Rhubarb 
Fruit Glosset; Collection of any pie: Jaime Spyksma 
Apples (Green or  yellow): jams or  jellies: Penny 
Norma Kerby; Apples Llewellyn; Raspberry 
(red): Nornia Kerby; jam: Kathleen Pedro; Flannel Quilt: Rachel 
Blackberries: Martin Marmalade: Kathleen Muller; Quilt (machine- 
Holtz Bauer; Crabapples: Pedro; Dilled cucumber quilted): Kathleen Pedro; 
Norma Kerby; Currants pickles: Jamie Spyksma; Ladies’ blouse: Rachel 
Home Baking 
Most Points $20 gift Certificate Garden Shed: Baking powder biscuits: 
Text iks  
Muller; Special occasion 
table runner: Jessica Peters; 
Ladies’ dress: Rachel 
Muller; Ladies’ dress 
casual: Theresa Hippisley; 
Tailored article: Rachel 
Muller; Any other article: 
Rachel Muller 
Special class $10 Terrace 
Standard: Rachel Muller 
Special prize most 
points $100 Certificate 
FabricLand: Rachel Muller 
WQOI class 
Fleece unwashed: Trudy 
Rafuse; Skein 2-ply 
homespun wool: Kathleen 
Stuart; Skein heavy 
homespun wool: Kathleen 
Stuart; Skein fibre other: 
Trudy Rafuse; Skein 
novelty wool: Maureen 
Atkinson; Hand-woven 
garment: Trudy Rafuse; 
Hand-woven article: Kris 
Lewis; Best colour design 
and combination: Kathleen 
Stuart; Off-loom article: 
Maureen Atkinson 
Most points $15 Legion 
Ladies Auxiliary: Kathleen 
Stuart 
Arts and crafts 
Crochet and Knitting 
Afghan: Debbie Wetzell; 
I 
Doll: Marie Mailloux; 
Article not listed: Netty 
Olsen Gourle; Toque and 
scarf: Kathleen Stuart; Baby 
outfit: Debbie Wctzell; 
Afghan knitted: Debbie 
Wetzell; Article from 
homespun: Kris Lewis; 
Article other: Debbie 
Wetzell 
~pecia1prize$20~ertificate 
Dynamic Health: Debbie 
Wetzell 
Co nsewa t io n 
and education 
Bouquet mix: Robert Orrey 
(Specialprize $10 CertiJicate 
frorii Uplands Nursery); 
Vegetable creature: Cecile 
Favron; Miniature garden: 
Cecile Favron; Poster 
leaves: Julia Pedro; Poster 
ferns-grasses: Julia Pedro; 
Poster wild flowers: Julia 
Pedro; Artwork animal: 
Jessica Ewald; Artwork 
other: Gabi Metzmier; 
Printing: Karyn Roseboom; 
Handwriting: Della Orrey; 
Poem: Jacob Roseboom; 
Photo of people: Jacob 
Roseboom; Photo animal: 
Wayde Lindquist; Photo 
other: Ryn Roseboom 
Continued Page B3 
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Theatre 
W Heritage Park Museum presents the last show of Ma ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
GEORGE’S PUB: Moonlight and Rosie Sept. 2-3: Lambly’s, the popular event from last Christmas in its second 
Accelerators Sept. 9-10, 16-17; 3rd Degree Sept. 23-24; run. Wednesday, Aug. 31 at the museum’s historic dance 
Semi Chronic Sept;30-Oct. 1 hall. Show starts at 8 p.m. with doors open by 7:30 p.m. 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free fooSball/Wed. karaoke, Seating is limited.Tickets can be purchased at Don Diego’s 
free”po1murs. college games night/Fri.-Sat. dance music or the George Little House for $12. Call the museum at 635- 
Lk door prizes/Sun. live band THORNHILL PUB: Karaoke 4546 or email hpmuseum@telus.net for info. 
Sunday nights 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Saturdays meat draw 4-6 
p.m. ’ 
Clubs & pubs 
, 
Visual arts 
Terrace Art Gallery presents the opening reception for 
Two for the Show, a mixed media exhibit by Gail Turner 
Sears and 19 of her students, at 7 p.m. at the gallery. The 
September exhibit will run until Oct. 2. 
WTheRoyalCanadian 
Legion 
presents In Memory of 
the King, starring Stuart 
MacLeod: An entire 
evening of classic Elvis 
songs. Cocktails 6:30 
The Terrace Concert Society presents the first of eight p+ dinner 7 P.m., 
exciting performances and its 2005-06 season opener, Daniel show 9 p.ln. Advance 
Pickard’s Live Group Sex Therapy on Friday, Sept. 30 at tickets are $30 and 
the REM Lee Theatre. Pickard is described as a brilliant, available at the legion. “Back to the 5oS” prizes for costumes 
lllhlessly funny SOCiOlOgiSt /psychiatrist comedian. Single and games. Members and guests welcome. Call 635-5825 




, .. . . . . . . . . . .  ,, . . . .  
Check out our sllo o r  call 638-7283 for advertising inforrna:lon 
Get your season passes in September for the 
Terrace Concert Society’s 2005-2006 season! 
Friday, September 30,2005 
Daniel Packard’s Live Grot@ Sex Therapy - 
nrthlessly f r r  t i n y  sociologisl/psychiatrist coniediart 
Friday, November 11,2005 
Cantabile - 4piece voccal/tlwsical co 
Fridak November 25, 2005 
I Mtlsici de Montreal - lGpiece chamber orchestra 
Friday, January 13,2006 
The Ecclestoits with Ivonne Hernandez 
1 Traditional Celtic songs 
~ Saturday, February 4,2006 Bertiard Priniearr Montreal Jazz Ensemble -Jazz 
standards arid contemporary jazz 
Saturday, February 18,2006 
Jesse McCIoslcey 
Kyla Q‘Donnell 
TLT Youth Tmupe 
Uniglobe Travel 
Riverboat Days Committee 
All of our Summer Drama Days Parents 
With an EXTRA BIG THANK YOU to Maff 
Magecrru, Leah Wiffen and Caitlin Hurst l’LT 
youth l’roupe members, who volunteered full 
time to Summer Drama Days during their 
summer vacation, 
thRA ~ Our official ticket outlet i s  
W@UliE. 
Courtesy Travel 
471 8A Lazelle Ave 
COMMUNITY EVENTS for mainstream dancers. Beginners dance for a 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 2 toonie, mainstream dancers for $5/nlght. Call Ron 
Terrace Art Gallery presents the opening 638-831 6 or Diana 638-1 626 for information. 
reception for Two for the Show, a mixed media , 
exhibit by Gail Turner Sears and 19 of her students, The Terrace Public Library offers children’s 
at 7 p.m. at the gallery. The September exhibit will programmes beglnning the week of Sept. 15 
run until Oct. 2. that run for six weeks. All programmes are free, 
but registration at the library in person or by 
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 31 phone is recommended, as class size is limited. 
Heritage”Park Musuem offers the last show of Registration begins Wednesday, Sept. 3. Call the 
Ma L‘ambtys, the popljlar one-act historical drama library for complete programme information at 
tonight. Seating is limited. Shows starts at 8 p.m. 638-8177. 
with the doors opening at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are 
$12 and are available at the museum, the George The Terrace Hospice Society is looking for 
Little House and Don Diego’s. Call the museum enthusiastic board members. If you’d like to fill a 
for more info at 635-4546. position, please call 635-481 1 for information. 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 17 The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
The Royal Canadian Legion Brmch 13 p[eze$s cancer support group for family and friends 
In Memory of the King, starring Stuart MacLeod: meeting evary second and fourth Thursday of the 
An entire evening of classic Elvis songs. Cocktails month at 7 p.m. Next meetings are Sept. 8 and 22. 
6:30 p.m., dinner 7 pm., show 9 p.m. Advance The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s. __ 
tickets are $30 and available at the legion. “Back open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet-- 
to the 50s” prizes for costumes and games. access for cancer research is available. For 
Members and guests welcome. Call 635-5825 for information about emergency aid or peer support 
further information. programs, call 638-8583. (, 1 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 18 The Dea Motres Yoga Centre and Gail Turner 
The Terry Fox Foundation presents the 25th Sears Art Studio is having an open houseSaturday, 
anniversary of the Terry Fox Marathon of Hope on Sept. 25 from 4-7 p.m. Explore, experience and 
Sunday, Sept. 18 at 1 p.m. at the George Little enjoy an art and yoga studio for free. Free yoga 
Memorial Park bandshell. All funds raised go to classes: gentle yoga at 4:15 p.m.; fun family jungle 
cancer research. Come and celebrate with us - yoga at 5 pm.; stress-buster yoga at 6:15 p.m. 
walk. run. bike or skate to raise monev in Terrv’s Call 635-3336 for information. 
name. Pledge forms available onlinsat: 
terryfoxrun.org or at many locations in Terrace. Support After Suicide is a self-help group that 
Contact Lynne Eastman at 635-3474. aims to help individuals or families in the aftermath 
of suicide. The group will meet this Tuesday, Aug. 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 24 23 at the Stepping Stone Clubhouse at 102-4450 
The Road Runners Motorcycle Club, in ‘Greig Avenue from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Contact Joset 
conjunction with Harley Owners Group and the Graham at 638-1347 for more information. 
Salvation Armv. oresents the 23rd annual .Tov 
Run. The “run’;starts in Kitimat at 11 a.m., s t o k  
for lunch at Mount Layton Hotsprings until 1:30 
p.m. and ends up at the Terrace weigh scales at 
2 p.m. Participants will be joined there by those 
from Prince Rupert, Hazelton, Smithers and 
Houston. The procession will then head to the 
Coast Inn of the West for the toy presentations 
and refreshments. A barbecue at the Northern 
Motor Inn at 4:30 will follow and Kin Kamp out at 
Lakelse Lake for dinner, dancing, accornodation. 
Contact Kermodei Custom Cycles 635-2421. 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30 
The Terrace Concert Society presents the first 
of eight exciting performances and its 2005-06 
season opener, Daniel Pickard’s Live Group Sex 
Therapy, a brilliant, ruthlessly funny sociologist 
/psychiatrist comedian. Single night and season 
tickets available. Prices TBA. 
PSAs 
The Terrace Women’s Centre will re-open for 
the fall today, Aug. 31. 
Kermode Friendship Society and community 
partners are hosting a day of activities to 
commemorate National Fetal Alcohol Spectrum 
Disorder Day on Friday, Sept. 9 from 8 a.m. to 
8 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Centre and 
George Little Park. A pancake breakfast will be 
served at 8 a.m. at KFS (3313 Kalum), followed by 
guest panel between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. The society 
will also screen a new video on the challenges of 
FASD parenting at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. with hourly 
shows in the park as well. From 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters are people 
there wiii be a variety of family events in the park. who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
For information, call 635-4906. relationship with a child. They spend a couple 
of hours a week opening up a‘ new world of 
Northwest Band Social Workers Association experiences for a child. It’s easier than you might 
presents the Parent In Training Program, a think to get involved. For more information call 
free nine-week program open to all community 635-4232. 
members from Sept. 12 to Nov. 10. Mondays to 
Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Only 12 
seats available with an ongoing intake and no 
interview process. If interested, call the association 
at 638-0744. 
B.C. Schizophrenia Society’s Terrace branch 
offers Family to Family, a free 12-week education 
course for families or persons with: depression, 
bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, 
obsessive-compulsive disorder and personality 
disorder. The one-night-a-week course starts 
Thursday, Sept. 22 from 7-9:30 p.m. at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse. To enquire or register, 
call Eileen Callanan at 635-3620. 
The Terrace Writers Guild meetsthe last Tuesday 
of every month at Cafenara. Come network with 
other writers, share goals, markets and tips. 
Newcomers are welcome. Call Sarah at 638-8899 
or Judi at 638-7607 for details. 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder such 
as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,,,depression, 
panidanxiety disorder, personality disorder or 
OCD? For free information and /or support call 
Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in 
Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877 
(FAM-SUPP). Or attend the Terrace Support 
Group on the third Tuesday of the month (except 
July, August and December) at 7:30 p.m. at #102- 
4450 Greig Ave. 
The Kitsumkalum Prenatal Program is dedicated 
to offering support and enhancing positive 
tlfestyle and nutrition choices before, during and 
after pregnancy. Donations of baby or maternity 
clothes for clients always accepted. Please call 
Catherine at 615-8132 for info or pick-up. 
The Zion Baptist Church presents the Alpha 
Course, an opportunity to explore the meaning 
of life, Thursdays at 6 p.m. starting Sept. 15. For 
information or reservation call 638-1336. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month. 
Always open to new members. Call Bob 638-0923 
or Rolf 635-691 1 for info. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages from The Terrace Amnesty International Action 
16-90 on Monday nights at the Carpenter’s Hall Circle meets on the last Wednesday of every 
from Sept. 12, 2005 to Apr. 31, 2006. Beginner month at the Kiva Sport Caf6 at 5:30 p.m. Anyone 
dancer session from 7-8 p.m. and 7:30-9:30 p.m. welcome. 
Baby‘s Name: 
Angela Anne Alinora 
WieseParnell 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 12, 2005 at 7:07 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Alexandra Wiese 
& Andrew Parnell 
Baby’s Name: 
Cheyanne Ashlyn Short 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 12, 2005 at 10:06 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 1 oz. 
Sex: Fernole 
Parents: 
Brenda &Jim Short 
%He sister for Shayna“ 
Baby‘s Name: 
Matthew Enrique Kenneth Price 
Qa?e & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 12,2005 at 8:40 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: 
lrlanda & Rob Price 
%He bmher for 
Austin & Isabella” 
Baby‘s Name: 
Jwnna Elizabeth Taylor Russell 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 15,2005 at 725  p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 14 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Darla Wilson & Burton Russell 
Baby’s Name: 
Madge lyn Marlene Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 15, 2005 at 9:05 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
lynette Gray & Frank Dennis 
“Little sister for Francine, 
Savannah, Tashina, 
Chelsea, Alicia, Taien, 
Miranda & Rena” 
Baby’s Name: ’ 
Julie Taylor Harris 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 18, 2005 at 8:45 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Female 
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Band camp benefits all 
THE RESPONSE is 
unanimous from students, 
their young instructors and 
organizers. 
The Terrace Suimier 
Explorations Music Camp 
wrapped up last Friday af- 
ter two weeks of musical 
instruction for about 20 chil- 
dren lucky enough to have 
signed up for the free tute- 
lage. 
The young musicians, 
comprising of a pianist, 
two violinists, one guitarist 
and band instruments like 
the flute, the clarinet. the 
saxophone, the trumpet and 
trombones, ranged in age 
from seven to 13. 
With the wide range in 
age and accompanying ex- 
perience, the instructors had 
to keep their understudies’ 
attention for the six-hour 
days. 
The mornings consisted 
of work on a musical, with 
dancing, singing, acting, 
crafts, paint and puppets to 
keep them loose. 
the concert finale. 
Joining camp coordina- 
tor Mary Greenwood and 
experienced teacher Bon- 
nie Juniper were four young 
musicians with aspirations 
of their own in professional 
musicianship or instruction. 
And the camp was as 
much a learning experience 
for them as for their stu- 
dents. 
“We’ve learned a lot,” 
said David Johnstone, a 
19-year-old trumpet player 
about to return to UVic. 
“There’s a wide range of 
ablilites ... we have to make 
sure the big kids don’t get 
bored and that the smaller 
kids don’t get frustrated.” 
Stacey Zorn, a 16-year- 
old flute and piccolo player 
who attends, Caledonia Sec- 
3 ondary, said she was taken 
aback by the students’ knack 
for learning. 
“They take infomiation 
in like sponges,” Zorn said. 
“You tell them something, it 
sinks in and thes remember 
a proud sponsor of 
YOUNG instructors Norbert Ziegler, Stacey Zorn, David Johnstone and Annie 
Greenwood take a break from large ensemble time in the afternoon at Clarence 
Michiel Elementary School. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
benefitted from observing As for the kids, Green- “They’ve been polite and 
each others’ way of instruct- wood said their music level 
ing. - especially the younger The free camp was fund- 
Greenwood, whose kids - and their behaviour ed by a 2010 LegaciesNow 
daughter Annie is the fourth has been really good. grant. 
vounger teacher. said the 
supportive,” she said. 
The afternoons consisted it because they’re so eager 
of talent time, with the mu- to learn.” “They organized, super- 
sicians able to do some solo Fellow instructor Nor- vised ... they’ve worked as 
work, and large ensemble bert Ziegler added the four a team and have learned an 
playing in preparation for younger teachers have also awful lot.” 
Ewald; Sunflower head: Computer Graphics: 
Cecile Favron; Any flower Jessica Ewald; Jewellery: 
Marigolds: Jessica Ewald; Handicraft other: Melissa 
Watercolour: Suzie Any house plant: Angela Best display of crafts 
Metzmier; Pastel: Suzie Q;uerrero special prize $10 from 
Metzmier; Pencil drawing: Special prize $15 from the Legion Ladies: Jessica 
Suzie Metzmier; Pen and Vesta Douglas: Jessica Ewald 
iourGme did a l i h f  work. 
I 
From B1 
Drawing and not listed: Jessica Ewald; Renee Ewald 
Painting ) Zinnias: Jessica Ewald: Mailloux 
In .A, Nemory of the Kiq Crlmestoppers offers a cash reward of up Io $2,000.00 for Informallon 
leading Io the arrest and charges belng laid again81 Ihir or any other 
unsolved Crime. If you have any Information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
TIPS, thal’s 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity or 
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at the Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch #13, Terrace, BC 
Saturday, September lflh, 2005 
hktails: 6:3o/Dinner:7:oo/Show: g:oo pm 
Advance Tickets: $30.00 
Tickets available at the Legion Now! 
Contact 635-5825 for more information 
ink: Andrea Pedro: 
Wood-work 
Photography 
Wood burl: --AAngie Heal; 
Woodwork original: Victor 
Pedro 
Black arid white: Portrait: 
Angie Heal; Scenery: Angie 
Heal; Animals: Angie Heal 
Cofour: Portrait: Trudy 
Rafuse; Animal or bird: 
Norma Kerby; Scenery: 
Trudy Rafuse; Garden 
delights: Aiigie Heal: People 
at work and Dlav: Martin 
Ewald 
Arts and crafts 
Greeting card: Jessica s1  
Ewald; Pottery article: 
Amanda Stella; Dough art: 
Cecile Favron; Mobile: 
Karyn Roseboom; Doodle 
art: Karyn Roseboom; 
Christmas decoration: 
Cecile Favron; Weaving: 
Ryan Roseboom; 
Woodwork article: 
Jessica Ewald: Collage: 
Wayde Lindquist; Leg0 
construction: Eric Hansen; 
Fimo article: Renee Ewald: 
‘J Baking 
Decorated cake: Angela 
Guerrero; Chocolate cake: 
Charlene Hanson; Peanut 
butter cookies: Angela 
Guerrero; Chocolate chip 
cookies: Isabelle Heman; 
Gingerbread men: Cecile 
Favron; Nutritious lunch: 
Jessica Ewald 
Most points $10 from the 
Terrace Standard: Angela 
Guerrero 
Special prize most points 
SpeeDee Printers: Jessica 
Ewald 




4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN) 
I .  * 
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of last’ year,; fair: Trudy %he 
Angie Rafuse; Heal; Group Out of of prints: the Catching Coho on the Kispiox with a Jig and Float 
netting at the mouth of the the float and jig along the river numerous other sport and coarse 
steelhead and coho will be able current. also found in the watershed. 
“You’ve got to make sure the A 2003 report on the Skeena 
float is running the Same speed river system calk the Kispiox 
able to direct YOU to the report This map may not reflect CUT- 
AnglersAt’as-com Skeena, we think that more seam and let it float with the fish populations. Lamprey are authors and how to get a Copy. rent conditions. Uncharted 
hazards may exist. Base Map 
OProvince of British Columbia. 
ordinary: Martin Holtz 
Bauer 
Most points $25 Certificate 
A1 and Nan Richards, 
Beveled Edge: Angie Heal 
1 1  RIVER ACCESS he coho fishery is now 
open and this year’s run is to get through.” 
There’s a number of oroductive Terrace* head 
T 
emected to be strom. c 
lures available for fishing coho. 
These include Pixie spoons and 
rattlers, as well as the Gibbs line 
of Coho, Kitimat and Ironhead 
lures. 
Jigs are also becoming quite 
popular. “I’ve seen coho move 
20 feet over to grab a iig some- 
as the current ... Don’t hold back 
on the float, just free spool the 
float down the seam, with the 
jig hanging below it,” says 
Melrose. 
He adds that keeping most of 
your line’out of the water helps 
reduce the drag. 
River “probably the most 
famous steelhead river in the 
world.” 
Published by the Skeena 
Fisheries Commission and 
titled “Conserving Skeena Fish 
Populations and Habitat,” it 
describes the current state-of the 
fishery as relatively stable due 
to the large population. 
Tht? report spends twenty pages 
on the Kispiox River fishery, 
and identifies important issues 
facing the river, including agri- 
culture, rural residential devel- 
opment, recreation, and for- 
estry. The report says the most 
serious environmental problems 
relate to logging that occurred 
from the early 1970’s to the late 
1990’s. 
I Highway 16 to the town of 
New Hazleton. Turn left (north) 
through the town, and continue 
to the Village of Kispiox, locat- 
ed at the confluence of this river 
and the Skeena. 
There are several forestry roads 
that lead up the Kispiox River. 
The Kispiox Trail road winds 
along the north side of the 
River, with two recreation sites 
on the side of the road. See map 
for details. 
Access to the northern por- 
tion of the watershed can be 
done through Highway 37, at 
Cranberry Junction. 
Caution: Do not use this map 




Elizabeth Peters; House 
hold article: Isabelle 
Heaman; Any article: Kyra 
Joachim; Special Occasion: 
Rachel Haliski; Dress or 2- 
piece outfit: Andrea Pedro; 
Pants or shorts: Andrea 
Pedro: Special occasion: 
Tianna Pedro; Any other 
article: Andrca Pedro 
Special Prize $10 1 
Certificate from Northern 
Vacuum and Dairy Queen 
Certificate: Andrca Pedro 
Horticulture 
Severi arid irrider: Beans: 
Lane Spyksma: Carrots: 
Andre Favron: Potatoes: 
Lane Spyksma: Any other 
vegetable: Levi Ewald; 
Sunflower head (without 
seeds): Lindsay Ewald: 
Sugar bowl of cut flowers: 
Levi Ewald: Flower 
arrangement: Lindsay 
Ewald 
Special prize $5 from Vesta 
Douglas: Lane Spyksma 
“The coho run in the ocean was 
extrenicly good and we expect 
the same thing to be coming 
up here,” says seasoned angler, 
Bob Melrose. 
“Because there was no conimer- 
c ia l  - “I 
times,” says Melrose, When attaching the float, 
remember the jig should hang 
12 to 18 inches off the bottom 
of the river. 
At this time of year, a 3/8 or half 
ounce jig in pink, chartreuse, or 
blue is very productive. Later in 
the year when the water level is 
to ten- lower, anglers may want to use 
and-a- a quarter ounce jig. 
To learn more helpful tips for 
fishing coho, drop by your local 
describing the undulating 
movement ofthe mars- 
bou jig as lifelike. 
Using a standard 
steelhead rod, 
e r e  
from nine 
a n Y 
f e e t ,  
cast  
he Kispiox River 
runs for 160 kilome- 
tres before meeting the 
Skeena River, just north 
The river has high- 
habitat for all 
six salmon 
of New Hazelton. 
0 10 Kibmtres 
0 10 h4ks 
__
[%<TIRE 8 AUTO SERVICE[ 
This report represents an early 
step in developing a compre- 
hensive plan for managing the 
entire Skeena River fishery, 
with the goal to ensur6 the long- 
term conservation of fish and 
fish habitat. 
Report authors, Allen 
Gottesfeld, Ken Rabnett, and 
Peter Hall, selected three water- 
sheds that should be evaluated 
further - Lakelse Watershed, 
Kispiox Watershed, and Morice 
Watershed. In the next stage, 
these watersheds will studied in 
order to develop specific objec- 
tives, strategies and targets to 
achieve fish sustainability with- 
in these watersheds. 
Aggressive symmeWcal 
tread enhances all-terrain 
versatility. Variable pitching 
sequence minlmizes road 
noise ’ generation. Zero 
degree nylon overlays 




Arts and crafts 
Decorated cookies: 
Andre Favron; Decorated 
cupcakes: Lane Spyksma 
Hand drawing of family: 
$151 ?2 
Available In 23 sires 
e- Melissa Maill&: Printed For further information about 
alphabet and numbers: Dr.wntly * piox this report, call the Community 
Lindsay Ewald: Any .una urd Futures Development Corp. at 
(250) 847-1389. They will be drawing: Lindsay Ewald: - 
Collage: Julia Pedro ($10 0 local tackle shops 
Legion Ladies); Playdough 
animal: Andre Favron; 
Plastic canvas: Levi Ewald; 
. Leg0 construction: Julia 
Pedro 
Special prize SpeeDee 
Printers: Lindsay Ewald 
CHILDREN 8-12 
Horticulture 
Largest Zucchini: Wayde 
Lindquest; Any vegetable 
not listed: Cecile Favron; 
Toma toes (green): 
Angela Guenero: Flower 
arrangement: Jessica 
- .  
WElD 
ENTERPRISES LTD 
“Your Recreation Specialists“ 
TERRACE‘S NEW 
MERCURY & HONDA D W R  
Outdoor fin just 
got better with 
camping and 
fishing gear from PARTS SALES SERVICE CUSTOM BUILT BOATS 
I SALES SERVICE I RENTALS PARTS Licensed Technicians ’ I CANNON BALLS 16oz. $1.65ea 81b. $9.30ea 2002. $1.90ea 1 Olb. $1 0.80ea 2402. $2.29ea 10Ib.-W/F $11.40 3202. $2.50ea 151b. $1 6.80ea 4921 Keith Ave.. Terrace I Yamaha Harbercraft I Polaris Mercury 
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ROB BROWN 
Wild steelhead 2005 (11) 
n the west coast DFO management was 
also driven by the needs of the commer- 
cial fishing industry. When a perplexed 0 woman representing the Terrace Cham- 
ber of Commerce asked former fisheries minister, 
Tom Siddon, why his department continued to al- 
low theoverfishing of steelhead during the sockeye 
fishery, Siddon put the problem in a nutshell when 
he smiled and told her that his staff and commercial 
fishermen were friends, “and you don’t like to hurt 
your friends.” 
The Provincial Fish and Wildlife Branch of the 
Ministry of the Environment, the body responsible 
for the welfare of steelhead, had sportsmen as its 
client group, but because of the progressive attitude 
of its senior staff and its small size, the organization 
didn’t lose sight of the fact that the health of the fish 
under its care was central to its mandate. 
In the case of steelhead this attitude translated 
into reduced bag limits, the promotion of catch and 
release regulations and an emphasis ofswild fish. 
Where the welfare of steelhead was compro- 
mised by mixed stock salmon fisheries, the Fish 
and Wildlife Branch had to go cap in hand with 
their concerns to the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. Some small concessions were made over 
the years but, for the most part, these concerns were 
never translated into meaningful actions. 
The problem was particularly acute on the Skee- 
na River where the size of the commercial fleet at 
the mouth of the river had grown so large that its 
nets were an all-b-ut-impenetrable wall for migra- 
tory fish. 
Nets are indiscriminate. The net result was that 
summer steelhead were being gilled and killed at 
the same rate as the much more abundant sockeye. 
By the late eighties the number of summer steel- 
head returning to their natal streams was so low 
the historic and world-renowned sports fishery for 
them was in the throes of extinction and there was 
justifiable concern that the fish would soon be too. 
p ? t  was Hooton who started it all,” says Bruce 
\!Hill in answer to my question. “It was after a meet- 
ing in Terrace - in the Skeena Hotel - some fisher- 
~ ies thing, maybe the SFAB. 
“We were in the bar after the meeting, crying 
in our beer about the low steelhead runs. Bob was 
frustrated - we all were. He was doing his part, for 
sure. He challenged us to do ours.” 
Bob Hooton, the regional biologist for Skeena at 
that time, was pugnacious and outspoken. The right 
man for that job at that time, but he and his staff 
couldn’t break through the wall of DFO intransi- 
gence by themselves. 
“Myron and I talked about what we could do and 
we came up with the idea of the Wild Steelhead 
Campaign. Dave Watts and Jim Miller from Smith- 
ers joined us along with Bob Clay from Kispiox 
after we met with the Smithers Branch of the Steel- 
head Society. Then we made connections with the 
parent chapter of the Steelhead Society and things 
started to roll.” 
Hill and Kozak’s idea was timely and compel- 
ling. Its execution was often audacious; ultimately 
its reach was global. 
The internal pressure exerted by the Fish &d 
Wildlife Branch and sympathetic staffers within 
DFO and the external pressure from letters and me- 
dia coverage led finally to a symposium in 1991 in 
Smithers where DFO District Manager A1 Lill an- 
nounced that the DFO would reduce the incidental 
harvest of steelhead by 50 per cent to an audience 
that included commercial fishers, First Nations, 
tourist operators, fishing guides and sportsmen. 
In Hill’s estimation this signaled a dramatic shift 
in attitude by DFO. 
“If they’d kept hoing business as usual,” he ar- 
gues, “there would be a lot less steelhead and coho 
than there are today, and some races would be ex- 
tinct .” 
Just how Fed Fish was going to achieve this re- 
duction was unclear; what was clear was the me- 
chanics of the operation and its implementation, 
since it demanded the co-operation of First Nations, 
the fishing industry F d  sports fishers, was sure to 
be surrounded by rancor and acrimony. 
The government set up a representative com- 
mittee, hired Glenn Sigurdsson, a highly-respected 
facilitator and mediator to chair it, assigned its sci- 
entists managerial representatives to it and invited 
representation from its provincial counterpart and 
the user groups, then charged them with the daunt- 
ing task of coming up with a way to reduce the 
steelhead by-catch by half within the framework of 
a workable fishing plan acceptable to all parties. 
The key variables in the construction of such a 
plan involved the manipulation of fishing times, 
controlling the number of boats, determining the 
places the boats fish and to a lesser degree the type 
of fishing gear the fishers would use. 
To be continued next week ... 
EAN STURKO and son Walker show off their Belgians Tonka, left, and Dan who finished second in the team pull in the Heavy Horse p 
competition at this year’s fall fair. Dean says together the horses weigh 3,850 pounds. MARGARET SPEIRS PHD 
Draft horses ~ u l l  more 
than their own weight 
BY 
” MARGARET SPEIRS 
TWO LOCAL teamsters and their horses finished 
in the top four in the heavy horse pull at the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
Dean Sturko encouraged his Belgian team Dan 
and Tonka to second place in the team pull. 
The team, who weigh a total of 3,850 pounds, 
hefted the 6,000 pound weight past the finish line 
easily, Sturko said. 
Paul Levesque’s team Bobby and King, a Per- 
cheron and Belgian with a combined weight of 
4,356 pounds, placed fourth with a final pull of 
5,500 pounds. 
The winner was determined by the team that 
pulled the most above their combined weight. 
In the single horse pull, Sturko and Tonka won 
and Sturko and Dan finished in fifth. Levesque 
and King finished fourth. 
Levesque brought home the Charlie Holden 
Memorial Award for the best teamster as chosen 
by the audience. 
“They were all good teams,” said Trish Cof- 
fey, Terrace heavy horse pull committee chair. 
She said the final team pull culminated in a fa- 
ceoff between Sturko and Glen Kerr of Telkwa. 
The two teams were evenly matched with the 
exact same weight. 
Kerr’s team, Champ and Sabre, completed I 
6,500 pound pull for the win. 
Sturko’s team only moved the 6,500 pou 
weight a few inches. 
“A1 6,500 Dan pulled well but just quit,” 
said. 
Less teamsters competed this year due to 1t 
demand for horse logging, resulting in men se 
ing their horses, Coffey said. 
Others don’t want to compete when their ho 
es aren’t working and aren’t in shape. 
Coffey would like to see more teams next yr 
which means more sponsors are needed to dri 
the teams in with’ a larger cash prize. 
. 
Super BM second 
THE MEN’S soccer league playoff fought 3-0 victory. 
final was an epic battle overflowing After a tough game that resulted 
with passion, fury and desire as the in many scoring chances but just as 
Kitiniat FC Sabres and Terrace many misses, the teams agreed to 
Super BM were tied 0-0 after the best-of-five shootout. 
regulation play to force a shootout The teams alternated shooters 
at Riverlodge Field in Kitimat. with Super BM starting. 
After Super BM failed to score On a low hard shot to the cor- 
on their first three shots, the Sa- ner, Ralph Lopes dove to his right 
bres’ Scott Merkley had the chance to shut the door on Super BM. 
to seal the victory for his team. Sabres’ Tim Reynolds made the 
Merkley didn’t disappoint, same shot but, with a bit more pace 
blasting a perfectly placed shot to on the ball, it found.the back of the 
the right of keeper Justin Unrau as net past a diving Unrau. 
Sabres teammates rushed to swarm Super BM’s next shot sailed 
Merkley to celebrate their hard high over the crossbar after which 
in shootout thriller 
Jimmy Moriatas stepped up and more effort into winning loose 
booted a shot to the left of Unrau balls and challenges like that. 
for the’ Sabres’ second goal and a “Defensively we were solid 
two goal lead. and so were they but we couldn’t 
After another Super BM shooter muster a decent scoring chance to 
put one over the crossbar, Merk- win.” 
ley’s marker sealed the game for He said the shootout players 
the Sabres, who prevented Super were “decent” but unfortunately 
BM from a clean sweep - they one was shot soft and the other two 
had already claimed first place missed the net. 
in league standings in addition to “I wouldn’t say we played our 
winning both the Camoes Cup and best game,” Denomme said. 
Canada Day tournaments. “I thought we could’ve played 
“It was fairly close,” said Super much better, but give credit to 
BM player Mike Denomme. Kitimat, they outhustled us and 
“The Kitimat team put a lot won more challenges.” 
Cattlellsorting riders 
compete sans horse 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
CATTLE SORTING at the Fall Fair took 
on a new face as riders dismounted to 
tackle penning on two legs to the delight of 
spectators. 
“We didn’t write down who won but it 
was an absolute blast and we got a whole 
bunch of new people out,” said Jocelyn Ben- 
oit, Totem Saddle Club spokesperson. 
Seven club members who don’t ride tack- 
led the two-footed event in its debut. 
Benoit said one man hit the dirt twice to 
keep the cows From passing him. 
“He was trying not to let the cows win,” 
she said. 
The new event could prove more popular 
than cattle sorting on horseback. 
“I think so,” Benoit said, adding she be- 
lieves that the first Hoof and Foot competi- 
‘tors will tell their friends to try the event. 
k 
Another new challenge, the Trash Out, 
dared riders to keep three randomly yhosen 
cattle in the pen while removing the others 
to the second pen in 90 seconds. 
“He was trying not to 
iet the cows win,” 
- Jocelyn Benoit 
“It was a lot easier than what we had 
thought, but was still difficult,” Benoit said. 
“We still had some people trash out and 
not get anything.” 
The Hoof and Foot will join the regular 
event for the season’s final cattle sort at 5 
p.m. Sept. 3 at the Thornhill Community 
Grounds. . I  
Ice princesses: get ready 
to lace up your skates 
LADIES, PREPARE to shine on the ice this season. 
The Terrace Figure Skating Club hosts a second 
day of registration at Club Days in the Skeena Mall 
from10 a.m. to 4 p.m on Sept. 10. 
Skaters aged three and up are invited to Come 
Skate With Us, a free skating session with profession- 
al coaches and top skaters Sept 15 from 6 p.m. to 6:45 
p.m. Beginner skaters must wear a helmet. 
Registration will be available in the arena lobby: 
Programs include CanSkate for ages three and up, 
Adult Learn to Skate for beginners aged 15 and up, 
the Pre Junior intro to figure skating, Powerskating to 
learn agility and conditioning for hockey and ringette 
players and Junior and Senior Figure Skating pro- 
grams. 
Fall Pre Junior and Powerskating programs start the 
week of Sept. 6. Canskate, Adult skate, winter R e  Ju- 
nior and Can Power programs start the Sept. 26 week. 
9 
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me May 2 on Kalum on the 
southside after I was hit by a 
vehicle - The Terrace Fire De- 
partment, BC Ambulance, the 
Terrace RCMP, Dr J. Moolam, 
Elaine and Sandy at Mills Me- 
morial Hospital for getting me 
medevaced to Vancouver. With- 
out you I would not be alive to- 
day. I am lucky and grateful in 
having a friend like Doreen Cyr. 
Thanks to all for cards and let- 
ters and prayers and support. 
Special thanks to the Terrace 
Health Unit, Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital, Kitimat Health Unit, Four 
Sure Auto and Williams Moving 
and Storage. And thanks to my 
nephew Joshua, who drove up 
from Victoria to take care of my 
animals. Brenda Jackson.-' 
lion outdoor enthusiasts! Ad- 
vertise your business in BC's 
largest outdoor publication, The 
BC Freshwater Fishing Regu- 
lations Synopsis 2006 Edition. 
Call Annemarie at 1-800-661 - 
6335, ext 3244. 
I 
REWARD OFFERED. Eleven 
month old female Shih TzuIBi- 
chon cross. White with floppy 
ears with grey markings. Short 
hair (clipped). Monday, Aug. 8th, 
near swimming pool. Little boy 
is missing her. 250-638-1 095 
REWARD OFFERED. One 
shark tooth necklace, one sil- 
ver and black beaded necklace 
and digital watch. Recently pur- 
chased by young boy in Mexico. 
Missing from Terrace Aquatic 
Centre, Tues. afternoon, Aug. 
j34p3) 
15/05. 250-635:1684 (34D3) 
6RITlSH 
COLUMBW 
Integrated Land Management Bureau 
Seeking New Membership for the Kalum 
Land and Resource Management Plan 
Plan Implementation Lm.ittee 
A Chance to Have Meaningful Input into 
~ Regional Land Use Discussions 
The Kalum Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) 
was developed by public stakeholders between 1991 and 
2001. Cabinet approved the Kalum LRMP in April 2001 
and endorsed the plan for implementation in May 2002. 
The main purpose of the Kalum Plan Implementation 
Committee is to: 
Provide balanced recommendations to government 
on aspects of regional and subregional land use 
plans that require amendment, including revisions to 
management direction (e.g. targets) 
Provide balanced advise to government on priorities and 
recommended approaches to plan implementation 
Participate directly in monitoring implementation 
- and/or effectiveness of the land use plan 
Review and provide comment on plan implementation 
reports prepared by government 
Act as the vehicle for public input for issues arising 
from the Kalum LRMP and public land resource use; 
The Kalum Plan Implementation Committee (PIC) 
has just been initiated and has developed a Terms of 
Reference. The PIC is now seeking nominations for 
representative and alternates for all 11 seats provided 
(total of 22 positions available). The 11 seats are intended 
to represent the full range of land use perspectives. The 
11 perspectives include: 
Conservation Environment 
Fish and Wildlife 
Forestry - major licensees 
Forestry - small business 
Labourficonomic Development 
Local government 




Recreation motorized 1 
A selection committee has been formed by the Kalum 
PIC to review nominees for appointment to the PIC. 
Nominees will be chosen in such a way that the Kalum 
PIC represents the range of value perspectives found in 
the Kalum LRMP plan area. Members are appointed for 
a three year term. 
Nomination forms, the complete Kalum PIC Terms of 
Reference and background information are available 
from the Integrated Land Management Bureau at Eamon. 
Odonogue@gems9.gov.bc.ca . Nomination forms can 
also be obtained at the Kalum Forest District Office in 
Terrace, the Government Agents office in Terrace and the 
Integrated Land Management Bureau office in Smithers 
or through any current member of the Kalum PIC. 
The Integrated Land Management Bureau encourages all 
interested parties to submit their nomination forms no 
later than Sept 20th, 2005 to Eamon O'Donoghue at the 
Integrated Land Management Bureau : Bag 5000 Smithers, 
BC VOJ 2NO or by email to: Eamon.Odonoghue@gems9. 
goybc.ca . If you have any questions please contact 
E q o n  at 250-847-7495 or any Malum PIC member. 
", 
LOOKING FOR a good honest 
woman that knows what she 
wants. 250-635-0016 (33P3) 
SWF AGE 50 seeking friendship 
with man 45 - late 50's. enjoys 
music, dancing, reading &walk- 
ina in woods. f35D3) 
0 PO BOX 1 142 PH: 250-635-8830 4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 250-61 5-6063 
V8G 5P7 email: livingstones@monarch.net Rectory: 638-7948 
The Rev'd. C. Douglas Campbell, Rector 
Church Phone: 635- 9019 
nday: 1O:OO a.m. Hol Eucharist, Sundg School, Nurs 
Wednesday: q:OO p.m. Holy ucharist 
' ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sparks at Keith Avenue 
Visit www.getawaybc.com 
for your next adventure. www. 
bcandalbertabedandbreakfast. 
corn has over 500 B&B's online! 
Call Robyn at 
1-800-661 -6335 for your free 
aiossv rnaaazine. 
Christ Lutheran Church 
3229 Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. 635-5520 
Pastor; Marguret Powe// 
WORSHXP SERVHCE PI a,-. 
2nd G? 4th Sundays 
WORSHIP SERVICE 3 *am. 
x s t  3rd Sundays 
"God Loves You, And So Do We" 
PASTOR: MARK ASSELSTINE 
Terrace Ch-urch Of God 
3341 River Drive, Thornhill, BC 
WHITE KENMORE washer and 
dryer. $300 for pair. Excellent 
condition. 250-638-1360 or 
WHITE MAYTAG washer and 
dryer, 10 years old $500 OBO. 
Call Milt or Shirlee. 250-635- 
250-635-731 4 (34p3) 250-638- 156 1 I ,  
Pastor:Arnold Miiler I 
TERRACE ALLIANCE CHURCH 
to know Clwisl ciricl iiiake h i i i i  kiioiwi ... logetlier 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-7727 
Weekend services for all age5 
Scmday, I0:30 AM 
Discow- the inenrzirzg oJ @e with LIS! I I  
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy direct 
Laminate ....... $A9 sq/ft, 12 ml 
laminate ...... $1.99 sq/ft, Lami- 
nate tile (from) ...... $.99 sq/ft, 1x6 
pre fin ...... $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" ja- 
knotty fir or pine ...... $1.75 sqlft, 
3 1/4" oak, maple, bamboo 
panese cherry pre fin ...... $4.75 
sq/ft, Oak, maple, ash engi- 
neered ...... $2.99 sq.ft. 
TONS MORE! . 
1-800-631 -3342 
ONE DAY ONLY! Hardwood Terrace Evangel isal 
Free Church 
4640 Park Ave. 
Ph: 635-51 15, Email: tefcQtelus.net 
Sunday Morning Worship: 10:30 a.m. 
a youth drop-in centre with a pool table, foosball 
x boxes, internet, etc ... for students in grades 7 
OPEN... from Z00-11:OO p.m 
Entrance located on north side 
KIDS DRAMA PROG 
SACEtEID HEART' 
CATHOLPC PARISH 
4840 Straume Ave., Terrace, BC 
635-23 1 3 (fax) 635-5873 
Pastor: Father Terry Brock 
Flooring Sale. Call 1-888-599- 
2253 for details. 
WINDOWS ASSORTED siz- 
es. Wood frame, double pane 
screens. 250-635-5497 (35~3) 
2 PENTIUM 2's $125 each; 1 
Pentium 3 $350; 2 Pentium 200's 
$75 each; 1 G3 Mac OS/1 0 $400 
FOR SALE One year old cable 
modem $75. Leave message. 
250-61 5-0414 (31 p3) , 
2550-638-8683 13503) 
"Now you together are Chrlst's body; but each of 
you is a different part of it. " I Cor.12:27 SEWING MACHINE in cab- 
inet. Brand: White. electric, 
Embroidery discs,GC $225.00. 
250-635-342s (33p3) 
0 BANDSTRA TRANSPORTATION 
For sponsoring our women's soccer team 
Place your order NOW!! 
The Terrace Economic Development Authority is seeking 
l ~ a c 4  LIDllON 
m n b p n m t w w  "TEDA i s  a non-government organization (NGO) 
charged with promotion. enhancement, recruitment and retention of business and 
industry in the Terrace area, in an effort to support and sustain a strong vibrant 
economy. 
The board i s  structured so membership characterizes a broad 
cross-section of economic interests in Terrace, and should attempt to include, 







Construction and Development 
Gas and Energy Utilities 
*Education , Comniunications and 
Industrial Supply and Service 
ifyou would like to be a volunteer tnertiberfor a fwo year term oti the niost 
exciting and dynamic board in Terrace, please subinit a hriejhiography by 
September 12,2005 to; 





Terrace Economic Developmeiit Authority 
ll201-4621 Lakelse Avenue,, 
Terrace, H.C., V8C 1P9 
for more information please do not hesitate to contact 
Dave hlenzies at 635-4168 
ALL submissions will he considered by a coninii!~w. sirucL hy our funding i).mnen. 
The Cirs of72rrarr arid rAr lerrcrcc & Dirrricr Climrrbcr o/Co/~irticn.e 
fax 250 635 4152 email infoC0teda.c.a 
DANIELS, 
JAMES A 
BORN MARCH 15,1930 
DIED AUGUST 8,2005 
Predeceased by wife Eva 
and Mother and Father Dan- 
iel and Mary Daniels of Stet- 
tler, Alberta 
Survived by sons Daniel of 
Kelowna, B.C.; four grand- 
children Tans Christopher, Juileanne and 
law Ethel and Myron Molchan of Calgary, Alber- 
ta; brother-in-law AI (Rose) Cote, Okanagan Falls, 
B.C.; brother-in-law Robert Cote, Oliver, B.C.; sis- 
ter-in-law Marjorie Chastney, Kelowna, B.C. and 
many nieces and nephews. 
Jimmy was-born and raised in Stettler, Alberta. 
In 1952 he married the love of his life Eva Cote 
and in 1956 moved to Prince Rupert where he 
was employed as a parisman for Bob Parker Ford, 
and in 1959 he transferred to Terrace. During the 
late 1960's he owned and operated J&H Home 
Service after which he 'oined the Northwest Com- 
,,untiI,retirement.a I 1 
 jimmywil will be remembered for his: love of mu- ' 
sic and his'abili?; 'to mace his saxophone' talk. 
Throughout all his life he was irivolved with bands, 
participating with his saxophone and clarinet in 
Riverboat Days parades or entertaining at the 
Canadian Le ion and the numerous other places 
He will be greatly missed by his family and many 
friends. 
Terrace B.C. and James of . (" --..- 
Michael of Ke r owna, B.C.; sister and brother-in- 
muniiy College where b e worked in the tool crib 
where his 01 2 time music was wanted. 
' in thewrecent tournament. 
Heidi, Jeannette, Melissa, Leah, Kim, Melia, Lana, 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert - 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
Bronze Plaques 
Fvwd Smka 
k s a l d a l  1 
Reitmans is currently recruiting for a 
Store Manager and Management Trainee 
for our Terrace location! 
We value: 
Respect, integrity and commitment 
Teamwork, initiative and leadership 
Reitmans has : 
Over 80 years of serving Canadian women 
Over 350 stores and growing 
- 
We offer: -  We seek; 
Fun and motivating work environment 
Industry leading career enhancement training 
Competitive salary with Management Bonuses 
Contests to reward top performers 
Excellent employee discounts 
Experience in retail sales management . Strong collaborative, organizational 
Fashion orientated, dynamic leader 
Strong retail background and 
and analytical skills 
customer service focus 
CRAFTSMAN 5 horse power, 
22 inch industrial weed trimmer. 
$300 250-638-771 5 (34p3) 
HOT TUB (Spa) covers. Best 
price, best quality. All shapes 
and colours available. Call 1- 
"PNE SPECIAL" New Slate 
Pool Tables $2,195.00 (retail 
$7,195). Delivery & Installation 
for Van. Island and Kelowna in- cluded! 1-604-522-2025. 
55 GALLON fish tank, every- 
thing but fish $600; 4x8 utility 
trailer wlspare $400; portable 
Maytag dishwasher $75; new 
866-585-0056. 
. .  . .  outslue steel aoor wmame 
32x80 $1 00; 1969 50 HP Suzuki 
Arctic outboard for parts $200; 
satellite dish wlmounting brack- 
et & cable $25. Call 250-635- 
1112(31p3) 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate ..... $.49 sqlft, 12 ml 
laminate ..... $1.99 sqlft, Lam- 
inate tile (from) ..... $.99 sqfft, 
1x6" knotty fir or pine ..... $1.75 
sqlft, 3 114" oak, maple, bam- 
boo pre fin ..... $3.99 sqfft, 3 114" 
japanese cherry pre fin ..... $4.75 
sqlft, Oak Maple and ash engi- 
neered ,,,,,, $2.99 sqfft. 
TONS MORE! 
FOR SALE $1 9,900 OB0 14x70 
3 bdrm, 2 bath mobile home on 
pad rent, FISNVID. propane1 
wood heat, carpet throughout. 
Also, $1 0,000 OB0 1973 23 iq. 
GMC Scamper motorhome, re- 
built 454 gas motor, 3 pc. bath, 
propane & electric. 50th need I SALES FORCE -'I% BUSINESS www.areatcareersatstao1es.ca 
1-800-631 -3342. 
CORPORATE 
Retail Management in 0 
TERRACE. - new store opening! 
Get the inside track i n  Terrace as a General Manager. Whether your 
background i s  i n  foodservice, hospitality, restaurant, home improvement, 
fashion, drug, hotel, department store or warehouse retailing, there's room 
to grow, expand and experience. 
Please apply to: General Manager (Terrace) - Job Code 1190, or view more 
great career opportunities, by logging in  at: 
.I .a - J  : , 
4 TLC and work. 250-842-5126 ' DELIVERY 
NEW BRIDESMAID dresses. 
r ( i  -# .-Equi& and Diversity 7 the guiding principles of our! emplojment practices." 
+-SlARLES@ is a registered trademark of Staples, Inc,'used under licence. 
(34p3) 
Topaz blue, never worn. Sizes 
med: & large. Phone 250-61 4- 
0040 for more information. 
REMODELING 10 year old 
appliances. Stove, fridge, dish- 
dryer, electric lawn mower, 4 
drawer legal file cabinet. 250- 
133p3) 
washer, microwave, washer, that was easy.m 
635-4840 (34~3) 
Y 
Northwest Reaional Aimort 
'I[#cIIc6MtkRat 
I s  looking for 
EXPERIENCED HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
with a class 3 & air endorsement, for part time, on 
call employment during winter months. 
Mail resumes w i th  drivers abstract before 
September 23, 2005 to: 
Northwest Regional Airport, Terrace-Kifirnat 
Suite 103-4401 Bristol Rd. RR4 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V2 
- A 
5 Fax Resume 
Akntion: H.R. Dept. at (780) 814-7600 5 
Email: iim.donald @swanberabros.com 3 
h e  ~b expansion and he a n h i  of new equipment our m p m y  vim 
h e  wages and benefit packoge :E$?' boot & tool allowance. 
Empbyee/ company matched investment pbn 
Rekcation Assisbnce 
Bi-wedr)y pay by direct deposit 
Some overfime and shift d may be required 
Company pays for schooling and specialized tmining 
Fleet Client Services 
Manager \ 
Prince George, B.C. 
Full details on the position cited above and all other 
current openings are posted on our Web site. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in 
BC Hydro. Only those selected for an interview will 
be contacted. Please send your resume and 
cover letter quoting the competition number 
R-0912-05/TS, by September 09, 2005 to: 
BC Hydro 
14th Floor-Employment Centre 
333 Dunsmuir Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6B SR3 
1 Fax: 604.623.381 1 
E-mail: hrservices@bchydro.com 
BC Hydro is building a diverse workforce and is 
committed to employment equity. 
TAHLTAN NATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
Box 250, Dease take, B.C. VOC 1 LO 
Tel: 250) 771 - 5482 Fax: (250) 771-5454 
Toll 1 ree: 1-866-827-8632 
JOB OPPORTUNITY - PRESIDENT 
The President i s  the senior manager that oversees the overall 
o erations of the Tahltan Nation Development Corporation 
(PNDC) according to the policies and directives of the Board, 
and advises the Board on policy and strategic direction. 
Operational aspects will be done in close relationship with 
TNDC's Chief Operations Officer and Chief Administrative 
Officer. 
TNDC is located in Dease Lake with a permanent staff of 45 
plus some IO0 - 130 employees in remote locations engaged 
in construction of roads, brid es, road maintenance, camp 
TNDC currently has a joint venture operation with Arrow 
Transport (Arrow-Tahltan Joint Venture), consisting mainly of 
hauling ore from Eskay Creek Mine (owned and operated 
by Barrick Gold). TNDC also wholly owns "Spatsizi Remote 
Services Corporation", a subsidiary catering company that 
and janitorial services to remote camp 
Canada, which supplies the operations with camp mana erial 
staff, and professional chefs and bakers. TNDC also fas a 
partnership with RESCAN under Rescan-Tahltan Environmental 
Consulting RTEC) to "achieve excellence in the rovision of the 
environmental and other related mana ement services". TNDC 
in logging, mining, road maintenance, jade processing, hydro 
electric and other potential ventures. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Have an advanced detailed understandin 
Widely respected within the Tahltan Nation. 
Personable and easy to approuch 
Significant senior management experience including: 
and business mana ement; 
catering, and contract work wit i! local gold mining operations. 
Lotions. SRSC ?l as a management contract with Sodexho 
blending o / scientific and local knowledge in t t: e provision of 
is also actively engaged in a number o 3 substantive negotiations 
develo ed personal relationships with a wi B e cross section 
rovides caterin 
of and well 
of the e ahltan community. 
, - Proven track record of successful business development 
- Demonstrated exce 9 lent communications ability with all 
% - E:E:strated strong leadership qualities in the wide 
- Ability to be decisive and fair in extremely demanding 
- Ability to inspire and motivate staff and relevant outside 
variety of venues; 
and often tine limited situations; 
entities; and 
experts. 
- Ability to effectively recruit and manage a wide range of 
Housing in Dease lake and a vehicle will be provided 
Salary negotiable (please state expected salary range) 
Information packa e on the area ana the company available 
Contact: Rosemary Asp, Executive Secretary 
Closing Data September 15, 2005 
Candidates'must be available for an interview on September 
24th or 25th in Dease lake 
on request from T rt DC 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
A good understanding of the electronic 
and furniture industry is an asset as well 
as being self-motivated and energetic. 
This i s  a full time position and salary i s  
commensurate with experience. Reply to: 
F,jle# 2 15 
c/o Terrace Standard 
32 10 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
141187 VENTURES LTO. 
CASUAL/ AUXl Ll ARY 
SUMMERANINTER OPERATORS 
Nechako Northcoast Construction Terrace is 
now accepting applications for casual/auxiliary 
Dperators. 
The minimum driver classification required is a 
Class 3 with air brake endoresment, preferably a 
Class 1. Drivers abstract required. 
Applicants must have a current Level 1 first aid and 
WHMIS. A traffic control ticket would be preferred. 
Application forms can be picked up at the 
Administration Office located at: 
5720 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Phone: 250-638-1 88 1 Fax: 250-638-8409 
, 
MINISTRYOF FORESTS & RANGE Mamyol 
F o w h  h Terrace, BC ROW. 
Practices Forester 
The BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, is seeking a qualified 
smployee to perform a wide variety of professional and technical 
services to support the development and operational stages of pre and 
Dost Timber Sale License awards and active harvest operations within 
their Terrace Field Team. Responsibilities include operational planning, 
:ut blocks and forest road layout and development, monitoring and 
svaluating of harvest operations and silviculture activities. The Practices 
Forester is responsible for ensuring all activities associated with these 
responsibilities are consistent with BCTS business and financial goals 
and objectives and are technically effective and appropriate. 
Qualifications - Bachelor of Science in Forestry and two years 
1 experience in operational field forestry (such as forest tenure field 
development, engineering, silviculture, or harvest operations/C&E; 
3r an equivalent combination of experience and education such 
as, the pupil program and three years of operational field forestry 
experience or 5 years of forestry experience. You must be a Registered 
Professional Forester (RPF), or be eligible for registration as an RPF, 
with the Association of BC Forest Professionals (ABCFP). Lesser- 
qualified applicants such as Forester-in-Training or participants in the 
Pupil Program may be appointed at a lower level. Candidates must 
be able to demonstrate experience organizing and managing complex 
concurrent initiatives and must possess a valid BC Drivers License. 
Preference may be given for demonstrated experience in contract 
monitoring and administration and experience in more than one 
field of forestry. Travel is a requirement, as is the willingness to work 
overtime and in adverse weather conditions, An eligibility list may be 
established. SALARY: $48,564 to $58,045 per annum. 
Prior to submitting an application you must access the following 
website for a complete posting and list of duties/qualifications http:// 
www.postings.gov.bc.ca/data/609/fr200520017.html 
To apply, please submit a completed BC Government Employment 
tpplication form (resume optional), available at http://w. 
bcpublicservice.ca/postings/applicat.pdf quoting competition 
#FR2005:20017, to: God Haley, Ministry of Forests & Range, BCTS, 
#200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1 L1; Fax 250-638-5176; 
ret. 250-638-5153; E-mail: gord.haley@gems9.gov.bc.ca 





For the position of 
Project Coordinator/ 
Off ice Administrator 
(Full Time - 3 Month Term in Aiyansh 
with possible extension) 
With limited direction, provide assistance to various projects 
and routine activities in a dynamic and fast paced office 
environment. This position calls for a well-organized person 
who enjoys multi-tasking. 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
Provide support to executive Uianagement and the Non-Insured 
Manage Health Authority facilities, including coordinating and 
Develop and implement cost saving initiatives. 
Develop and implement policy. 
Provide assistance with Union grievances. 
Perform miscellaneous iobrelated duties as required. 
JOB REQUIREMENTS/SKILLS/ABILITIES 
Potential candidates should have a minimum of a high school 
Health Benefits Manager 
overseeing capital projects as necessary. 
diploma with relevant experience. Preference may be given to 
applicants with relevant post-secondary training and/or substantial 
related experience. 
Proven ability to plan, organize, manage and prioritize diverse 
projects and tasks in a busy and demanding office environment. 
Proven ability to work both independently and as part of a team. 
Excellent organizational skills 
Ability to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing. 
Solid computer skills including the use of Word, Excel and Outlook. 
Ability to gather data, compile information, and prepare reports. 
Knowledge of the Nisga'a people and culture is a definite asset. 
a Strang references are required. 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. Please supply a 
rksum6, cover letter, and references to the following: 
Darrell Roze, 
Chief Administrative Officer 
Nisga'a Valley Health Authority 
Phone: (250)633-5000 Fax: (250)633-2512 
Box 234, New Aiyansh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
Cksing Dots: 1200 P.M. (Noon), September 9,2005 
SECURITY GUARD WANTED 
Requirements: 
Thorough knowledge of English language, 
assertive, capable of dealing wi th  crisis situations. 
No criminal record & bondable. 
Apply in Person - Skeena Mall Admin 
I Between 9 & 5 Mon-Fri with resume 
A Administration Office 
Skeena Mall, q' 400-4741 Lakelse Ave., Skeena Terrace, B.C. No phone coils please. 
I 
The Ministry of Children 
and Family Development 
COLUMBR 6RlTlsH requires a 
RELIEF CAREGIVER(S) 
Ministry of children and Family Development requires a 
relief caregiver(s, preferably with R N  or LPN background) 
to care for 9 ear old male with tracheostomy and night 
ventilation in is home. Training will be rovided. Must 
be available minimum 7 shifts/month. Ear y morning and 
afternoon care respite required. Please contact Vicky 
JoseDhson or Jackie Steele at 638-23 1 1. 
P I 
' J  CITY OF TERRACE 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
OPERATOR 
(TEMPORARY - PART-TIME) 
The City of Terrace has a temporary v a z c y  for approximately 
2 - 3 months for a mature, highly motivated individual to-fiH-thc 
position of Special Equipment Operator. This position primarily 
involves the operation of a singleperson refuse truck. 
The City is seeking candidates with the following: 
a valid Class 3 B.C. Driver's Licence, with air brakes ' 
endorsement; $2 
minimum three years experience and demonstrated ability to 
operate relevant equipment safely and efficiently; 
good physical condition and able to perform heavy manual 
labour; 
good working knowledge of WCB Regulations and the 
Highway Traffic Act, as it pertains to the work involved. 
This i s  a Union position (CUPE Local 201 2) with an average 30 
hour work week. 
Resumes, complete with a current driver's abstroct, will be 
received by the undersigned no later than 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, 
September 6, 2005. Forward applications to the Personnel 
Director, City of Terrace, 32 15 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. VBG 




Northwestern B.C.'s busiest dealership is looking 
for an experienced technician. Candidates 
should possess good communication skills 
and strong mechanical ability. We provide ar 
excellent compensation and benefits package. 
Please send resumes to: 
Service Manager 
PO. Box 478, Houston, B.C. VOJ 120 
Fax: (250) 845-2524 
Phone: (250) 845-2244 
Toll Free: 1-800-665-3151 
Position Title: Program Coordinator 
Incorporate an E S l  
literacy Program. Pi 
Qualifications: 
Degree in relevant discipline is required. An acceptable 
equivalent be considered combination of education and experience may 
Public speaking and tar e group instruction skills 
Excellent or anizationc!, interpersonal, problem solving, 
decision maFing skills 
Self-starter with experience workin in a team environment 
Ex erience in programlproject planning development and 
Duties: 
Design, develop and delive: program/project 
Organize and administer literacy/ESL programs 
Maintain all related documentation 
Ongoing program evaluation and reports 
Position to start immediately on hiring. Wages are 20.00 per 
hour. Benefits package available. Probationary period three 
months. Contract position. Pick up a Job Fact sheet at the 
Volunteer Bureau. 
Interested candidates should submit their cover letter, resume 
and references to: 
project in an already existing Adult 
roject to run from September until the 
literacy Program runs from September middle until June. of January. ~ 
Provide guidance and motivationa ? skills 
delver y 
Sonia Slana, Director 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
3235 Emerson Street 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 512 
Monday to Friday, 8-30 am to 4:30 pm 
Closing Date: Tuesday, September 6, 2005,4:30 pm 
Thank you for expressing an interest in this position. Only those 
selected f o r  further consideration will be contacted. 
. _ _  
per gun. Submit resume via fait: 
1 -(250) 248-2288. References a 
must. 
APPRENTICE OR CE#TIflED 
HD MECHANIC. We seek a 
1st I 2nd I 3rd year,apprentice 
heavy duty mechanic OR ex@- 
enced Commercial TranSpofi 
Mechanic to work in our Vander- 
hoof shop. Our preferred Can- 
didate will: possess a working 
knowledge of the WCB R W J -  
lation, have reporting and com- 
munication skills, demonstrate 
organizational skills and be able 
to work under pressure to meet 
performance deadlines. Refer- , 
ences are required with your 
application. Good wage and 
benefit package available. In- 
terested applicants submit your 
resume in confidence to: Evan 
Mecham, Gulbranson Logging 
Ltd., 1475 Hwy 16 East, PO Box 
665, Vanderhoof, BC VOJ 3AO. 
9232. E-mail: gulbrans@telus. 
net 
Vernon area LUMBER REMAN 
PLANT requires PRODUCTION 
WORKERS. Lumber piling, 
sorting, chopping, assembling, 
packaging. Physically demand- 
ing. Level 2 or 3 Industrial first 
aid definite asset. Shift work. 
full time. PLANERMAWMOUL- 
DERMAN able to run dimension 
and pattern stock. Shift work. 
3 years experience. LUMBER 
GRADER capable of grading a 
variety of products. should hold 
a current ticket and be able to 
grade for the North American, 
Japanese and European mar- 
kets. Shift work. 3 years experl- 
ence required. Fax resumes to 
An expanding Kamloops man- 
ufacturer requires 
aluminum welders, fabricators 
and labourers. Although all 
applications will be carefully re- 
viewed only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
No phone calls please. Quall- 
fied candidates please fax your 
resume to: Attentlon: General 
Manager Fax: 250-372-81 27. 
Warehouse inventory person. 
Must have experience in inven- 
tory control & heavy equipment 
parts. Fax resume: Attn: Erin, In- 
teauio Mining Sales & Services. 
T: 250-567-4505 F 250-567- 
250-545-7203. 
. I  256-628-713i .' 
MISS YOUR family? Working 
way too much for way too little? 
Executive level pay from home. 
Learn how now1 800-366-1375 
x-1 11 5 or www.dreamsbeco- 
rnereality.net 
Journeyman Glazi,er. Nanai- 
mo, BC. Experienced in any of 
the following: Automotive glass, 
window and sealed unit installa- 
tions: glass cutting, sealed unit 
manufacturing. Fax resume: 
250-7534403. 
Est the foods you lo- 
WobCun Must be - 18+ 
Work from home. 
US $ cheques issued weekly. 
Call Jasonlsteve i1-877-749-8460 -1 
PERSON 




Must mechanical have hydraulic, & 
electrical experience. 
Fax resume to 
1-250-546-9076 
is seeking an experienced 
WAITRESS 
Part-time position, 
possibly leading into 
f u I I-ti me. 
Drop resumes off at: 
4554 Greig Ave., Terrace 




Must have experiencc 
and be able to 
interpret! blueprints. 
Located in Vernon/ 
Armstrong area. Full 
time position with 
excellent wages & 
benefits. Fax resume 
1-250-546-9678 
68 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 31,2005 
JOURNEYMENCARPENTERS 
required on Vancouver Island 
for CommercialllndustriaI/lnsti- 
' tutional Droiects. Resumes bv 
FULL TIME SecretarylRecep- 
tionist required for professional 
office. Please drop off Resume 
and Cover letter to 101 -4639 La- 
zelle Avenue. (32~3) 
HEAVY DUTY mechaniclwelder 
for full time work in Terrace area. 
Please fax resume Q 250-638- 
INLAND KENWORTH/ Parker 
Pacific Houston, B.C. is cur- 
rently looking for an equipment 
sales person. Past sales exper- 
ieince would be an asset, but 
not necessary. Please contact 
Don Coldwell 250-845-2333 or 
fax resume to 250-845-3154 
1757 (33p3) 
fax: (250) 475-6444 or email Dai- 
ti@knapDett.com KNAPPElT 
PROJECTS INC. Offering Pre-School Classes 
Including Pre-Ki ndergarten Groups 
NEW! Parent and Tot Pmaram 
PARTS PERSON REQU~RED 
For a busy and expanding 
heavy duty truck dealership. 
the successful candidate must 
have a minimum of five years ex- 
perience in the heavy duty truck 
parts field. Experience with Cat- 
erpillar, Cummins and Detroit 
Engine parts a definite asset. 
Please send resume to James 
Western Star Sterling Ltd., 2072 
Falcon Road, Kamloops, BC 
V2C 4J3 Attn: Ron Marshall or 
email jobaDD~ication@iamesws. 
m 
ARE YOU making $100,000. 
per year? If ready to start, call 
Loosk'uz (Kluskus) Nation is 
accepting applications for a K- 
7 Elementary School teacher to 
teach at its community school. 
This position commences Sep- 
tember 6, 2005 and offers a 
comDetitive salarv & benefits 
1-800-705-0536. 
Call Rachel for more information 
PLAYTIME FAMl LY DAYCARE 
has opening for child over 
twelve months. Qualified care- 
giver (ECE, experienced) offers 
warm friendly care in home en- 
vironment, preschool type pro- 
gram. Call Barb 250-638-1353 
leave messaqe (35~3) 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 2 bed- 
room apartment. FIS, WID. gas 
fireplace + blinds. Secured en- 
trance w l  parking. $575 month- 
ly. NIP and NIS. Call 635-1622 
or 635-2250. (8C) 
FURNISHED ROOM ,for ~ rent. 
Use of laundry facilities. Private 
entrance. Quiet person only 
$325/month. 250-638-0438 
(34p3) 
JOURNEYMAN AND amren- 
tice electricians wanted for'work 
in Terrace, B.C. Commercial ex- 
perience. $25 per hour, RRSP 
contributions and full medical. 
Fax resume to 250-615-3147 
KALUM KABS LTD requires 
fulllpart time drivers, dispatch- 
ers, need one mechanic with1 
without papers. Drop off resume 
to 4449 Lakelse Avenue. (34~4) 
package. Applications and LIFEGUARDS REQUIRED at 
supporting documentation will 
(35p3) 
HE PARK & CLINTON 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts.Bachelor units,one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
,6157543 or 6353475 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneewest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
IF YOU have equity in your 
home, We can help! Can't prove 
income, slow credit, bank says 
NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves & 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
' NEED MONEY NOW? 
Mount Layton Hotsprings Re- 
sort. Requirements include 
CPR Level C, Current NLS, and 
Standard First Aid. Must have 
reliable transportation. Please 
fax resusme to 250-632-591 1 
or email rninette20telus.net. No 
calls please. (35123) 
LIVE IN Front Desk Position at 
Evergreen Inn. Position must be 
, filled by Sept 15,2005. Salary 
starting at 1600.00lmonth cash 
+ apartment (utilities included). 
Successful candidate(s) will 
have basic bookkeeping knowl- 
dege, customer service skills, 
be able to handle office equip- 
ment & laundry equipment. As- 
> sets: Previous experience in the 
motel industry, knowledge of 
Simply Accounting, basic com- 
puter skills. Position is ideal for a 
couple or single person. Please 
apply at the Evergreen Inn office 
(5422 Hwy 16 West) between 
7am & 5pm, by fax 250-635- 
0822, by email everinnQtelus. 
net (35~3) 
LOCAL MOTEL is looking ?or 
a mature, responsible person 
to answer phone and check'in 
guestsduringthe night. Accomo- 
dation provided. No experience 
necessary. Apply in person with 
resume at 3867 Higiway 16E. 
LOCAL MOTEL'is looking for 
chambermaidldesk clerk. This 
person should be mature, reli- 
able and hard working and able 
to work unsupervised. Experi- 
ence an asset, but not neces- 
sary. Apply in person with a re- 
sume to 3867 Hlghway 16 E. No 
phone inquiries please. (34~3)- 
TED LEROY Trucking Ltd. re- 
quires experienced equipment 
operators, Limmitt operators, 
Dangle Head operators, Load- 
erlhoe Chuckers, excavator 
operators for road crew and ex- 
perienced loggers in all capaci- 
ties. Union wages and benefits, 
camp and town jobs. Please 
fax resumes to 250-286-3661 
j33c3) 
be accepted either by e-mail 
(preferably in MS Word format) 
(jbovd@lhooskuz.com) or fax 
(250) 992-3243. Applications 
will be accepted until 500 p.m.. 
Tuesday, August 30, 2005. For 
I further information please con- 
tact Anthony Gill (778) 233-761 7 
or at apgilI@ganhada.com 
OKANAGAN OPPORTUNITY! 
SUTHERLAND GLOBAL Serv- 
ices hiring Email Support Repre- 
sentatives. Customer focused, 
computer literate, well-organ- 
ized. Training w/growth options.. 
Fax or email: 1-250-545-4848 
Vernon-recruiting@suth.com 
DOUGLAS LAKE Ranch is look- 
ing for experienced farm hands. 
r Positions available immediate- 
ly. Please forward resumes by 
fax 250-350-3336 or by email 
info@douglaslake.com NO 
PHONE CALLS. 
NOW HIRING Millwrights I 
Apprentice Millwrights for work 
in North Eastern BC. Please 
call Martin @ 780-539-5926 for 
details or fax resume to: 780- 
532-9070. 
FURNACES AIR DUCTS CHIMNEYS 
SEPTICS SEWER BACKUPS ELEC. EEL. 
AND MUCH MORE... 
Phone: 6351 1 1 32 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
ROCK CONTRACTING Reno- 
vations, framing, finished work. 
FIREPLACEMANTLES, plaster- 
ing, painting, flooring, ceramic 
tiles, fencing, patios, plumbing 
& electrical. Reasonable rates. 




1 81 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets , 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
ONE AND two bedroom in ru- THREE AND TWO apartment 
ral location, 5 minute drive from in town. Located on Kalum St. 
downtown. Pets welcome. $275 Coin laundry. Call 250-635-2360 
and $375 250-61 5-7385 (34~3) after 4pm. Come to 4730 Davis 
Clean, quiet, new paint, lami- TWO BEDROOM quiet and 
nate floors, laundry facilities, clean, newly renovated, close to 
on site management. Available schools and hospital. Security 
immediately. 250-635-61 22 or entrance. On site building man- 
250-615-3721 (ctfn) 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. Please call 250- 
615-0345 or 250-635-6428 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. to view (34p3) 
'ONE BEDROOM above-ground 
basement suite.lncludes wld fls 
and utilities.Available Sept 1 to 
mature adult with references. 
250-798-221 7 or 250-624-5657 
(33p3) 
TEN MINUTES to downtown 
ager, no pets. $5OO/mo. Hot wa- 
' ter included. Ref. Required Call 
T$;O BEDROOM Trailer. 12 
x 68 Sunny Hill Trailer Court: 
$400/month. References re- 
quired. Washer, dryer. 250-638- 
250-635-0662 (32P3) 
centre, clean cozy, quiet, one 
bedroom. Fridge, stove, wash- 
er, dryer, utilities included. Star 
Choice available. Single occu- 
pancy. Available immediately. 
To view phone 250-635-6141 
Two Guy's With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular funs Merritt, Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
Of B.C. 250-483-4237. 
132C.TFN) ( 
,\ I I ,  Experienced Medium Truck Tire Technician in Revelstoke. Wages to be negotiated. Call 
Mark at: 250-837-61 81 or fax re- 
sume to: 250-837-7006. 
Available as a babysitter, 
housesitter, petsitter? Current 
demand for more sitters in PG, 
Kelowna, Penticton, Vancouver, 
and throughout BC. Find jobs 
and help people Findasitter! 
Iwww.findasitter.ca) 
Steep Slope Buncher Operator 
required for MacKenzie, Chet- 
wynd area camp job. Fax re- 
sume to: 250-723-5824 or 
242-2005. 
SEXSMITH USED FARM 
MAN; JOURNEYMAN OR 
, APPRENTICE, AND A PARTS ' 
' DISMANTLER. 
Agricultural experience an 
asset. Wages negotiable. Rod 
(Sexsmith, Alberta) 
RIVERSIDE NISSAN Courtenay 
requires an experienced auto- 
motive sales person to join our 
very busy sales department. 
We offer an excellent compen- 
sation package including full 
benefits and demo, a large used 
vehicle inventory in a very high 
traffic location. Fax resume in 
confidence to Danny at (250) 
338-7944. 
LICENSED COMMERCIAL 
Transport or HD Mechanic re- 
quired immediately. Engine and 
Gear work an asset. Union rate. 
Fax resume att: Ralph 250-287- 
9914. 
Nufloon in Fernie, BC requires 
experienced flooring install- 
ers. If you have a minimum of 
5 years experience and wish to 
live in the best part of B.C. give 
us a call or send us a resume. 
We are looking for carpet, vinyl, 
ceramic and hardwood install- 
ers. If interested call Steve at 
(25Oj 423-4314 or fax to (250) 
423-3831. E-mail to steve@nu- 
floorsfernie.ca 
Teal Jones Group - Titan Ridge 
and Excalibur Divisions are cur- 
rently updating their resume 
files for all positions. Resumes 
may be forwarded to Teal Jones 
Group, 1749 Twin Peaks Rd., 
Port McNeill, B.C., VON 2R0 or 
fax 250-956-3877. Competitive 
wages I Full Benefits. 
ARE YOU a sales pro? A high 
technology advertising agency 
has located here in the North- 
west and is looking for a com- 
puter savvy sales professional 
to place advertising. Make 
your own hours and be treated 
more as a colleague than an em- 
ployee - this job pays a great 
commission and features stock 
options for outstanding perfor- 
mance. If this is the opportunity 
for you then email your resume 
to CV@lntegratedAds.com. 
CARPENTERS - Kitimaat Vil- 
lage Council needs 2 experi- 
enced carpenters for immediate 
work. We wish the applicants to 
have experience in residential 
construction from foundation to 
finish. All applicants will be con- 
sidered. Phone Kitimaat Village 
Council - Dennis Flynn at 250- 
CHEVRON COMMERCIAL 
Cardlock. Permanent part time 
for officelwarehouse. Submit 
resume in person or fax to 250- 
FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM 
Disorder Services Co-ordinator 
required for Smithers Commun- 
ity Services Association. Perma- 
nent full time position. Full de- 
tails at www.interior-news.com 
or fax 250-847-371 2 (35pl) 
FETAL ALCOHOL Spectrum 
Disorder Services Coordinator 
required for Smithers Commun- 
ity Services Association. Perma- 
nent full tiime position. Full de- 
tails at www.interior-news.com 
or fax 250-847-3712 (35~2) 
PARTS REQU1RES.A PARTS- , 





2 B e d m  Aparhne;lh 
Clwn And Quiet 
Laundry Facility 
9 Close To Swimming Pool 8 Town 
References Required. 
Available lmmediokly 
Smoll Pets Welcome 
FURNISHED 2 bedroom cot- , 
tage on Beam Station Drive at , 
Lakelse Lake. All amenities. 
Available Sept. 1st $400/mo . 
plus utilities 250-798-2514 or 
250-962-1 521 (3483) h 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint. Spring and Summer in- 
terior, exterior residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Referenc- 
es available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
01 99 (35P3) 
2000 SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
HUNT/NGT()N FOR SALE/LEASE Commercial 
Bldg. 3227 Kalum St. Suitable 
APARTMENTS for retail or otfices. For details 
phone 250-766-0205. (33~3) nr ~ Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
635-71 71 I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I 
I I 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530, Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfn) 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in beiween. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. Sedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 




524 hZ.eption & 3 offices 
600 b2- reception 8 2 oiices 8 staff room 
1000 h2 - will devide space to suit 
. I 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
2 AND 3 bedroom ground level 
apartments. Close to schools1 
bus stop. Pine Ave. in Thornhill. 
Available immediately. No pets. 
250-635-2327 250-635-3583 
(34p3) 
BRIGHT, SUNNY, well main- 
tained 2 bedroom apartment. 
Modern kitchen with dishwash- 
er. Asking $550/month. Call 
250-635-3333 - days, 250-635- 
1417 - evenings. (35tfn) 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 6 pled 
apartments available. Spacious, 
clean and bright with secured 
entrance, paved parking, FIS. 
WID and blinds. One bedroom, 
$475/mo. Two bedrooms $5751 
mo (with gas fireplace) Nlp, nls 
250-635-1 622 or 250-635-2250 




256 h2 - one office 
956 fi2- one big office & 3 offices Services is seeking communi- ty suppot? workers for casual 
employment. Applicants must 
posess grade 12. Further re- 
quirements will be discussed at 
interview. Fax resume to Helena 
Duhan "250-638-8042 or drop 
off at 2228 Spruce St. (35~3) 
WANTED DRYWALL taper. 
Must have 5 yrs. experience, 
willing to work out of town. All 
expenses paid, plus top wages. 
Fax resume to 1-867-777-4666 
j35p3) 
WANTED: WELDER/BRIDGE- 
MAN for Terrace based CWB 
certified bridge construction 
Co. Permanent fulltime, season- 
al position. Fax resume to 250- 
WE ACCEPT resumss for the 
position of waitress. Please 
send your resume to Shan yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Greig Ave., 
Terrace. No phone calls please. 
638-8144 (33~3) 
lThe quality shows in every move we make! I I FOR RENT I .  To view call 
638- 1748 
BUSIEST CORNER IN TOWN 
NATURAL GAS HEAT 
AIR CONDITIONING 
3111 Blaksburn, Terrace BASEMENT BACHELOR suite 
S I G H T ~ S O U N D  
PHONE (250) 635-5333 
ASK FOR GORD 
on Walsh Ave. Suitable for sin- 635-2728 gle person. Stovelfridge, laun- 
Container or van service! 
3 BDRM. condo, Excellent con- 
dition, available immediately. 
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 
lST, 2 bedroom suite, security 
entrance, 5 appliances, niain- 
tained fenced yard and parking. 
$650lmonth + sec. dep. 250- 
638-0404 (32ctfn) 
CLEAN, QUIET adult oriented 
condo in Woodgreens Condo- 
miniums, Terrace. NIG. FIP oak 
kitchen, cab, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances incl. Laun- 
dry facilities and covered patio. 
Available immediately. $625/mo. 
632-6726. (tfn) 
250-635-2932 (33~3) 
to hospital & schools. NO pets. 
$400lmo (250)766-3809 32p3 
BASEMENT SUITE for bach- 
elor $450. Close to schools and 
town. Utilities included. Also 
one bedroom for genteleman. 
With kitchen facilities. 250-635- 
Teachers Grade: 31415, 6/7, 
Moricetown Elementary School, 
37 miles west of Smithers. Ap- 
ply by Aug. 26. Full details at: 
UNIVERSITY OF 0 & NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 5893 (33~3) 
CLEAN QUIET non smokino wiwiinterior-news.com or fax 
250-847-381 3 one bedroom suite for qui2 
working individual. lricludes util- 
ities, satellite. Southside. refer- 
ences please. 250-635-5487 or 
FURNISHED 2 bedroom base- 
ment suite, utilities, cable, win- 
ter parking, student or working 
person, Hwy. 16 W (New Remo) 
5 minutes to town. Car neces- 
sary $55Olmo. Available Sept. 
2nd 250-635-3772 (34~3) 
SMALL TWO Bedroom suite in 
Horseshoe. Heat/hydro includ- 
ed. No dogs. References re- 
quired. $350 250-638-8639 
250-61 5-8037 (34~3) 
Fall Courses at UNBC: 
NOTICETO LOG HOME BUILD- 
ERS and Logging Contractors. 
Log home building company re- 
quires an experienced contract 
log home builder. Must supply 
all labour and tool to complete 
building contracts and be reg- 
istered with WCB & GST. Also 
looking for good house logs for 
good price. Fax information to 
1-250-395-41 53 or call 1-250- 
395-1 260. 
Anthropology 101 -3 Peoples and Cultures 
Web 
Anthropology 401 -3 Anthropological Perspectives 
on Inequality, 
Wednesdays 3:30PM to 6:30PM 
CORE 100-3 Effective University Writing & 
Communication 
Mondays 1 PM to 4 PM 
Education 176-3 Mathematics & 
Aboriginal Culture 
'Wednesdays 1 PM to 4 PM 
Education 187-3 Science & ,Aboriginal Culture 
Tuesdays 9 AM to noon 
English 300-3 Theory 
Thursdays 12:30 PM to 3:30 PM 
English 351-3 Russian Literature 
Tuesdays 6 PM to 9 PM 
First Nations Studies 100-3 The Aboriginal 
Peoples of Canada 
Wednesday 9AM. noon 
Psychology 345-3 lifespan Development 
Saturdays 9:OOAM to 4:30PM 
Social Work 452-3 Social Work Crisis Intervention 
Wednesdays 6PM-9PM 
Political Science 251.3 Local Services 8 Public Policy 
Web 
Political Science 403-3 Social and Health Policy 
and Adminishution 
Web 
Continuing Studies Courses 
October 7. Communication and Counselling Skills 
with Dr. Tina Sinclair -1 day 
October 20 -Advanced High Performance Teams 
with Brenda Robinson. The Robcan Group, 1 day 
November 4 - Business Writing [half day course) with 
Daina Bruners, Edmonton 
November 5 -The Secrets to Successful Business 
and Grant Proposals - Daina Bruners 1 day 
And more. .. 
JOURNEYMAN ROOFERS re- 
quired for West Kootenays roof- 
ing company. Wages $28.37 per 
hr., plus benefits. Fax resume 
250-693-541 3 (35D3) 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
(CTFN) 
7,200 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,800 sq. ft.) 
2,017 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 5008 Pohle Ave 
998 sq. ft. Off ice/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 481 8 Hwy. 16 West 
951 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave 
900 sq. ft. Office Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
First Nations Studies 220-3 Introduction to Linguistics 
Web Speakers Series in he 
Northern Studies 31 1-3 Lands and Environments 
of the Clrcumpolar North 1 
Web 
For more information on these courses and how b apply & 
register, contact: 
UNBC's Northwest Regional Campus, 250-61 5-5578 or 800-697-7388 
nw-infoQunbc ca w unbc.ca/regops/nw 
Please note h a t  we well conhue our 
us for 
more infomcrtion. 
lammy Braid graduated with a BSc in Psychology 8 History in 2005. 
(Looking for) 
~ Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 0 1 Oam-4pm 
or call 638-1 113. 
Skeeno CCRR 
i s  funded bv the Province of B.C. L 
I ,  
. . .  . .  , .  . . .. . .  : ' . . .  
9 
TABLE PRICES! 2 BEDROOM upper unit in 
Thornhill. $565/month including 
utilities, w/d on site. Plus one 
bedroom basement suite, $450 
utilities'included (250)635-5992 
3 BEDROOM duplex corner 
of alliwell and Benner on the 
ben h. Close to bus stop, school 
and college, 1 112 bath, with 
frid e, stove, washer and dry- 
er, 2 indow blinds and storage 
she?. $650/month. Phone 250- 
635-5500 days, 250-638-1 883 
or 250-0533 eveings (35~3) 
3 BEDROOM side by side du- 
plex, 3 apppliances, covered 
deck front and back, upper 
Thornhill. Available Sept. 15 
$700/month 250-635-3756 
3 BEDROOM unit, washer, dry- 
er, near hospital. $575/month. 
4 BEDROOM .upper duplex, 
includes heat, stove, fridge, 
washeddryer. No smoking or 
parties. References and deposit 
required. $800/month 250-798- 
9554 (34p3) 
COUNTRY LlVlNG 10 km west 
of Terrace. 2 bdrm duplex, f/s, 
freshly painted, electric heat, 
fenced, pets allowed. $400.00 
per month 250-635-9266 
(27P3) 
,DUPLEX FOR rent. 3 bed- 
rooms, Southside, F/S, W/D 
hcokup, patio, electric heat, no 
pets. $550/mo + damage. Refer- 
ences required. Available Sept. 
NICE3 bedroom side by side du- 
plex. 4830 Graham. 1 112 baths. 
No dogs or smoking. $600.250- 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex 
at 3735 Pine Ave in Thornhill. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$375/mo. Call 250-638-8639 
SPACIOUS TWO bedroom unit 
in 4plex. Available immediately 
Working couple preferred, four 
appliances, no pets, walking 
distance to downtown. $600/ 
month +'security deposit. Call 
THREE BEDROOM side by 
side duplex located in Horse- 
shoe area, close to schools, 
downtown and bus routes. F/s, 
8 w/d, ,n/g heat. No smoking, no 
parties, no pets, $700/month. 
Call 250-635-1 971 (34P3) 
TWO - 3 bedroom apartments 
close to downtown. Utilities 
included. $850 upstairs, $750 
downstairs. 250-635-0554. 
Leave message. (34~3) 
TWO BEDROOM apt, includes 
utilities, 5 appliances $650/ 
month. No pets, close to hos- 
pital. Clean and quiet. Must 
have good references. Phone 
250-635-5380 or 250-615-8843 
(250)631-3206 (33P3) 
(34p3) 
250-61 5-2485 (33P3) 





WOODGREEN CONDO'S 4832 
Lazelle 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1200 
sq. ft., loft, patio, view, quiet, se- 
cure, laundry facilities, asking 
$68,900 or $650/month plus 
utilities. Available immediately. 
250-869-8303 daytime or 250- 
766-4484 eveninas. f33D3) 
m FOR SALE 18 ft. Freighter ca- noe, 15 HP outboard motor, EZload trailer. Plus extras. Total mice $3.900. Phone 250-635- FOR RENT: 3 bedroom home with full basement, close to schools, hospital, and down- town. Fenced yard and large 
wired shop. Most pets welcome 
$800 a month. References pre- 
ferred. Phone 250-635-1258 or 
FOUR BEDROOM, two bath- 
room house. Thorflheights Cot- 
tonwood Crescent. Security 
system, finished basement, 
wired storrage/work shed, 
fenced yard, f/s, wld, $700/mo. 
OLDER HOME on acreage in 
Thornhill. Garden, greenhouse, 
animals welcome. Good rental 
references required. $575/mo. 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom upstairs 




3 BEDROOM townhouse with 
full basement. Walking distance 
to downtown Terrace, No Pets, 
ref. req'd. $650/month avail. 
-immed. (250)631-3031 week- 
days after 4:30 pm, anytime 
on weekends or (250)632-5918 
MODERN TOWNHOUSE. 2 ex- 
tra large bedrooms with huge 
closets, small office computer 
area, gourmet kitchen with lots 
of cupboards, pantry and coun- 
ter space, 2 bathrooms, 3 ap- 
"pliances, washer dryer hookup, 
full crawlspace storage, fenced, 
quiet tenants, very clean and 




I liNeidfl Welded I I 2004 POhriS 
Aluminum Jet boat 700 EFIATV 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Private country acreage just minutes from downtown Terrace, BC. This 
executive unique log home is located on over 2 acres, which bocks onto 
a creek. Features of this home include: 3600 sq. h of living space, large 
country kitchen and dining area, swimming pool, hot tub, shop, security 
system, water treatment s stem, hi h efficiency gas furnace, garden, 
green house, fruit trees anJ7'OO sq.?eet of outdoor deck - just to mention 
a few. Interested parties only. 
Asking 3 1 9,000.00 
17'6" in length 1, 
1996 Evinrude 
115 hp (80 let) 
with only 270 hours 
EXCELLENT SHAPE 
0661 (34~3) 
RECEIVE REFUND IN CASH on 
half of your first two months rent 
at Terrace Manor Apartments, 3 
635-4980 (33p3) cated at 4509 Greig Ave. Hard- 
wood floor in living room. Elec- 
tric heat. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer $600mo. Call '250-638- 
8639 (33P3) 
FURNISHED BEDROOM for 
rent in a 5 bedroom house, 
share rest of home. On bus 
route,$270 per month includes 




From $ W / m  (non-ronovoted) 
Al units ore 3 levels whsmt. 
In-suite laundry ~vailoble, moll pet ok. 
2 bedrood3 bedroom w/2 both 
From $425/m (discounts ovoiloble) 
Call L a y  Q 250 632-441 1 
I Merc Cruiser , 
I FOR SALE OR RENT 2 bed- room third floor, end unit apart-~ 
ment with great mountain views. 
In good condition with a brand 
new fridge. Electricity and hot 
water included at $550/month. 
Please'call Tom at 250 635 9409 
or 250 703 4727. (35P3) 
11 YEAR old house on Bench 
in quiet cul-de-sac. 3 bedroom, 
full basement, 2 bathrooms. 
$1 85,000 250-635-91 18. Seri- 
ous enquiries only. (34~3) 
3 BEDROOM House for sale. 3 
bathrooms, 2 up/l down.T-ully 
finished basement with kitchen 
,I $3,999.00 ;, 4 unit Townho-hmttle Wedeene $79,100 
4 unit Townhouse' 10-16 Little Wedeene $79,800 
4 unit Townhouse 40-46 Little Wedeene $57,100 
4 unit Townhouse 10-1 6 Wedesne St. $76,100 
4 unit Townhouse 30-36 Wedeene St. , $67,000 
4 unit Townhouse $5 6,8 0 0 
4 unit Townhouse 60-66 Wedeene St. $56,900 
30 Suite Apartment 1425 Nalabila Blvd. $450,000 
Contact - lrvin Leroux - Manager (250) 279-0444 
"All Sales Subject To Court Approval" 
51 -57 Wedeene St. 
- 
I 
2 BEDROOM on large lot. Avail- ADVENTURE BAY RESORT 
able immediately. Fenced front cOMMUNITY. Exceptional 
yard, large back yard in Copper view lots dn Lake Okanagan 
River subdivision. F/s, W/D, gar- in Vernon, BC. Private beach/ 
bage Pickup and water indud- dock/pathways through pre- 
ed. $526/month 250-635-6429 served open space. Custom 
or 250-696-3293 (35~3) homes encouraged. Architec- 
3 BEDROOM trailer with addi- tural guidelines. Seven years to 
Private back yardkhed, close to 
$550. Wood/gas heat. Available w w w ~ A d v ~ ~ ~ ~ r e B a ~ v e r n o n ~ c o m  town/hospital. 250-61 5-981 2 
(34P4 
Sept 1 st. 250-638-0058 (34~30 1-800-504-3121 * 
WHISPER RIDGE RENT Large PHASE 11 NOW SELLING 3 BEktOOM, 2 full baths, 5 nice 2 bedroom mobile home in appliances, front & back yard. 
quiet park in Thornhill. New twin AVAILABLE 3540 Cory drive. $204,900 250- 
4 BEDROOM 2 full baths, newly room* washer, dryer, dishwash- for this project. Beautfully renovated home in Horseshoe. 
er included. No parties or pets. " treed and 1-3 Extra large fenced yard. 250- 
$475/mo Also double insulated acre homesites. All services un- 
3 bedroom mobile home. New derground. ,Paved roads. 160 
cupboards, drywall, appliances, acre private park. (The 
dishwasher, jacuzzi tub, wid, Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
ceramic counter tops, windows, Vernon and 40 minutes to 
doors, laminate flooring, raised Silver Star Mountain. 
ceiling. $525/mo Available Sept ' Homesltes from ' I ' I .  ' 
www.whisperridge.com 
. .. - - - . . 
tion, large shop, fenced yard build. Lots Starting at $265,000. 
'"''-.'-- ---- .'"'- 
18 HOMESITES 
seal windows, insulated skirt- 13 Okanagan-Thompson 631 -1 161 (34p3) 
new 'pdated bath- CHBA Gold & Silver Awards 




I I XR100R 
Hay For Sale COLLECTORS! 16ft. woodlcan- 
Large Round Alfalfa, bales vas canoe. vintage. Restored to 
13001b $70 $80- Large square new condition. Babiche seats. 
alfalfa bales 12001b $60 $80. Made in Quebec. Sold by H.B.C. 
Small square barley straw bales yours for only $1 ,OOO! Phone 
$2.00. Me1 @ 250-635-3232 or 250-635-2629 
35p3 567-4603 or 567-4505. 
ALFALFA HAY and horse hay (FOR LALE 24' Fibreform boat. 
bales. Trucking available. Call 
Bill Roberts 780-842-2352, 780- sounders. electric downrimers, 
209-1570 cell. (33~3) 
ROUND BALES. Dry hay and 
haylage for sale., Call 250-846- 
for sale*Large and small 'quare Fully equipped, flying bridge, 2 638-0139(35p3) ~ 
SEASONS IN THE OKANA- 
head, marine radio, 15 HPMerc 
aux. 250 Mercruiser electronic 
ignition, dingy, etc. etc: View 
at ,2109 McBride .Ave:.LLakelse ' 
Lake 250-798-2449 (35~3) '-+ 
DIRT BIKE for sale. Like new, 
good condition, new tires. For 
more information call 250-61 5- 
9976 (34~3) 
GAN RESORT COMMUNITY. 
Custom homes with spectacu- 
lar Lake Okanagan views now 
under-construction in Vernon,; 
BC. Master planned community 
featuringon-site $2.5 million Re- 
creation & Fitness Center. Close call 250-635:0063 (34~3) 
NEW 14 X 60 Trailer home in to all Okanagan activities. Adja- HORSE Tack auction. 
and living space. 5 appiiances. 
Available immediately. $550/mo non.com 1-800-916-5188. 
includes pad rental. 12th month 
free. 250-639-2977 (34~3) level house. 4928 Labelle Ave. ing yrs, reg. Morgan mire 
ROOM FOR rent. Female $325. 
Large 3 bedroom townhouse on 
Southside/bus route. 250-638- 
7647 (32~3) 
Thornhill trailer park. 2 bed- Sept. 18 11:30 a.m. 4071 Mc- 
rooms, 1 bath, large kitchen permanent residents* Starting Lean Rd, Quesnel. Please con- 
cent to beach park* Seasonal '
at $364'000* www.SeasonsVer- 
5 BEDROOM 3 bathrooms, bi- 
Close to schools, large kitchen yrs, Two Reg. geldings, 
with oak cupboards, includes ages & 3,, two reg. part bred fridge, stove, dishwasher. Large 
'Overed deck with sky lights sonable offers considered. Call bier Aluma-lite travel trailer. Ex- hot tub. Natural gas heating/pel- 250-842-5560 32 let stove, oak flooring in family cellent condition, pecan wood 
room. sking $1 79,000 250-635- SPORT HORSE CbSe out sale. trim and paneling. Must see UCTINGUEHER BUSIN SS 7 to 8 years old; many with show $1 1,000 250-635-5868 (34~3  6553 (34p3) 
looking to sell to the right per- experience. Winners! Staeing at 1992 PROWLER Regal, ',ir 
son. Training provided to fully CHARACTER upgrades, bedrooms with up, many $5,000. www.trakehnerhof.ca conditioning, bathroom, 
' equip You for extin- down in partially finished base- 250-842-5400 (34D3) 3137 kg, 4 slps, lino floor, dual 
TWO FEMALE n m m ~ ~ t e s  guishers. Serious enquiries only. merit, hardwood floors, wood fridge, freezer, cassette am/fm, 
$1 1,000. Ph. 250-639-9231 Bri- wanted. $425/month includes 250-61 5-5500 ( ~ 4 ~ 3 )  laundry. By Uplands school. Call an Kitimat (33p3) 
burning fireplace, sundeck, ter- 
raced flower gardens, fruit trees, 250-615-5452 for appointment. 
green house, wired storage 19% 24' Nash travel trailer. 
shed* fenced yard* quiet dead Sleeps 7. Lots of storage in and 
downtown shopping. Asking Call 567-9873 or 567-0494. see. $1 1.800. 250-638-1427 or 1350 
sian earlv. Phone BC Auctions 
geldings, ages Any rea- 1988 DELUXE 29' Holiday Ram- 
For Sale 35 Corriente Cow/Calf You're Approved! Do N o t x  
previous Bad Credit stop you Pairs. Majority are young cows. 
Bred for ~ ~ ~ i l  2006. plus two 3 from owning a vehicle today. 
year old bulls, easy calvers, easy Central&Northern B.C. Custom- 
140 Acre farm in Cedarvale. end street* walking distance to to handle, easy, easy on fences. Out. Like new condition. Must ers our specialty. 1-877-747- 
(34P3) 
1:' 0 0 -  
1800 SQ. townhouses, 3 $159.900. 250-649-5740. 
bedroom, n/g and electric heat, SHEEP AND Goat auctions. $1 19,500.250-635-6692 (34P3) 
excellent condition, close to LAKELSE 3/4 acre Saturday Sept. 10 11:30 a.m. 
schools and hospital. Available ~ / 1 4 ~ 7 0  mobile home, 12x40 Please consign livestock early. trailer with large slideout hardly ENGINE, TRANSMISSION 
Sept. 1st or Oct. 1st. $600- Alberta & BC buyers. Phone BC 2000 Honda Civic, 26,000 km, 
$650/montti. 250-635-9467 2 BEDROOM Trailer $7,000 or appliances* 24x40 ga- Auctions 250-992-2459 Ques- 638-0362 (35P3) clean, must sell ASAP, $3,500 
060. Many other parts, inquire. (35p3) $450/mo includes fridge, stove, rage, woodshed, green house, 1.15~3) 
3 BEDROOM F/S, W/D. Avail- 250-635-4670 (35P3) 
able Sept. 1st. No pets. #4- Available Sept 1/05. Phone $24,950. Can view at Sandy's STUDDED SNOWTIRES set of 
4631 Walsh ave. 250-615-9700 8 WEEK old puppies for sale, 4, 15 inch. Low mileage $250 
34 3 33p3 home on double subdivideable purebred Bouvier/Golden Re- at desk for Bob Hart 250-695- firm. 250-638-771 5 f34n% 
available Aug. 15th. No pets. 1 bathroom, large garage, Avail- et lovingly Copperside ma ntained Estates. by one Built time and cludes vet exam and first shots. 
Close to downtown and school. able September 1st No smok- 250-635-1423 35 I CWAY Fridge, forced air fur- 1986 NISSAN 4x4 pickup, 
250-61 5-9976 (32p3) ing, no pets $700. 250-635- Owner* Recent updates: new PUREBRED G(O&lkJ retriever nace, equalizer hitch, bathroom 180,000 km, &speed, long box, 
septic roof* front loom bay puppies, males & females. Vet and shower, full awning, sleeps overload suspension. $1,500 
windows, linoleum, paint 8, new checked and first shots. Ready 
81 39 (33~3) 
front lawn. To view 4658 Martin to go. $500 250-635-5472 
Dr. Dhone 250-635-5162. Ask- 
addition, woodstove, Satellite used. EC $17,500 060 250- 
2000fiih avenue 5th Wheel - 35 
ft., 2 slides, excellent condition. 
RV Resort or leave message 
washer, dryer. #69 Pine Park. 
250-306-1277 or 250-838-7882 SIX BEDROOM, 3 bathroom 
B!ARooMS 1 1/2 baths, F/S. iTw LAMER Ave. 3 bedroom, lot* lo minutes from town in qui- treiver cross. $150 each, in- 
2<0-992->459 (35~3) 
MOVING MUST Sell. Rea. aeld- 
2003 POLARIS Vertical Escape 
with stinger and tank bag, 1 5 9  
track, excellent condition. 1,800 
miles. $8,000 250-635-1 664 
2005 POLARIS RMK 600 with 
144" track, excellent condition, 
lady driven, 300 miles. $8500 
plus Trail Blazer snowmobile 
deck. $500.00 obo 250-635- 
1664 134031 
(35p3) 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services available. 
(CTFN) 
3 BEDROOM house on Walsh. 
F/S, dishwasher, laundry, stor- 
age, attached garage, large 
yard. $675/month Available 
1 BEDROOM house in Thornhill. 
. Close to Schools, stores, laun- 
dry mat, etc. $375/mo. Econom- 
ical heat and lights. Cool in the 
summer 250-638-8052 (34P3) 
1 BEDROOM Suite with view on 
Queensway. Nice yard, quiet 10- 
cation. Some storage available. 
$400/month. 250-635-7844 
3 bedroom upper within walk- 
ing distance to school & down- 
town. 4644 Walsh $750/month 
includes all utilities, w/d. Refer- 
ences required, no pets. Call af- 
ter 5 (250)638-1367 34p3 
3 BEDROOM, available imme- 
diately on Southside, $7001 
month, no smoking, no pets, 
stove, fridge, washer, dryer in- 
cluded. References required. 
Phone Dave 250-635-3276 
4 BDR, 2 bath, Agar near Elk's 
Park, newly renovated, large 
fenced lot, w/d, new fridge, 
stove. dishwasher. N/S, NIP, 




AVAILABLE OCT. 1st. 4 bed- 
room, 2 bath in Thornhill, $8001 
month, $400 DD. 250-635-3552 
BEAUTIFUL EXECUTIVE Style 
4 bedr. with office home in ru- 
ral setting. Large deck, wood & 
gas heat. Dogs. With good ref. 
No smoking $1,000 per month. 
CLOSE TO town and schools. 
Clean 2 bedroom basement su- 
ite. F/S, $450/month. Available 
immediately. 250-638-8246 
(32~3) 
COZY 2 bedroom, close to hos- 
pital and schools, electric heat, 
satellite tv, N/S, N/P, ready for 
September 1st. 250-635-0052 
LARGE FAMILY home. Quiet 
no-thru street on the bench. 
4718 Gair, 4 appliances, no 







large garden. $1 05,000. 250- '--r-' 
798-2522 (34~3) 
- \- .r-, _ . _ _  
6321. Tow vehicle also avalable. 
@3& 
6, plenty of storage, excellent obo 250-635-081 8. (35~3) 
condition and very clean. Can 1990 JEEP Cherokee, new en- 
be viewed at 3319 Mt. Davis gine, 20,000 km., good running 
Way. $6,500. 250-845-7289 condition, command start, pow- 
133p3) er locks and windows $6500.00 
FOR SALE 1990 Okanagan 27 
ft. 5th wheel. Fully loaded in ex- 
cellent condition. Deluxe s o ~ ~ n d  cab, new inspection, 27<000 
system, microwaveoven,fantas- kms., towing package, camper 
tic fan, A/C (5yrS. old) Asking ties, $6,000 OB0 250-635-5100 
$12,000 060. Call after 4pm j33p3 
250-635-7455 or 250-615-2243 1994 ) FORD bplorer. Newer 
j34p3) transmission, good brakes and 
TRILLIUM et trailer. furnace, 15 Ft. fibreglass stove, fridge. traV- 
tires. Iggnq\ $3,800 250-632-6842 
ina $149.900. (33~3) IJJDOI  
- 
O.B.O.250-635-9769 (34~3)  
I993 CHEV 112,ton V6. reaular 
WANTED: HITACHI, John 
Deere, Link Belt Excavators, 
Backhoes, small Dozers, Rough 
Terrain Cranes, Wheel Loaders, 
Graders, Attachments, any con- 
dition. CASH AWAITS. 250- 
547-8993 (collect). 
16 FT. Lund fibreglass lake boat, 
90HP. trailer; runs but needs mi- 
nor work. $3,000. Call 250-615-, 
6863 933~3) 
1993 MOBILE Home. EC. 3 bdr., 
2 full baths, sky light, set up at 
Braun's Island MHP. $43,500. 
250-638-8673 or 250-61 5-2473 
1993 MOBILE in quiet Thorn- 
hill park. 2 br, 2 full baths, 8x10 
add, skylights, 5 appl. Recent 
b-room reno. Large yard - must 
see. $43,900 Call 635-0167 to 
view 22. (31 P6) 
DOUBLE WIDE mobile for sale. 
Two bedrooms, setup in quiet 
Thornhill park, $15,000 obo. 
FOR SALE By owner. 14x70 3 
bedroom mobile home ('78 High- 
wood) with addition, 5 applianc- 
es. Very good condition. Mov- 
ing, must sell. $23,000 OB0 For 
appointment to view, call 250- 
LIKE NEW! 95 2 bedroom s/w 
in Bouldewood MHP, spacious 
kitchen, big fenced yard, sky- 
lights & more. Local store, bus 
route, schools and golf nearby. 
Terms available. Call Gord to 
view. 250-61 5-3240 Itfn) 
(33p3) 
room, bedroom and workshop. 
Built in vac, alarm system. ss44~s00 
CALL TODAY! Large deck with hot tub 
PH. 635-5434 or 638-6825 6eii Fridge, gas stove, anddahwasher incl 
250-635-741 1 (34p3) 
-.-r., 
sink. $3,500 Firm. 250-655- 
6343 (35~3) 
' 
16-i. Zodiac with 55 jet and 
trailer. Very good condition. 
18' MISTY River riveted alumi- 
num boat. Windshield, canvas, 
steering. 60HP Yamaha & trail- 
er $5,400 OB0 or boat only for 
$1,850. Phone 250-638-8257 
ask for Kelly. (33~3) 
19 1/2 Ft. Campion with 200 
Mercury OB., low hrs. Easy Id. 
Trailer, spare tire, VHF, depth 
sounder, down rigger, new com- 
pass $8,000 250-635-2446 Cell 
250-847-2370 (34~3) 
250-61 5-931 0 
24' ALUMINUM riverboat 90 
HP, 6 cy1 inline Mercury w/jet. 
Heavy duty trailer. Excellent 
hunting boat. $5,000. 250-635- 
6905 or 250-615-9127 (35~3) 
6.5 SUPER Evinrude. Less than 
20 hrs from new. $800 OB0 
Phone 250-635-3232 work, 
250-635-2629 home. (35~3) 
FOR SALE Ford tractor 540B. 
Phone 250-849-5740 Asking 
$1 0,000 OB0 (35~3) 
i 

